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1. In t roduc t ion 

Over the past fifteen years of high-energy physic?, electron-positron jinnihila 
lion has beep the most productive of all reactions probing the fundamental in 
leractions. The e + e~ annihilation process is unique in offering at the same time 
copious production of novel particles, low backgrounds from more conventional 
physics, and the most efficient use of the energy which an accelerator provides 
These features have allowed the detailed characterization of the charm and bottom 
quarkantiquark systems and the unambiguous discovery of gluon jets - the cru
cial ingredients in the establishment of Quantum rhromodynamics as the correct 
theory of the strong interactions—as well as the discovery of the tau lepton and 
the confirmation of the weak and electromagnetic properties of all of the quarks 
and leptons at high energy. Over the next few years, experiments will begin at 
SLC and LEP, and we anticipate new discoveriej from the detailed study of the 
Z" resonance. It is* time. theu. to begin to think out how one might continue this 
mode of experimentation to still higher energies. 

This document is the report of a committee convened by the Director of SLAC, 

BuTton Rjchter, to set out the major physics goals of an e+e~ collider in the en

ergy range 600 GeV - 1 TeV, corresponding to the next feasible step in accelerator 

technology. The committee was charged with the task of outlining the main ex

periments that such a collider might carry out and the requirements which those 

experiments place on the accelerator design. 

It is clear that a high-energy e*t~ collider, even one with a center of mass 

energy below 1 TeV, will have great opportunity to address the central open ques

tions of particle physics. At the moment, we seem to understand very well th. aws 

which govern the basic strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces among quarks and 

i 

leptons However, these , j » , a I > p , r e i i t Iv require the evisten, e uf a further p a - i r l e 

«.r set of par l i i les . the llijrgs bosons, wind , mediate a new . so f„, undiscovered, 

force- litis [ o n e l.s responsible f,,r | i u m s the 11 and / bowilis Ihe.r I„***-!. and 

also for generating tile masse* of the quarks and leplohs. Ill theorem al models of 

I he fliggs bosons, the new forces assoi mteii with this new sect,,, h e c w i " evident 

;il energies below or of I lie order of I i . \ In many models, new n pes of fernnons 
or weak bosons also heroine apparent at the energy scale set l,\ the 'liggs phe-
tionienoii. An r*« - collidei will be able to search dirclls for the lli^gs bosons and 
will also produce and make viable HIMII-VCI other new species ought exist within 
its energy range. 

Along with this promise, however, come new problem* associated with the move 
to higher energies. I he most important consideration for any study uf particle 
physics at very high energy is that increased luminosity is required to do almost 
any interestmpexperiment. Though there do exist speculative theoretical si enarius 
under which modest liiniiiiosities would suffice, most theoretical models predict 
that the cross sections for new physics will be of the order of the elemenlarv Qf'I) 
point cmss .section: 

, ., -lira-' S6.S fb 
' " " "3T " ^TTeTTP 

To produce 103 events per year of a rcarron with ihr itoint rross section at a m i 

£/*r of mass /'Her^y of ] T<-Y n^uirrs a luimtnmiiy of II) 1 1 cm "- '«T " 1 ( hr- frai urn 

alone provide*, a suhstaul LAI challenge to ao <'l*-r,iior doi^nrr*- \\'>- <-\n.i ! iLii ! he 

aimlmietl ret'ijimuenltiof tii^li IUIUUKJMTA and hit*h rner^v i ..iit;..i In- n><i without 

introducing some conipli' alupji in (he* <ondm-i uf e\p.TiMi«-ijt«. ],t a>'-id larRe syn 

rl,ri*)ru» radiation Jossiv. ] he a< rrjeraior will n-eed in oe a luiear mllider r.illier limn 

ri storage ring lu achieve hipli himii.o-.it \. the 1mm ln^ of r le. * r-in-*- rind po>itretis 

which collide must then l»e exnf*dinj*;l> -.iiiali and InahU foi u^e.] I In- miph««.. 

in turn, thai the nonlinear mlerarlion.-. uf 'Atfw U\n\r\ir^ a! the ii.ilii-.ioii pi mil will 

lie ex t remely large, leading to significant *\ IHIITOI mn radial ion " "K'-rttn-t rah lung" 1 

and prol>al>ly t-u significant disruption of i he hinn hi", d urine the < olhsion pnxrv-.. 

http://mii.o-.it
http://ii.ilii-.ioii


One of the goals of this study uas to assess the new experimental problems that 

this energy smearing and other obstacles of the machine design would entail. It 

is one of our main conclusions thai these new complication* need not significantly 

hinder experiments Because the basic environment provided by e + e~ annihilation 

is so simple, it is not difficult to design searches for new particles which axe clean 

and efficient. As long as the luminosity ia high enough, we believe that we can 

carry oul clear and definitive experiments. 

The plan of this report is as follows: In the remainder of this chapter, we will 
review the advantages of the t + e " annihilation reaction in more detail and. give 
some comparisons between a high-energy e + e~ collider of the type that we will 
discuss and a large proton-proton collider such as the proposed Superconducting 
Supercollider. In Chapter 2. we will summarize the main results of our study 
which bear on accelerator design, discussing in some detail appropriate guidelines 
for energy, luminosity, and the quality of the experimental environment. We will 
also emphasize here the importance of longitudinal polarization as an analysis tool 
in this energy regime. In Chapter 3, we will review the general characteristics of 
f + e " annihilation events with n the stand .rd model in the energy region we will 
discuss. 

The remaining sections of this report will discuss in some detail the four physics 
issues which we see as the most important topics to be addressed by e + e~ annihi
lation experiments in this energy region. Chapter 4 will discuss the most straight
forward experiments for the new collider* searches for new quarks and leptons. 
Chapter 5 will discuss the search for the Higgs boson. In Chapters 6 and T we 
will discuss two possible probes of modifications of the standard weak interaction 
gauge theory. Chapter 6 will discuss the physics associated with the appearance 
of a new 7° resonance. Chapter 7 will discuss the pair-production of W bosons, 
emphasizing the ust of this reaction as a precision tesi of weak interaction the
ory. Finally, io Chapters S und 9k we will discuss two specific examples of searches 
for new particles associated with a possible new sector of forces at TeV energies. 
Chapter 8 will discuss the search for supersymmetric particles in high-energy e+e~ 

collisions. Chapter '.' will ML** us* the search for charged Higg» \*-,->,',- and other 

signs of an extended Higg^ >•<•< lor In each of these discussions, wi- v, d. present both 

the theoretical importance of the study and the detailed expeiini«"i;rrtl u-< unique 

by which it can be carried out. 

Our work in this report builds on previous studies of f¥i~ physics ar very 
high energy which have been presented in refs. 1-6. Some of the w«rL of >«ur 
committee has been reported in more pedagogical form in the contributions b\ 
two of our members to the 1987 SLAC Summer Institute proceeding Of these, 
ref. 7 summarizes the basic theoretical results on high-energy C ' I " annihilation, 
including a careful discussion of the physics underlying the formulae*, and ref. ft 
gives a heuriatic overview of the experimental considerations. 'I hese two articles 
might provide the reader a useful complement to the analyses which we report 
here. 

1.1. T H E ADVANTAGES OF e + e _ ANNIHILATION 

We have already noted the important role that e + e " reaction* have played 
in the development of particle physics. We will now review mure «p--i ifuaiiy the 
special qualities of this reaction responsible for its great success We will argue 
in the body of this report that these qualities will remain -valid for tin- w-r> high 
energy experiments that we consider here. 

The central feature of high -energy f+ «" collisions.;': >m whu i. ^.i w-iu-r .-^rnaal 

properties follow, is that the particular process in whith the rh-i'mn *•.•! puMituii 

annihilate into new species despite its small cross section * A: in- • .<.i:.;> -tepa 

rated from other possible t*t~ reactions. In the current riirri>. r-cmif u{ I*LP 

and PETRA, the annihilation process competes only with tin- i*.- phuinii P<»< 

lion and with purely electromagnetic processes such as Bhahh<t -(-altering Suite 

two-photon processes charaitensiicaJly involve only a small fraiiinii nf the total 

available center of mass em-f»\. but with no imbalance of '.rati^ •••••«• momentum, 

and since, in any event, tin- cwu-photon cross sections are not larcr- :t ha.-, been 
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possible to remove these events from sea relies for new physics with relatively sim

ple cut?. This has allowed searches for a wide rango of possible new particles 

in which the ru t s applied have relatively high efficiency but remove* virtually all 

background. 

In the energy regime we will consider in this report- several new reactions come 

into play. In addi t ion to processes involving photon-photon collisions, o n e can have 

reactions in which one or both of the t he electron and positron e m i t IV bosons. 

The radiat ive annihilation, iulo 5 Z° boson has a relatively large cross section. 

Product inn of II and Z boson pairs becomes a major part of the annihi la t ion cross 

section. It remains t rue, however , t ha t the annihi lat ion And non-annihi la t ion events 

are kioematical ly well separated. T h e photon and W bremsst rah lung processes 

result in final s ta tes with total mass only a fraction of that available from the 

annihilat ion processes. T h e photon and W react ions can even be separa ted from 

one another by their t ransverse m o m e n t u m spectra; this observation tu rns out 

to be crucial for Higgs boson searches. The final picture that we reach is one 

in which the additional processes available in e+e~ reactions add richness bu t da 

not interfere in an important way with the crucial isolation of novel annihi lat ion 

processes. 

Once the annihilation channel has been separated from other possible processes, 

one can begin to take advantage of its two special vir tues. T h e first is tha t of 

isotropy: Pai r production due to the annihilation process is roughly isotropic in 

the lab frame, so that the na tura l Angular cuts which detectors impose do not 

significantly tieciease signals, for new physics.. The second advantage is that of 

democracy: Almost all particles pair-produced as final s tates of p + f~ annihilat ion 

are produced with cross sections of t he same order of magni tude : 

7(f + f" -» A ' T l = A f l R ) . (1.2) 

tunes phase space, where A \> a number between O.Ji And 5 and (1R) is the point 

rru?s section. T h e remit 11.2) is i rue for pair-product ion of quarks and leptons, and 

y 

foi c l iargnl bosons and other exohr specie*. It a b o hold* for f+1 " - . -,-., f+< " , 

M ' + H " ~ . #-, , and //, if one (-(insiders only the aiigi_Ur region 20" <- 9 < IfiO6 

whirl] excludes I hi- large forward and backward ppaks, Familiar and exotic physic* 

processes appear with comparable probabili ty. This result means t ha i , in marches 

fur some new species-, the rat io of signal lu background begins at roughk 1 1 , even 

before detai led n u s on the nature of the final s la te arc imposed, It is easw then , 

for * ,:otic processes to s tand ui:t in the da ta . 

Car ry ing this a rgument one s tep further, the most impor t an t background pro

cesses t u r n out to be ra ther simple in form -quark-ant iquark pair production with 

a bit of gluon radiat ion, or simple W+W~ production; thus , the backgrounds a re 

s t ra ightforward to charac te r ize and remove. This means that new physics can b e 

s tudied using the full range of its final s ta tes , rather than only those signatures 

which are part icularly str iking. For example, we find ihat one of the most efficient 

ways to find heavy leptons at a high-energy f + c ~ collider is to search for their de

cay lo hadroiid. plus missing neutrinos, O n e of our most impor tan t conclusions is 

that W and Z bosons may be identified by calor imenic mas.' determinat ion using 

their hadronic final s ta tes . Th is gives a powerful expenriu 'nlal tool for tracking the 

weak bosons, which appear prolifirally both in the signals and in the background* 

for new physics. 

An addi t ional potent ia l advantage of ( + r " reactions at t he high energies we 

consider here is the availabili ty of longitudinal electron polarization as a probe of 

the react ions one observes. All t + t~ aimihilaUtw reaction* have some dependence 

on beam polarization, due to the iiiierfi-rcncr between On" «irtual photon and 

vir tual Zn contr ibut ions . In the regime of m i t e r of ma.-.;- energies a b o w 150 ( !e \ . 

these cont r ibut ions have comparable su:c. and MI the polari/aliuri clh-<l> should be 

qui te large. Certain pmcesses, such as r + * " - • H ' ^ K " . have an excep.,i-nally 

large po la r i /a t ion-depeudence and can be removed or enhaiu ed by ibe d u n c e of 

electron polarization. 

Leaving aside the question of the small size of rrow sections, then. «"> " col 
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liders provide An ideal environment for discovering and characterizing new physits. 
The b u t features of this environment, which h&ve been exploited »o successfully 
by experiment! at currently accessible energies, will remain valid after the further 
ilep in nn^igv thai » T comider here. 

Our main goal in this report is to illustrate and amplify the central argument 

set out in this section. By examining the standard model background processes, 

and then by working through specific searches for a variety of novel states, we will 

illustrate the cleanliness and simplicity of e+c~ physics m the high energy regime. 

We will show that straightforward analysis techniques identify new particles in 

a wide range of their final states, and with high efficiency, while substantially 

removing the background. This conclusion as$utes us that ' . + e~ experiments, will 

be capable of producing larges samples of exotic states which may then be probed 

in considerable detail, to address questions of branching fractions, mixing effects, 

and other specific aspects of the coupling pattern which might be impart ant in 

fixing the role of these states within a grander pattern. 

1.2. e + c~ v». pp COLLIDERS 

To complete this introduction, we would like to comment on the relation of 

high energy e + e " colliders to high energy hadion colliders in the exploration of 

the next scale of physics. ID the Chapter 2, we will describe ID specific terms the 

importance of searching for a new sector t>f particles and interactions in the energy 

region 100 GeY - 1 TeV. U'e consider this the central enterprise of high energy 

physics over the next fifteen to twenty years. Proton-proton aad electron-positron 

colliders have different and complementary roles in this search. 

Hadron colliders have been used to great effect in exploratory studies span
ning a wide range of energy, concentrating on processes with particularly l*rge or 
distinguishable cross sections. The T resonance and the H" and Z bosons were 
discovered by using the rnergy distributions of prut on constituents to scan for a 
resonance and bt j.ting leptonic decay modes tq make the resonant events visi
ble. The fundamental rouplings of QCD have been made manifest at the CERN 

U 

collider in the very large cross section process of high transverse mom<*niuni jet 
production- Similar experiments can be imagined for higher '-ivrgLe^ Ir deed, for 
every hypothesis on tin- nature of the new interactions cxpvetrd *\ \ v \ energies, 
there is some characteristic effect which should be visible at A „>() |<j 'U\ pp col
lider! Design studies for an accelerator of this type havr been earned mil both 
in the United Stales and in Europe, and the proponents of these machines are 
now actively seeking funds to begin construction. It now seem- clear that either 
the American machine, the Superconducting Supercollider (SSCi. or the European 
one, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. will be funded fur fomplction in 
the late 1990's. Either of these devices will have the potential to explore broadly 
for new effects in the energy region around 1 TeV. and either r:light well produce 
the crucial piece of evidence for the general nature of new physics at t hose energies. 

On the other hand, we do not believe that pp experiments alone v,il\ suffice to 
unravel the physics of the TeV energy scale. As we will stres* in the next chapter. 
the problem which must be solved is not simply the matter u-' verifying a few 
parameter* but is. rather, a profound question about new fundaments, interactions. 
Hadron colliders have only a limited ability U> answer detailed qui'Mi.kns about this 
new physics. The contrast to the picture which we have set »>m KI ti;<- previous 
section is striking, At pp colliders, cross sections due to conventional physics are 
large, and the final states resulting from these processes are rumplex Searches 
for new physics can be carried out only by looking for dw-t.nni\r tinal states, 
and, even here, some promising channels are removed by unexpected backgrounds. 
Polarization of the initial protons i* essentially completely degraded at the level of 
the quarks and gluons winch initiate new elementary processes I hi;*, me many 
handles described in the previous section for the detailed char.u ten/anon of new 
phenomena will be available only tn experiments at an f t " collider 

We have Ergued that a high energy f+*~ collider is important f the need1- of 

fundamental physics over the next twenty years But we would like in Add that. 

over an even longer term, such a collider "•"ill have a still more esprituii rulr 1 he 

enormous scale and ro.st of the SSC make clear that this will be th" Ia>i proton 
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synchrotron built along conventional liaes. Bui beyond the question of the cost 

and practicality of accelerators, pp collisions suffer A more fundamental limitation 

at energies higher than that of the SSC On the one hand, the cross sections for 

partem-part on subprocesses decrease as £ C M ~ 2 ** the energy of the sub process 

4 0 
.-« Ee.m.lpp) Uev) 

Figure 1. Comparison of effective center of maw energies of e*e~ and pp collideis 
for discovering various hypothesiied new particles, assuming a maximum pp luminosity 
of I O u c m - 2 s e c ' 1 .from lef. 3. The searches considered are those for new vector bosons, 
supersymme ry partners, heavy quarks, heavy leplons. apd ferrnion compositeDeflS. The 
dashed Une represents eq. U-3) 

is increased. On the other hand, the large size of the proton-proton inelastic 

cross section leads to seveTe experimental problems of radiation damage and event 

pileup ai luminosities greater than 10' 3 cm _ 2 sec" ' : these problems become much 
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worse if one changes the form of the accelerator horn a large synchrotron to. for 
example, a pp linear collider. This means that one cannot achieve the full promise 
of higher energy pp collisions by raising the luminosity to access rarer subprocesses. 
A comparison of the discovery reach of an e*e~ collider to that of a pp collider 
with fixed luminosity, based on the work of ref. 12. is shown in Fig. 1. The figure 
ju.s'ifies the empirical law 

£ c » l < e + 0 - \/£cM(pp'i/3 , (1.3) 

with both energies in TeV. 

The future of high-energy physics, then, belongs to the electron-positron col
liders. Accelerator physicists around the world are now assembling the techniques 
needed to build high-energy colliders using high-gradient linear electron accelera
tors incorporating the efficient power sources and tiny beam spot sizes necessary 
to achieve high luminosity. This is essentially a new line of accelerator technology, 
one which is only now receiving its first practical test in the Stanford Linear Col
lider project. The machine which we will discuss in this report would represent 
the next step after the SLC in the evolution of this technology to higher energies. 
From here on, we will emphasize the importance of this machine in its own right 
in addressing the key issues that confront us now But one should keep in mind 
also that this machine provides the unique avenue to further technical progress in 
pushing back the frontier of fundamental physics. 

H 



2. Requirements for the New Collider 

In this chapter, we will discuss the design of an e*t~ collider for the 600 GeV-
L TeV energy range, from the viewpoint of experimentation. We will present an 
overview of the basic physics goals that we see for experimentation in this range, 
organized is terms of the constraints that the experimental program places on the 
collider itself. The conclusions about points of physics that we set out in this 
chapter will be supported by detailed analysis in Chapters 3-9. 

Our most imp' rtant recommendations concern energy and luminosity. Here, 
we have reached no surprising conclusions: We recommend that the center of 
mas* energy of the collider be as high as can be managed in a feasible step—1 
TeV, if possible. Even so, we note that many interesting milestones in speculative 
theories are passed already at the lower center of mass energy of 600 GeV. We 
recommend that special attention be given to obtaining as high a Luminosity as 
possible. Though we will give some examples of physics procener which can be 
studied in event samples of a few f t - 1 , w e believe that a mature physics program 
at i TeV would require an event sample of the order of 30 fb" 1, corresponding to 
2500 events of a process with cross section 1 R. Even if this sample were obtained 
over several years, it would require an actual delivered luminosity in excess of 1 0 M 

cm " ' sec - 1 . We emphasize that these two requirements are linked: Since the basic 
cross sections decrease as E'2. an increasing luminosity is needed to exploit the 
potential offered by increased energy. iklf the energy ot tbe machine were kept to 
the lnwer value of COO GeV. the equivalent event sample size would be 10 f b - 1 . ) 

The least trivial conclusion of our study is that many of the features of the 
environment of e + e~ reactions which lead to their extreme cleanliness at current 
energies can be relaxed substantially without compromising the most important 
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experiments. Operation of a linear collider at high luminosity will 'Titail sizable 
synchrotron radiation in the collision region ('beamslrahlung') anil A complicated 
final-focus system. These features will lead to a substantial smearing of the center 
of mass energy of annihilation events and also to problems in working at very 
forward angles. These effect." will certainly make experiments mure diffnult. but 
we find that neither significantly affects the ability of e+e" collider experiments to 
search for new physics. 

An additional factor which we call to the attention of accelerator designers 
is that of polarization. We feel that longitudinal polarization of electrons will be 
an essential tool in the study of c + < _ reactions in this energy region, so that one 
should plan for such polarization as an integral part of the collider design. We see 
no harrier to maintaining substantial polarization through the beam transport and 
collision processes at an e + ?~ linear collider. 

2.1. ENERGY 

We will begin by describing the physics goals of the collider whirh pose definite 
requirements for its center of mass energy. We should begin with thr statement 
that we do not find an ironclad argument that 600 GeV, or even 1 TeV. m the 
center of mass will necessarily suffice to uncover the next scale of t.hysirs. On the 
other hand, we do find compelling the idea that the decade or so in energy above 
100 GeV contains a new sector of physical forces wailing to be discovered. We 
believe that the search for this new sector of fundamental physics should be the 
major goal of the particle physics community and should be earned on Yith all 
available techniques. The machine we envision here will dramatically extend the 
region of this search in e + e~ reactions, by a factor of 5 beyond the highest LEP 
energies. In thiB section, we will review the argument for new physics in this energy 
region and survey specific speculative models of its nature. We will see that these 
models typically predict dramatic new phenomena which would be visible to a 1 
TeV e + c~ collider. 
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We should first explain why theoretical predictions, even of a very general char

acter, are relevant at all (o the motivation (or a new accelerator. During the early 

years of high-energy physics, and continuing through the early ]970's, the promise 

of an additional factor of 3 in center of ma«s energy was considered sufficient jus

tification for a new machine. And, indeed, while we explored the interesting and 

complex region of center of mass energies up to 4 GeV. this argument was reason

able, and even compelling. Arguments which were apparently more well-reasoned, 

based on detailed theories of the extrapolation to higher energies, proved to be 

completely off the mark. But by the time PEP and PETRA began to operate, the 

situation had changed in an essential way. At these energies, we have apparently 

discovered the start of the asymptotic region, promised by the standard gauge the

ory of strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions, in which all e+e~ reactions 

are well described by simple gauge boson exchanges. Within the standard model, 

this slate of affairs continues to arbitrarily high energy. New physical phenomena 

can arise only from the breakdown of this elegant and broadly (if not all-) inclusive 

theory. 

However, the great success of (he standard model requires us to seriously con

sider all of its implications, both positive and negative. One of these is that the 

standard model gauge theory is incomplete in itself; to derive from the standard 

model its successful implications for the r.tructure of the weak interactions, one 

must add to it addit *uaJ structure with characteristic energy below 1 TeV. The 

masses of weak bosons, quarks, and IcpVons arise, in the standard model, from the 

interaction of these particles with Higgs bosons, or with some other external agent 

which causes the spontaneous breaking of the Sl.'(2) x ('(1) gauge symmetry. We 

will refer to this new $y$ieni generically as the Kiggs sector. The standard model 

is hardly explicit about its form; the Higgs sector can be realized in any of a large 

number of ways, from a weakly coupled theory of one scalar field to a new set of 

strong interactions in all their complexity, We know only, from the value of the 

H boson mass that one characteristic parameter of this theory is Df the order of 

250 GeV, But it rests on hrm theoretical grounds that the standard model cannot 
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break its own symmetry, or generate its own masses, with only the set of funda

mental interactions we know today. Something large and profound is missing, and 

we must find it. 

It is clear, then, thai the Higgs sector exists and is waiLing to be discovered. 

Unfortunately, it is less clear cxMlIy where to look. Wry little can be said about 

this question on general grounds, and so we must survey the range of theoretical 

models. We encourage the reader, however, to take the remainder of this section 

only as rough guide, because specific, model-dependent predictions outside the 

sphere of confirmed theory arc no more likely to be correct than the corresponding 

predictions of the 1960's. 

Theories of the Higgs sector fall generally into three classes: minimal, weak-

coupling, and strong-coupling models. In the minimal models, the Higgs sector is 

as small as possible; It consists of one self-interacting SU(2) doublet scalar field or 

a system indistinguishable from this one in the energy range below 1 TeV In this 

model, the Higgs mechanism causes three of the four degrees of freedom of this 

field to be absorbed as the longitudinal polarization states of the weak bosons. All 

that remains beyond the weak hofions themselves is one neutral particle with scalar 
couplings to matter. Throughout our report, when we speak of a (singular) IligS-

boson, we will be referring to this parlic!-.'. Weak-coupling models complicate this 

structure by adding more particles. This addition may be a simple modification, 

in which the Higgs sector is built up of a set of SU{2) doublet fields, or a mote 

complex generalization involving new matter particles and gauge bosons. Th- most 

ambitious scheme of this type is given by postulating supersymmetry, a symmetry 

between fermions and bosons which, in practice, require* doubling the whole set of 

known elementary particles. Strong-coupling models involvebuilding up the Higgs 

sector using some new Strang interactions. Models involving technicolor forces, and 

models in wuich the quarks and leptons are composite structures, are generally of 

this type. 

The three classes of models have quite different experimental signatures. In the 
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minima] scenarios, one must search for the unique neutral Higgs boson The mass 
of this boson is not especially well predicted by the theory; it could be anywhere 
below 1 TeV. In the weak-coupling scenarios, one must search for some type of 
new particles with elect roweak quantum numbers—new quarks and leptons, their 
scalar partners, charged Higgs bosons, or gauge fermions. In the most optimistic 
scenario, one might also find new 2° bosons. In general, these particles will be in 
the mass range of a fc* hundred GeV. In the strong-coupling scenario, the scale of 
the Dew strong interactions is normally above t TeV. However, these interactions 
usually have visible effects below 1 TeV; these may occur through corrections to 
the predictions of the standard model for simple elertroweak processes, or through 
particles, the analogues of * and K for these new strong forces, which naturally 
have masses well below the forces1 natural scale. Let us consider these three sce
narios in turn and ask what indication each gives for the energy of the proposed 
collider. 

Min imal Higgi Boson. Consider first the minimal scenario. Here the signal 

of new physics is precisely cue elusive particle. The mass of this particle is linked 

to its self-coupling A through the relation: 

m H = %/A(*) , (2.1) 

where (*) is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value. In this scheme, the W 
boson mass is given by the relation 

mw = 9 (*) /2 . (2-2) 

and thus we can compute 

<*) = 246 GeY . (2.3) 

In more general models of the Higgs sector, the IT boson mass is always given by the 

formula (2.2), with (•) some more general parameter of the Higgs sector carrying 
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mass dimensions. The value of (C>) is essentially the only definitr information we 
have about the Iliggs sector. This value sets the energy scale of any new physics 
postulated to explain the origin of the weak boson masses. 

Unfortunately, this information is never sufficient. Its shortc citunp is made 
clear, in the minimal models, from the fact that we have no idea of the size of 
the Higgs field sclf-coupiing. Reasonable theoretical bounds on iln> number allow 
Higgs boson masses as larRf as 1 TeV. It is worth asking what experiment will 
tell us about this value over the next ten years. Experiments at the Z" should 
be sensitive to a minimal Higgs boson of mass below 40 GeV. ' The extension 
of LEP to 200 GeV in the center of mass should allow experiments u» romb the 
mass region up to 80 GeV. Beyond that point, further constraints will come 
from the SSC or the LUC However, the search for the Higgs bo»<m in hadron 
collider experiments depends crucially on the final slate of Higgs decay and thus. 
in turn, on the mass of this particle. If the mass of the Higgs boson is greater than 
2mz, the dominant dcoy modes are those to W+W~ and Z°Z". Of the various 
possible final states in this decay, only the case of a decay lo Z°Za in which both 
Z bosons decay leptonically may be considered an unambiguous signature, but 
that reaction should be quite clean for Higgs boson masses below (100 GeV.1 For 
larger masses, the Higgs becomes so strongly coupled to it? ueca> products that it 
is too wide lo be distinguished as a resonance; Chanowilz and Gailtard have shown, 
however, that the coupling to this heavy Higgs produces a significant distortion of 
the observable WW and ZZ scattering cross section. If the mas* of the Higgs 
is below 2mzf the search for this particle becomes more difficult. (Junion, Kane. 
and Wudka'" 1 have suggested a set of methods fur observing the Higgs bosou 
in, this mass range through minor decay modes, for example, //" -+•%%. Uui the 
dominant decay of these Higgs bosons to quark pairs would he couii'leU'ly obscured 
by strong-interaction background processes. 

A high-energy e + e~ collider would neatly complement, ihe capabilities of the 

hadroc collider experiments. We will show in Chapter 5 that an ' * t " collider with 

center of mass energy I TeV will be sensitive to Higgs bosons from ilir l.KP region 
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Figure 2. Two ructions which produce the Higgs boson in high-energy e*e~ colli
sion!. 

up to masses of roughly 500 GeV, including almost the whole of the troublesome 

region below the W+W~ threshold. The cnly serious difficulty arises when the 

Higgs boson mass is very dose to m ^ , lu the whole range f the Higgs boeon can 

be reconstructed with high efficiency in its major decay modes. Jf one in ten dp 

this collider to cover as much of the Higgs mass range as possible, then clearly 

one should press the machine to energies as high as possible. If one wishes to 

concentrate on the problem of coveung the intermediate mass reg4 ie, we find that 

the preferred machine energy is still £00 GeV - 1 TeV. This value follows from 

the following considerations, argued out in full in Chapter 5: At a high-energy 

e + e~ collider, the Higgs boson can be sought in either of the reaction shewn in 

Fig. 2. The first of these reactions, e + e~ —* H°ZQ may be used either without 

reconstruction of the Higgs, by identifying the Z° and applying the beam energy 

constraint, or by reconstructing both the Iliggs and the 2 a . The first method 

?1 

is the one traditionally mentioned in discussions of Higgs searches, but we have 
found that the second method can be carried out straightforwardly. This method 
has the advantages of higher efficiency and insensilivily to energy smearing by 
beamstrahlung. Unfortunately, the rruss section for e + e " —* f{aZ° is never large; 
it is of the order of 0.1 R even wh*n all £° and Higgs final states can be used in 
the analysis. 

On the other hand, the second reaction shown in Fig. 2—WW fusion—has a 
large cross section, about I unit of R at 1 TeV. The process 15 quite distinguishable 
from backgrounds, unless the Higgs is closely degenerate with the W and Z boson?. 
This reaction does require that the Higgs be reconstructed, but, since the reaction 
puts th(- Higgs into an isolated kinematic region, thii is generally straightforward. 
We find no difficulty in using WW fusion to identify a Higgs boson which decays 
domiuantly into (7, or eveu bb, and the reaction continues to be effective above the 
W pair threshold. 

The broad range of energy covered by SSC gives this machine special sensitivity 
to the case of a heavy Higgs boson. Chanowilz1 J has claimed that, for any possible 
realisation of the Higgs sector, the S$C caa give some evidence of its nature if 
this machine can operate at its most ambitious luminosity of lO3'1 cm" 2sec'" 1. 
Chanov/itz's argument applies also to e*e~ colliders, but only at center of mass 
energies of 2 TeV or above. However, we will argue below that some signatures of 
the large Higgs mass scenario can be observed even in 1 TeV e^e" collisions 

Heavy Quarks and Leptons . Before discussing the search for more interest

ing Higgs sectors of the weak-coupling type, we would like to address the question 

f̂ the expected masses of new quarks and leptons. These masses are also tied to 

the value of the Higgs field vacuum expectation value, t (rough the relation 

m , = ^ § ( * > • I 2 - 4 ' 

Quarks become r'rongly coupled lo the Higgs sector, in the sense thai the lead-

ii.g order 01 perturHition theory for quack-t^uark scattcriu b violates its iinitarttv 
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bounds, at quark m m u of S50 GeV.' In principle, any quark mattes up to this 
value are equally well allowed, and there is no difficulty of principle for quarkl to 
have •till larger masses. Most probes of the quark mass spectrum through radiative 
correction! are sensitive to the mass difference within a weak doublet (rap - mjj) 
rather than the quark mas* itself. Thus, it if quite likely that *+e~ experiments 
through LEP II trill not give a bound oa undiscovered heavy quarks stronger than 
the constraint that they are above threshold- The Tevatron experiments, at a lu
minosity of 10" crn~ l sec - 1 , should be sensitive to new quarks up to 200 GeV. ' 
The S8C or LHC should be jeositive to new quarks in the full allowed mass range, 
but or ; "trough their temileptonic decay modes. 

An tre~ collider of energy 1 TeV can survey the whole spectrum of quarks with 
modest coupling to the Kiggs sector, almost up to the unitarily limit of ref. IS. We 
will argue in Chapter 7 that they can even search for higher mass state* through an 
indirect effect, the perturbation of the cress section for IV pair production due to 
the anomalously large radiative corrections induced by these heavy flavors. Thus, 
a 1 TeV collider baa a powerful reach in searching for new heavy fermions. 

Beyond this general consideration, we would like to note also a remarkable, 
though more speculative, theory of the fermion-Higgi couplings which leads to an 
even more accessible milestone. Several authors, beginning with Pendleton and 
Ross' and Hill' have noted that the standard-model renormalizatioa-gxoup 
equation for the quark-Higgs coupling has a fixed point at a certain value where 
the growth of the coupling due to QCD renormalization is balanced by the decrease 
of the coupling due to it: self-interaction. This fixed point value depends on the 
number of heavy flavors but generally corresponds to a quark mass between 150 and 
200 GeV. It is actually the generic case, in models with heavy fermions, that several 
new quark generations appear at this fixed-point value. This multiple appearance 
of new fermions would be accessible to a collider with center of mass energy above 
500 GeV. 

Weak-Coupling Scenario). Now let us turn our attention to other manifes-
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tations of a weak-coupling sector which generates the Higgs bosons. In this case 
it is unfortunately difficult to make any concrete statement ab'.ut preferred ener
gies, because models of this type generally have a large number of unknown free 
parameters. Supersymmctric models of the standard gauge theory have probably 
been studied more thoroughly than other models of this class, and the constraints 
of supersymmetry serve to limit their predictions. These models will iben provide 
a reasonable context for our analysis. 

Even aupersymmctric models of a minimal structure contain numerous param
eters beyond those of the standard model. One must provide at least two different 
parameters which characterize the man scale of supenymmetry breaking, plus a 
number of unknown dimensionless couplings associated with the coupling of or
dinary matter to the sector which breaks superaynunetry- We will discuss these 
parameters more concretely in Chapter 8. If none of the dimensionless couplings 
are excessively large, the parameter <*) will be tied to the scale of supersymmetry 
breaking. In this case, the supersymmetry breaking parameters will have a mass 
scale of a few hundred GeV and so the superaymmetric partners of the quarks, 
leptons, and gauge bosons will also have masses of this order. The panoply of pre
dicted new particles is exceptionally rich; a typical mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 
3. It is our impression, obtained by surveying many published models, that, in the 
bulk of the parameter space available to supersymmetric models, some superpart-
ners are below 200 GeV in mass and most superpartners are below 400 GeV. These 
models could be studied in some detail by a 1 TeV collider. Not all supersymmet
ric models obey this general rule; in {act, Ctaudson, Hall, and Hinchliffe ' have 
constructed otherwise perfectly reasonable models in which no observable super-
partners have masses below 900 GeV. But a 1 TeV collider covers a large segment 
of the overall parameter space. We should note that the structure inherited from 
supersymmetry places additional constraints on more conventional elements of the 
Higgs sector. Several authors have noted that, under mild assumptions, all su
persymmetric models of the weak-interaction symmetry breaking contain a Higgs 
boson with mass below about LOO GeV. 
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The existence of a second 2° boson, which would appear as a dramatic reso
nance in t+t~ annihilation, is a very real possibility in extensions of the standard 
model. Such bosons appear almost ubiquitously, for example, in 'superstring. 
inspired phenomenology'. Despite this, we know of no compelling arguments for 
the range of masses of sucb particles, beyond ths obvious statement that, in super-
symmetric models, they are near the scale of superflymmetry breaking. If such a 
boson should exist below the maximum energy of an e + e" collider, it will provide a 
new resonance, with a dramatic enhancement of the e + e~ annihilation total cross 
section by a factor of 1C3. We will describe the physics of such a resonance in 
Chapter 6. Even at higher masses, a new 2" is still visible through its effect on 
asymmetries in fermion pair production. We will show in Chapter 6 that, with a 
I TeV coUider, it is possible not only to discover the presence of a new 2 Q at a 
mass up to about 3 GeV but also to measure its couplings to fermions. 

Strong-Coupling Scenarios. Finally, we turn to models in which the Higgs 
sector arises from a new set of strong interactions. In these models, one could 
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hope to observe the new interactions directly or to observe new particles required 
by 'he form of these interactions. Let us discuss first the possible appearance of 
new particles, the analogues of ir and K mesons for these interactions. If these 
new interactions are similar to QCD in being built around a strongly-coupled gauge 
theory, it is almost unavoidable that this system will have spontaneously broken 
global symmetries and, therefore, approximate Goldstone bosons. These bosons 
receive aero mass from the new strong interactions, but they normally receive some 
mass from their electroweak, or more exotic, couplings. The situation has been 
worked out in some detail for a particular class of models, labelled 'technicolor' 
models} in which the new interactions are taken to precisely mimic QCD. Such 
models may contain a pair of charged bosons which are very light, so that they 
should have been visible at PEP and PETRA energies. But in other models of 
this type, the first exotic slates are colored particles with mass of the order of 
200 GeV and couplings similar to those of Higgs bosons, coupling to color octet 
combinations of quarks or to quark-lepton pairs. These bosons should be well 
within the reach of a 1 TeV collider. 

If the new strong interactions couple directly to quarks and leptons, their direct 
effects are also easily visible at manageable energies. Eichten, Lane, and Peskiir ' 
pointed out that such new interactions correct the form of the cross sections for 
pair-production and Bhabha scattering by adding contact terms to the standard-
model amplitudes. Because the standard model contributions are of order a, the 
strong contact terms can stand out in relief. Experiments at PEP and PETRA 
were potentially sensitive to contact interactions arising from a strong interaction 
scale 30 times or more larger than the center of mass collision energy. We expect 
that a similar level of sensitivity is possible at these higher energies. A 300 GeV 
collider could not only discover contact interactions corresponding to mass scales 
up to 10 TeV but also give some information on the space-time structure of these 
interactions. Further discussion of this issue may be found in refs. 7 and 31. 

On the other hand, new strong interactions which couple only to the Higgs 

sector may be more difficult to detect at an e + e _ collider with center r>f mass 
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energy 1 TeV. It is possible that such interactions would produce no dramatic 
deviations from the standard model; a scenario of this type has been presented by 
Lee. Quigg, and Thicker. "' In this model, the interactions of the Higgs sector 
are strong only , n 'he J ~ 0 partial wave, and this channel is difficult to access 
in e + e~ collisions at energies below 2 TeV. However, in technicolor models, and 
presumably in more general models with strong coupling among the Higgs particles, 
the new interactions form a vector resonance analogous to the rho meson of the 
familiar strong interactions We will show in Chapter 7 that this resonance affects 
the cross section for pair production of longitudinally polarized W bosons. In 
some scenarios, the position of the resonance can be below 1 TeV; this produces a 
significant enhancement of the e+e*° croes st-iion. with peak value 25 R Even in 
the minimal scenario for technicolor, where the reionance position is 1.8 TeV, the 
perturbation of the II' boson pair production cross section is quite significant at 
center of mass energies of 1 TeV. 

Summary- We have now surveyed the range of theoretical models which have 
been put forward to explain the physics of 51/(2) *(,'(l | symmetry breaking. These 
models range from austere ones to quite intricate schemes In any comprehensive 
survey, we would expect to find some theoretical models which cannot be tested 
even with a large step in energy, and we have been careful to point out examples 
of such models for the machine we propose. But it is striking what a wealth of 
phenomena predicted to appear in association with the weak interaction symmetry 
breaking can be expected at c*e~ center of mass energies below 1 TeV. 

To this detailed summary of models, we would like to add a further, very 
general argument. We have seen that the structure of the Higgs sector can easily 
become complex, with a sizable multiplet of new particles. At first sight, it seems 
that the simplest models of the Higgs sector are la be preferred. But on closer 
examination, one finds that i< is only the more complex models that actually 
explain the breaking of SL\2) K C'(1), rather than just parametrising this symmetry 
breaking. In these more complex models, the weak interaction symmetry breaks 
through the breaking of some symmetry which is bound up with the structure 
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of the new sector. In supers)mmetric models, for example, supersymmclry plays 
this role. This more fundamental symmetry can protect many other particles from 
obtaining masses, and so its breaking readily creates a multiple! of particles with 
masses at the weak interaction scale. Such a set of new particles, a "Te\ multiple!", 
is thus a gem ric feature of models of the weak interaction symmetry breaking. The 
extended argument that we have given in this section may be simply cast as the 
statement that these particles are expected to appear in r*r~ annihilation, and. 
most probably, in just the region that would be explored by an t*t~ collider of 
center of mass energy 1 TcV. 

Two Postscripts. Wc should make two additional comments on the problem 
of setting the center of mass energy of the new collider. Both stem from the 
fact that our arguments are general in character, a feature which has led us to 
recommend a large step in machine energy over LEP. If we knew in advance, or 
discovered in the course of experiments at the collider, that the threshold for new 
physics occurred well below I TcV, it would be worthwhile to work as close to 
this threshold as allows a reasonable phase space for new particle production. If 
the new physics includes a new Z° resonance, this point is obvious. But even if 
the new physics is seen only in continuum production of novel particles, lowering 
the energy gives an advantage because cross sections for parti.-le production are 
roughly constant in R units, and the R unit falls steeply with energy It is likely, 
then, that one would often wish to run this new collider at energies below the 
maximum energy for which it is designed. In this respect, we exprci rli<u the 
usage of this new collider will follow the pattern of SPEAR and f'KSH rather than 
that of PEP and PETRA. 

This expectation makes it essential to plan in advance for the ability lo vary 
the energy of the collider. We hope that it will be possible to operate tins machine 
at any center of mass energy between 300 GeV and the maximun. ^nerg\ of the 
design. Fortunately, the conditions on a change of the energy ?r*- i:<ji vrr> severe. 
First, because cross sections increase as the energy is loweted accordit.g !u an f-̂ M 
H-- ~ndence, we only ii.sisi that the luminosity of the machine nut decrease faster 
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than E*. Second, il should never be necessary to cperatc this collider in a scanning 
mode. We will argue ID Chapter 6 that a collider with appreciable energy spread 
through beamstr&hluag is already automatically conducting a scan in energy, and 
that this scan is sufficient to discover a new Z° boson at any energy accessible to 
the collider. We know no examples of interesting but less prominent resonances 
to be expected in this energy region, tt will suffice, then, to fix the energy of the 
collider for each running year and to schedule all changes in this energy for major 
shutdown periods. 

If the threshold of new physics is discovered before the design of the new collider 

is complete, the collider can be optimized for that energy region. A particularly 

exciting possibility is that tH? threshold will be discovered in the SLC or Tevatrou 

experiments which are now beginning their data-taking. The Tevatron, in par

ticular, can produce evidence for supersymmetric partners of quarks and gluons 

up \o about 150 GeV and can unambiguously indicate the location of & new Z° 
boson up to about 500 GeV. If the first of the« discoveries were made, an « + e~ 

collider of center of mass energy 400 CeV and luminop'tv 5 x 10 3 2 cm 2/sec would 

be optimal for the detailed characterization of the new phenomena. In the second 

c*se. ope could use the same lower energy, and even a much lower luminosity. We 

wilt describe the experiments of interest for these scenarios in Chapters & and 8. 

In cither case, the collider required wo.ild be less of a technical challenge than the 

1 TrV machine, and should be cheaper io cjnstrucL and operate. On a longer time 

?fale, thp discoveries of the SSC or LHC may also provide guidance on the energy 

scale of this new collider. Whatever new phenomena the hadron machines uncover, 

must, we feel, be brought into the clearer light of c + c " reactions in order to be 

fully understood. This process might well give accelerator builders a clearer, and 

perhaps also a technically -impler. goal. 
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2,2. LUMINOSITY 

Let us now turn to our recommendations for the luminosity of the new collider. 
We insist that the new collider be built to guarantee large samples of integrated 
luminosity, uf the order of 30 f b j i , or 2500 R " : . a t 1 TeV. Such large event samples 
may no! be needed in the first, exploratory, stages of the experimental program, 
but they will .ertainly be required to allow a mature program of particle searches. 
We have identified theoretical scenarios in which new physics enters with cross 
sections much larger than the unit of R. We will discuss these scenarios briefly 
later in this section. However, in the absence of direct experimental evidence for 
these scenarios, we believe it would be foolish to use them as bases for the collider 
design. The new machine, then, should be designed to search for new phenomena 
with cross sections of the order of a unit of R. 

There are two ways that one can estimate the minimum reasonable samples of 
integrated luminosity. The first of these is a rough argument based on the history 
of experiments at PEP and PETRA. In Table 1. we list a selection of papers from 
PETRA which excluded important possibilities for hypothetical particles, along 
with the luminosity samples on which these papers were based. Results from PEP 
generally came later, but the program of particle search experiments at PEP w ^ 
certainly mature by the summer of 1984, when PEP had collected 50 pb" 1 of data 
at 29 GeV, a sample corresponding to 5000 R~ !. Our estimate of the luminosity 
rexv.iirements for the new collider accords with this experience. 

We have tested this rough argument by detailed analysis of a variety of particle 

search experiments which one would expect to carry out at this new collider. In 

th<? Monte Carlo itudies of particle search experiment5 discussed in the body of 

this report, we have limited ourselves to luminosity samples of 30 f b - 1 . The reader 

can glean from this detailed discussion our general conclusion that a sample of this 

size would allow us to do justice io the physics of c*t~ collisions ai the machine 

energy, whereas a substantially smaller sample would noi 

To complete this discussion of luminosity, we would like to discuss briefly the 
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Table 1. A sampler of PETRA particle searches. 

Experiment Excluded for / * 
Heavy leptou L MARK J 1 " 1 m < L6 GeV 520 R - 1 

Slepton e, ft CELLO 1 " 1 3 < rn < 16 GcV 800 « " ' 

Higgs: H* - T+V MARK j ' " ! m < 15 GeV 3000 fl-1 

Higgs: H* -»cS TASSO 1" 1 m < U GeV 5400 R - ' 

two scenarios which predict h-rge enhancements of the cross section for e+c~ an

nihilation. These entail the appearance of a new Z° bosun or the Appearance of 

strong interactions for Uptons with a characteristic scale below t TeV. The phe

nomenology of the new 2° wilt be discussed in some detail in Chapter 6, In short, 

however, we expect thai it should have a ratio of width to mass of a few percent, 

roughly the same as for the conventional Z f l . This leads to peak crags sections en

hanced by a factor of about 10* over the expectation of the standard model, over 

a narrow region of ID GeV in energy. For Za masses up to 500 GeV. it is likely 

that this resonance would be discovered in advance al the Tcvatron collider- If the 

nrw 2° mJ*e» *ub*!aoti*Jiy with the familiar 2°. the precision determination of 

fermion couplings to the Z° should give evidence for the existence of this state at 

some mass below l TeY, although the precise value of the mass will not be uniquely 

determined. If the new Zv does not mix with the familiar one. and if it is too heavy 

to be seen at the Xevatron. it may not be apparent ;,i any experiment before this 

new collider begins operation. This last scenario hat. a window of modest size. If 

the existence of the resonance is not known in advance, it would be a mistake to 

anticipate the presence of this resonance io setting the luminosity of the collider. 

On the other hand, we have already noted that it would be straightforward, given 

the luminosity we have requested, to discover a new 7° anywhere in the energy 

region of the machine by sitting at the maximum energy and using the natural 

energy spread of the machine to make a scan. 
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In this summary of the properties of a new Z°. we have assumed Hint it is 
possible to realize in an experiment the large increase in crush v . tn.jj e^pr^ied 
theoretically at the resonant e peak. At Krsl sight, this seem* UI.M alisiir, since 
beamstrah.ung will spread the renter of mass energies of colliHons i-^-f A range of 
energies of order 10 i0°A of trie nominal operating point. Howevei *.- ha\»-found 
thaL realistic bearrustrahlung spectra' 3 7 ' leave a substantial frwlmi. «>f :hr collisions 
within %% at the nominal machine energy, even while the resi of the events are 
spread into a long tail. This peak at the full machine energy contains J*i "il)'? of the 
events^ depending an the machine design. This phenomenon allow* uiie to make 
use of any resonance which is discovered, realizing this same fraction y f the peak 
cross section, without adjusting the machine design. Background* from 'outmuum 
production processes will not be negligible, but they will be readilv viMractcd. In 
principle, one might imagine adjusting the running conditions to <1<< nvse the en
ergy spread; however, any adjustment which decreases the lumina l v *i,U<.(anliaUy 
would not he worthwhile. 

The second scenario which gives large cross sections involve iepton strong 

interactions; this case is much less extreme in character. If we A-^umr that the 

scale of lepton strong inter ac tions is below 6 TeV, one expects leptoti < IOAS sen ions 

to stop falling with the Si unu at an energy of a few hunu»ed tlrV ami then \o rise 

to roughly ten times the standard model cross section at a center i.f mass energy 

of 1 TeV. This scenario is discussed further, from a theoretical viewpoint, m rcf. 7. 

One will be able to confirm or rule out this scenario in advance, sin;-•• lepto:, strong 

interactions at this level have a small but noticeable effect on Bhabna si altering 

in the region just above the Z°. Indeed, current experiments at VI I* A\A I'KTRA 

restrict the scale of lepton strong interactions to be above 'J. lr\ .i \A.^*~ already 

quite fax above the Higgs varuum expectation value (2.3)-

Though neither of these two scenarios is cm' of the question, and ewi; though 

some theorists would consider the existence of a second Z° like!;.. r,< rhe r can be 

guaranteed. Any other option, unfortunately, gives us smad m»s- -••• nuns which 

put luminosity at a premium. 
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2.3. ENVIRONMENT 

Because of the very stringent requirement we have pul forward for the lumi

nosity, we have considered relaxing oilier standards which have previously been 

considered a natural part of the environment or e + e~ annihilation. In storage, 

rings, the condition thai the colliding beams be stored stably restricts the energy 

spread of collisions to a value smaller than 1 part in 10 3. Mini-beta quadrupoles 

may obstruct experimentation somewhat at small angles, but most exoerimenla! 

arrangements allow some type of low-angle tagging device. It would be wonderful 

if the design of a linear collider could allow the same tight definition of the center 

of mass energy and the same ease of small-angle particle detection. Unfortunately, 

it is likely that both of these features must be compromised to achieve a high 

luminosity. The requirement of maximizing the luminosity pushes one into the 

regime of strong nonlinear interaction between the bunches, large disruption, and 

substantial beamstrahlung radiation. It also requires a delicately positioned set 

of final focus quadrupoles: these should be small object:: in themselves but may 

require a massive support structure. We have investigated the extent to which 

one can accept these compromises in the experimental environment if this is nec

essary tc achieve higher luminosity- In particular, we have asked whether it is still 

possible to carry out the crucial new particle searches if the e + e~ collision energy 

has a substantial spread, or if experiments must exclude regions of solid angle in 

the forward and backward direction, We conclude that, while these disturbances 

in the environment require more carefully planned experimentation, they do not 

seriously detract from the substantial advantages which r + c ~ annihilation offers. 

A new feature of experimentation which becomes relevant in this energy region 

helps to couu'.er the degradation of the environment. We expect detectors at this 

high-energy collider to rely heavily on calorimetry. They will be optimized to 

detect jets and to measure jet and jet-jet invariant masses. With this in mind, we 

have concentrated in our study on analysis methods which make use of jet energies 

and angles to replace the information of the center of mass frame. In addition, 
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two aspects of the physics itself relax thr requirements fur the environment. I'irst. 
most interesting events, signal and background, contain II' and '/. bosons. One can 
understand a large fraction of the events in which these bosons deray hadronically 
by reconstructing the bosons using jet analysis, Second, searches for events with 
missing energy at a TeV collider generally involve large values of the unbalanced 
transverse momentum, due to neutrino emission or intermediate virtual W bosons. 
Thus, the requirements on forward tagging in iuch experiments are tnurh less severe 
than, in comparable searches at PEP. 

To study the importance of this degradation of the environment, we have mod
eled these effects as a part of our Monte Carlo study of particle search experiments. 
To assess the effect of beamstrahlung, we have assigned the colliding electron and 
positron energies chosen from a realistic beamstrahlung energy distribution. Three 
such distributions were computed for OUT study by P.-S. Chen, using a beam-beam 
interaction simulation code written by K- Yokoya. ' This code includes multiple 
photon radiation during the collision of the electron and positron bunches and 
computes in detail the disruption of the two bunches through their interaction. 
The parameters of the bunches were based on realistic sets of machine parameters. 
corresponding to a nominal collision energy of I TeV and luminosities in excess 
of 10 3 3 cm~*sec _ 1 . The three distributions gave mean fractional energy losses 
b — 0.1,0.26,0.4. One should note that this measure does not capture the full 
information contained in the distribution; some contributions to backgrounds de
pend mainly on the length and flatness of the Iow-ertcTgy tail, u-hith is sensitive 
to the precise machine parameters. One should also fecal! that about 30LK of the 
e + e~ annihilations are still occurring with almost no energy loss. The intermediate 
case is plotted as a distribution of the center of mass energy of i+c~ collisions in 
Fig. 4. We performed exploratory studies with all three distributions but found 
that they did not. in the end, give very different conclusions. Our final, detailed 
analyses were all done with the intermediate distribution shown in Fig. 4. 

We found that the inclusion of beamstrahlung pres ted a serious challenge to 

the design of experiments by creating new sources of background. However, in every 
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Figure 4. A typical iptttrum of center of mass eaergy in e+*~ colliiiooi in the 
(>Naenee of bcaOTStrahluiig, computed for • collider of Domioml energy 1 TcV.^ The 
dashed curve represents the spectrum multiplied by £ - ' to epproximate the ttoflt lec
tion for c*f~ annihilation Note that 30% or the events have m colli'ioa energy within 
moTthclulJlTeV. 

case that we analyzed in detail, these problems could be substantially or completely 
overcome by careful refinement of the search technique. The use of calorimetric 
jet reconstruction came to play a central rote in many of our analyses. OfteQ, we 
found that additional, formally redundant cuts needed to be applied to the data 
to remove events from the tail of the beanutrahl jug distribution. However, once a 
suitable set of cuts had been identified, we found that the signals we sought could be 
extracted without a significant degradation in their significance and with very little 
loss is efficiency. Among the analyses we report, only the search for charged Higgs 
bosons set out in Chapter 9 uses a beam energy constraint, and there it provides 
only a qualitative guide to resolving combinatoric problems. Even this analysis can 
tolerate a 25% loss of total center of mass energy In the remainder of the search 
experiments we discuss, and in the reconstruction and precision measurement of the 
W pair production cross section that we will present in Chapter 7, our analyses are 
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actually boost-invariant and so arc insensitive to bcarnstrahlung Imth a? a formal 
.natter and in our actual experience 

The question of wlivllivr forward angles can be peimitlr-l \i< \><- inaccessible 
to experiments should actually bi- biu'ton into two different qurnu/ii.-, lirsl. one 
might in principle want to make detailed measurements at forward angles, to study 
two-photon physics or W pair production. For this, one would lik,' lo extend the 
tracking and calorimetry as close as possible to the beam dirrriiLM. Wp do not 
see these as important goals for the new collider. It will be iutt'n--img n, study 
W pair production, but the aspects of this reaction which most crutially test the 
Btandard model and its variants concern its shape in large-angle ii-auering. The 
strong forward peak is generated entirely by the production of transversely polar
ized IV's by neutrino exchange; this contribution is essentially mud--l-independent 
and it is not theoretically controversial. When we consider 11" pair production as 
a background to new particle search experiments, we find that it is always advan
tageous lo cut away the forward and backward regions in order to minimize this 
background. We do not expect, then, that there are important experiments which 
require full detector capabilities down to smalt angles 

On the other hand, there are circumstances in particle search experiments in 
which one would like to veto events with particles in the forward and backward 
regions. ">Ve have studied the severity of a constraint on small-anglr particle de
tection by insisting, in all of our analyses, that particles closer than 10° to the 
beam direction should simply be ignored. The experiments most sensitive to this 
restriction are experiments which depend on missing transveise momentum signa
tures, the Higgs boson search described in Chapter 5 and the ^arrhe-i for neutral 
supersymmetric states described in Chapter 8. In both cases, we hnd that this re
striction can be tolerated, since the typical angles of recoil particles m background 
processes are quite large, though it is of some experimental advantage to be able 
to at least count, charged tracks down to very small angles. 

It is worth restating the main point of Ibis discussion: We have emphasized 
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already the central importance of high luminosity to any experimentation at a 

high-energy r + e " collider. If it is necessary to seriously decrease the quality of 

the experimental environment as the price of ichieving high luminosity, that is a 

price that we are willing to pay. The intrinsic simplicily of th* physics ot t + f " 

annihilation insures that that price is almost never too high. 

2.4. Pol-ARiZATION 

Our final recommendation for the design of the new collider is that it should be 

constructed, from the beginning, to allow the electron beam to be longitudinally 

polarized. This would be a difficult requirement for a synchrotron, but in a linear 

collider this is mainly a matter of taking care in the design to smooth the path along 

which the beam is transported. We hope that the electron longitudinal polarization 

can be maintained without a significant perturbation of the collider design. The 

beam-beam interaction in the collision process involves strong fields which can 

precess the electron spin, hut this should lead only to a 10% depolarization. 

In the energy region that v.-e are discussing for this machine, polarization takes 

on a significance which it does not have at lower energies. The reason for this is 

that the weak interactions are essentially handed, and at energies above 100 GeV, 

the weak interactions contribute as strongly as the electromagnetic interactions 

lo the basic reactions in E + C " collisions. Putting this another v iy , the standard 

model considers the left- and right-handed electrons to be fundamentally distinct 

species; the electron mass appears only because the Higgs sector produces a small 

mixing between these species. These considerations lead to a substantial polar

ization dependence even for standard model processes. This point is illustrated in 

Table 2, where we list the polarization asymmetries for a variety of standard and 

nonstandard e+C reactions. Given the ubiquity of H" bosons in signal and back

ground, we would like especially to note the phenomenon shown in Fig. 5: The 

cross section for <+f~ -* H ' + l l ' - falls by a factor of 30 when one switches from 

left- to right-handed electrons, even in the backward direction where the neutrino 

exchange diagram does not dominate- The fact thai polarization-dependence is 
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Table 2. Polarization asymmetries for e+e - reactions. 

"Ipol 

Standard Model: 

e+r~ —» uiT 

e+e~ —* dd 

r + e - -> Wnv 

e+e- -> Z°2-° 

0.34 

0.62 

0.94 

u.32 

Superpartpers: 

e + e~ -• uiiij. 

c+e" - • ugSK 

0.94 

-0.60 

Higgs Physics: 

e+e- — WHO 

e+e- - H+H~ 

1.00 

1 0.65 

intrinsically embedded in the structure of the standard model has two important 

consequences*. First, polarization gives a new. independent handle on standard 

model backgrounds. The background from IV pair production, for example, M 

be essentially eliminated by adjusting the polarization. But, more importantly, 

if the left- and right-handed electrons are independent species in the standard 

model, they are likely to be treated independently also by any new interactions 

that might appear for the first time in this energy region. The measurement of 

the polarization-dependence of new physics will then be an important clue to its 

origin. In Chapter 6, we will illustrate this point in great detail for the specific 

case of a new Z® boson. 

We note parenthetically that the full information from longitudinal polariza

tion can be obtained without polarizing the positron beam. The reason for this 

is that helicity-flip annihilation cross sections are very small at high energy in the 

standard model and in all its reasonable variants. The interaction vrrK.\ which 
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Figure &. Dinerentkal crow sections for e*e~ — H'+W' at -Ji - 1 leV, computed 
for Left- and right-handed polarised electrons oo uDpolvised positrons. 

would allow a left-handed electron to annihilate a left-handed pofitron alto poten
tially contributes to the amplitude for mixing of left- and right-banded electrons 
which produce) the electron mats. The fact that the electron mail it very mull 
compared to the Higgs vacuum expectation value (2.3) indicates that these cou
plings are suppressed. The simplest estimate for the cross section for helidty-flip 
annihilation is a ~ (m, /£ C M) 2 ~ 1 0 - 1 J units of R, (In some models the rate is 
larger, but not sufficiently to counter this strong suppression.) Peripheral processes 
such u the two-photon process do arise from collision of left.banded electrons with 
left-handed positron*, but these are mainly backgrounds. The one exception to 
the rule, the process of double-Z0-bremj9trahlung Followed by Z' fusion to form 
i Higgs, has a cross section which is numerically small. Thus, we expect that a 
polarized electron beam will naturally pick out of the positron beam with which it 
collides those particles of the opposite polarization stale This will be '-ue even if 
the positron beam is completely unpolarized. It is true that reaction rates would 
double if the positron beam could itself be correctly polarized If this could be 
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done without a compen,. ilnry lots of luminosity, it would be worthwhile, on the 

same footing as any other technique for increasing the event samplr 



3. Genera! Characteristics of Events at •/& = 1 TeV 

ID this chapter, we will discuss the various classes of events which the standard 
model predicts for an t+t ~ collider with an energy well above the Z" resonance. 
This discussion will provide a reference point for the discussion of new particle 
searches to be given in Chapters 4-9. One of our goals will be to set out the 
basic parameters of events in this energy region—particle multiplicities, thrust, 
acopianarity, track densities, etc. We will discun separately the features of each 
type of standard-model process and explain how each process can be independently 
characterized. 

At current energies of t+e~ reactions, the cross section is built up entirely from 
Bbabba scattering. t*e~ annihilation, and two-photon processes. At energies well 
above the Z", the first two of these classes receive new contributions from virtual Z" 
exchange. In addition, entirely new classes of reactions appear. The annihilation 
processes c + «" —• tl'+H" -, e*e~ —> Z°i, and e + e~ —» Z"Z° become dominant 
mechanisms of hadron production. The second of these processes contributes also 
a peripheral component, the reaction of e + e~ annihilation to a Z° plus a hard 
collinear photon, which becomes the most important source of low-multiplicity 
events. These new event topologies give a new complexity to the backgrounds. 
We will argue, however, that this increased complexity is still quite manageable. 
We will show that all of these processes can be characterized and isolated using 
detectors of the same quality as those currently being constructed for Z° physics. 

Our discussion will give particular stress to the study of weak boson pair pro
duction. This process has special importance for our study, because it gives the 
most important background to new particle search experiments, which generally 
involve looking for missing energy due to neutrinos or other exatica. In addition. 
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many of the signatures of new states involve the production of W bosons in as
sociation with hadrons or Icplons. We will therefore spend some time discussing 
the special features of weak boson production and the practical problems of recon
structing W aud 2 bosons. 

3.1. THE STANDARD DETECTOR 

All of the results that we will present for standard model processes assume a 
specific model for the configuration of the detector and a specific distribution of 
events in center of mass energy and longitudinal momentum generated by beam-
strahtung. We begin by explaining these basic assumptions of our analysis. 

The properties of the detector were chosen as an idealization of the expected 
performance of the SLD detector now under construction at SLAC. ' We con
sider this the minimal performance of a detector which might be used at this new-
accelerator. Since the emphasis in our analysis is on calorimetry, we generally ig
nore tracking information for hadrons, though in some analyses charge-counting 
is useful for removing background. We also ignore, in our formal analyses, the 
information which would be supplied by a vertex detector, though we will note 
at appropriate points in our discussion of new physics which backgrounds can be 
reduced by systematic t or t quark tagging. Similarly, all of our Monte Carlo work 
assumes unpolarized electron beams: we will note the effect of polarization where 
it is relevant. 

To simulate the effect of the detector, we smear the particle momenta generated 
by Monte O T ! C simulations of signals and backgrounds in the following manner: 
For muons and electrons, we assume that the angle of the track is well determined 
by a tracking chamber. For muons, the energy of the track is smeared by a Gaussian 
distribution with a standard deviation given by 

^ = 3 x l 0 - 4 E. (3.1) 
t 

with E in GeV, for E above 2 GeV. This resolution should be achievable with a 
drift chamber of radius 1.8m. 72 position measurements with 200 ;im resolution, a 
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magnetic field of LOT. and * tight vertex constraint. For electrons, we apply the 
same smearing for relatively low energies and the calorimetric formula 

with E in GeV, for energies abuve 40 GeV. We assume that the charges of electrons 
and muons can be assigned unambiguously. 

Photons and charged *nd neutral hadfons are treated indiscriminately u dus
ters of calorimetric energy. Tracks within 4* of one another are combined; then the 
combined tracks are smeared in a square box of size ± 2°. The energies of these 
tracks are smeared by 

T"7S i33} 

In the Higgt boson search analysis, we added a 2% constant offset to tilt formulae 
(It.2), (3.3). This made almost no difference to the results. 

Finally, we are very conservative about the obstruction of the detector near 
tbe beam direction by the final focus quadrupoles and the apparatus needed to 
support them. Tracks within 10' of the beam axis are simply ignored. 

Monte Carlo events were generated for a collider of nominal center of mass 
energy 1 TeV unless we explicitly note otherwise. The Monte Carlo events were 
generate-! with distribution in center of mass energy and longitudinal momentum 
given by one of the l.eamstrahlung spectra computed by Chen and Yokoya, ' as 
described in the previous chapter. The bulk of our analysis was done with the 
intermediate case shown in Fig. 4, corresponding to a mean fractional energy 
Ion of 4 = 0,26. This beamstrahlunr, simulation included the effects of multiple 
synchrotron radiation and realistic disruption for an e^e" machine operating at 1 
TeV and 3x 10 J 3 cm- 2sec~ J . The simulation also included the correct distribution 
of longitudinal momenta produced by the multiple photon emission. On top of 
ibis distribution, initial-state radiative corrections were applied according to the 
prescription of Serena's. Kleiss, and Jadach.'99' 

3.2. PERIPHERAL PROCESSES 

An e + e" collider it) the energy range we consider gives two sourer* of periph
eral, low momentum transfer events. First, there is the twu-plioiun process, for 
which the cross section lias besn growing logarithmically from low energies while 
the annihilation cross sections have been falling as ^cjjj- Second, the process 

e +«- - 2° + i (3.4) 

has a large cross section when the photon is collinear with the beam direction. 
However, neither of these processes is particularly important as backgrounds to 
annihilation processes, since both may be characterized, and cut out of mLcresting 
data sets, by their properties of low multiplicityand low transverse momenta. Two-
photon reactions, and photon-electron reactions, form more significant backgrounds 
to physics processes which themselves invoi -significant missing energy, such as 
the process of Higgs boscn production by W fusion, e + e~ -• vT/H", which will be 
analyzed in Chapter 5. As a part of our discussion of Higgs bosun searches, we 
will examine the background provided by two-photon reactions in sumr detail. For 
the moment, though, we would like simply to show that these reactions are cleanly 
separated from the annihilation events. 

Using tbe Lund Monte Carlo, we have generated events resulting from --*> —t qq 
(with 6 light flavors) and yi —• YV+W, with the photon spectrum guen by a 
Weiszacker-Williams distribution folded with the electron or positron spectrum 
due to beamstrahluqg. Tin- pair-production cross section for quark pair^ is eiven 
by the familiar expression 

J^_ W / COSg \ y , 
JcasB s \l-cos-9J i~> w> 

where cosS is the angle in the photon-photon center of mass frame The production 
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cross sec lion for W pairs is' 

d" _ 3r£l , / , _ 4 (i 2mfr\ 
dcosfl r s [ l - 3 = c o s « V3 * / 

(3.6) 

where 3 = (1 - 4m^-/s) i . Out plots conespond to a lurr'mosity sample of 10 

fb~' ID Figs. 6 and 7. we plot the distribution of two-phoion events in terms of 

two variables which will be crucial in our analysis of annihilation events: the total 

invariant mass of hadrons, electrons, and photons in the evt it, as reconstructed 

by the calorimeter, and the angle between the thrust axis and the beam direction. 

It is clear that all but a few of the qq events appear below U>0 GeV in invariant 

mass, and above | c t » 0 | ( r | = O.S. This labels these events as distinctly different 

from annihilation events at large effective ^ i . The IV pair even* J dre slightly more 

central (remember that their threshold in invariant mass is 165 GeV) but come at 

a much lower rate. 

The second peripheral process, radiation of a forward photon followed by e + e ~ 

apnihilation at the i'° resonance, has a cross section given by 

(37) 

This corresponds to a cross section of 31 units of R for a collider with its full 

luminosity at 1 TeW and more than 40 units of R after beamstralung and detector 

cuts are taken into account. However, these events have \ very characteristic form: 

The observed hadronic invariant mass peaks neatly at the mass of the Z° (when 

the Z° decay products are not themselves lost down the forward hole), and the 

reconstructed Za bosons are highly boosted, to i =B 11. These events were included 

in our Monte Carlo simulations among the radiative corrections to c + e ~ —* qq. 

„ « • « - _ ? z « ) = **.. ( | - s i n 2 ^ + (sin'fl^ 
2aiiiJfl„cosIfl,, 
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Figure 6. Distribution oj observed invariant m«ses for two-photon reactions: (a) 
It -* QQ> (b) Tf —* W+W~. The dijtributions « e norm*li2«i to e+e~ integrate I 
luminosity of 10 fb~'. 
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Figure 7. Piitfibuiion of the dir«ctioo of ih« thrust utii, in the photon-photon 
<*btcr of maw frame, for two-photoo KULIODS (•] -n — (ft: (b) yy — W*W~. Tbe 
distributions %rt notmslii*d to an event simple of LO (fa - 1 

They will appear distinctly in the reaults on e + c~ —* gij that we will present in 
section 3.4, and we will sec there Lhat they are cleanly eliminated by thf most basic 
cuts. 

3.3. ANNIHILATION REACTIONS: CHOSS SECTIONS 

We DOW turn to the most important class of standard model reactions for our 
study, the e + e~ annihilation processes. At energies of 1 TeV in the center of 
mass, we must consider not only the familiar processes of e + e~ annihilation to 
quark pairs but also new processes of weak boson pair production. In this section. 
we will present the theoretical expectations foe each of these reactions within the 
standard model. In the next section, we will present the results tf our Moute Carlo 
study which translate these theoretical results into concrete estimates of expected 
backgrounds. 

The familiar processes of e + e~ annihilation into quark and lepton pairs remain 
major components of the « + e~ cross section wen above the Z°. The only significant 
new feature of these reactions, within the standard model, is that the processes of 
annihilation into a photon and into a Z° become comparable in magnitude and in
terfere. In the totaJ cross section, the -/" effect is generally *majl, since the electron 
couples relatively weakly to tbe Z°. (One should note, though, that fcrmions with 
small electric charge, such as d quarks, have their relative production substantially 
enhanced.) But the interference between the photon- and Zp-exchange contribu
tions is visible through the presence of large forward-backward and polarization 
asymmetries. 

The cross section for t + e" annihilation into a fermioii pair- fur -ome lennion 

/ , is given by 

J?- = ^ J V , ( [ | / U I , + I/MI ,]-(1+««•)' 
a cos a 2 J t, 

+ [1/tKl2+ ,/«!'] (I ~™ S*! : j • 
(3 81 
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where 

Su = -Q + ( - $ + sin 2 0*){h-Q j in 2 0„) s 
Su = -Q + sin 2 flu, cos2 flu, s — m?j 

fm = -Q + v i in 2 f l y , ) (7 , -g . i i i J »« > ) 9 
sin 2 tfu, cos2 #„, s — m^ 

ILK = -Q + C-i + sin 2 flu,)(-gsio 2 «i r ) s 
ILK = -Q + 

sin'A,,, cos'$„ a~m\ 

fRR = -Q + ( s i n 2 M ( - 9 » i n 2 9 « i ) •» 
sin 2 flu, cos 2 flu, s — m i 

(3.9) 

The factor A r

f accounts the number of colors and the QCD correction to the cross 

section: it is 

{ 1 for leptcns 

(3.10) 
3 • (1 + &f 4 . . .) for quarks 

In this formula, the form factors isolate ti>e contributions from separate helicity 

states: for example, JLR gives the amplitude for e£e j to annihilate to fnfi. (In 

both the initial and the final state, helicity conservation dictates that the helicity 

of the antiparticle must be opposite to the hclicity of the particle. Fig. 8 shows 

the expected fbrn, of the annihilation cross section, to ft pairs and to hadrons, 

in the standard model. Figs. 9 and 10 show the expected forward-backward and 

polarization asymmetries for i+tr —> /i + /J~. 45. and it. Note the large size of 

the expected effects. In Table 3, we summarize the predicted values of the total 

cross section ar J . the asymmetries for pair production of each fermion species, for 

* > > m\. The cross sections include an enhancement factor resulting from the 

renormalization of a 

(o(100 GeV/o(0)) 2 = ( I L ) 7 / ( I i ? ) 2 = U 4 6 ; (3.11) 

recall that the deflation (1.1) of the R t'uit involves a(Q2 = 0). 
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Tabic 3 indicates that the total cross section for c + e~ annihilation to neutrino 

pairs of each generation is 0.25 units of R. This would already pose a serious back

ground for experiments searching for e + e~ —* (nothing), a signature interesting 

for supcrsymmetry searches and in other contexts. But. actually, the background 

10 4 

10 3 

* 1 0 1 

10° 

200 600 
4-88 ^ C . m . 0OC3M 

Figure 8. Total crow section for r + e~ annihilation to hadrod* and to u pain in the 
ttajidard model. 

problems for this signature are much worse, since the process c + e~ —* vcVt can 

proceed not only by s-channel 2-exchange but also by (-channel XV exchanged ' 

In Pig, 11, we plot the total standard model cross section for e+e~~ -+ vV as a 

function of center of mass energy. 

The most important new processes which appear in e+c~ reactions welt above 

the Z° resonance involve the pair-production of weak vector bosons. The total cross 
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Table 3. Total cross sections (in units of R) and asymmetries 
for ferraion pair production in e+t~ annihilation well above the 2 ° , 
confuted for sin**u - 0.23. 

ITfoi AfB * | w l 

u 2.13 0.60 0.34 
d 1.10 n.64 0.62 
t- 1.29 0J7 0.07 

V 0.29 0.12 0.15 

JJ- 0 
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f 
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f " " = : — f " " = : — 
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Figure 9. Forw«id-be>ckwudMyinmetiies for ibr production of p, 6 md t pain, in 
the lUndard model. 
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Figure 10. Polarllatiou asymmetric* for tbe production of p, i, slid t pun. to the 
tt&ndard model. 

section for this pair-production is enormous by the standards of c+t~ annihilation: 

20-30 units of R. These pair-production processes are interesting in their own right 

as dramatic predictions of 'he standard model. The reaction e+r" - . \V + W~ 

provides particularly interest ng tests of the standard model, which we will discuss 

iu detail in Chapter 7. For the moment, though, our main concern will be that, 

since these processes form a large part of the total annihilation cross section, and 

since they involve heavy final-state particles, they provide the most important 

backgrounds to new particle searches. 

Let us begin by displaying the standard model cross sections for these processes. 

As a point of reference, the cross section for e + e - - »11 , to leading order in a and 

ignoring the electron mass, is given by 
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cm. 
Figure 11. Total cross section for c*c~ — vV'm the standard model, computed for 

3 lepton generations. 

Jo
el cos 0 

i + - \ *<*' fv , t \ (3-12) 

•here ( = — j«(l — cosS), u = — J«(l + cos8). The cross sections for Z°7 and 
^aZ" production have a similar form:1 

da 
dcosB 

,*e- _ 2" -,) = ^ / (^-s in 2 ^p + (sjn'0.)'\ , _ „£ . 

, / ( u - m^)» + (l - m | ) " \ 
(3.13) 

where f = - £ ( s - m ^ ) ( l - cos»). u = - | ( s - m|) ( l + cosP); 
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— ( » V 2sin 2 0„cos 5 0,, / ' v 5 / 

. ( 2 + i + 4 m * i . _ l n J . ( l + ± ) \ 
(3.14) 

where ( = -J(3 - [j(s - 4ro|)]J cos9) + mj,, u = -%(s + [s(s - 4m|)]icost>) + 

m\. The formulae (3.12) and (3.14) should be integrated only over cosfl > 0 to 

obtain the total cross section. The leading-order formula for e+e" -* W+W~ is 

considerably more complicated. ' We will present this formula, and dissect it, 
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Figure 12. Differential cross sections for e + e~ annihilation into vector boson pairs 
at ,/J = 1 TeV. 

in Chapter 7. The theoretical differential cross sections for the four boson pair, 

production processes are displayed (in units of R) in Fig. 12. 
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Because of the large size of 2-botou production cross sections, one should ex
pect that 3-boson reactions will sometimes be relevant. The reaction* e + e " -• 
W'+W'Z* and e + e " -• tZ°, in the case where one 2" decays to neutrino*, con
tribute directly to searches for new particles which decay to weak bosons plus 
missing energy. Tbe total cross sections for these two proceuei as a (unction of 
energy- are shown in Fig. 13, For the situation where one 2* decays to neutrinos, 
we would like to know the invariant mass of (he system that remains. The distri
bution of this two-boson invariant mass, at s/l- 1 TeV, is shown in Fig. 14. In 
general, these processes make only very small background contributions. 
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3,4, ANNIHILATION REACTIONS: SIMULATION 

All of the e+e" annihilation processes which result in hadronic final stair* arc 
potentially serious backgrounds to new particle searches. Whether one considers 
events resulting from qq production or weak boson pair production, the detected 
states have a central angular distribution and large deposited energy. In the iff 
reaction, gluon radiation can give jets of large invariant mass and. sometimes. 
substantial apl&narity. In later chapters, we will study specific particle searches 
and detail cuts which reduce the background from standard model annihilation 
processes. In this section, though, we would like to give an introduction to these 
background events and to explain how they should appear in our model detector. 
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We have explored this question by modelling the hadroni: ition of quark pair? 
using the Lund Monte Carlo, version 6.3. We definitely need to use a partem 
shower model in the 1 TeV region, rather than relying simply on exact matrix 
element computations, because even at PEP/PETRA energies we often have more 
than 4 jets in an event with a reasonable jet resolution- Although the Lund shower 
model (version 6.3) fits the PEP and PETRA data almost perfectly!4*' we are 
not sure that predictions of this model are reliable in the 1 TeV region. The 
model is ba$eo on the leading log approximation, ^i th the soft and collinear gluon 
interference effects approximated to by the par ton's angular ordering. Because of 
the leading log approximation, cross sections for the hard gluon emission processes 
are not reliable. For example, the hard three jet event rate is overestimated, 
compared to the prediction based on the exact matrix element. To obtain the 
correct parton momentum distribution predicted by the exact 0{as) calculations, 
the first qqg branching is modified so that the angular and energy distributions 
are constrained to be just those given by the 0{aa) exact calculation. Of course, 
this modification is not sufficient. If a soft gluon is emitted at the first branching 
and a hard one is emitted at the second branching, then there is no correction for 
this hard gluon emission. Therefore, we should not believe that the results of the 
models are exact. 

The process of weak boson pair production is modelled by a Monte Carlo 

program written by Kleiss! * which includes the decay matrix elements of the VV 

and Z bosons to fermions and correctly accounts the Breit-Wigner line shapes 

of these heavy states. Events from the tails of the Breit-Wigner distributions 

contribute disproportionately to backgrounds for new particle searches. The decays 

of \Y and Z are computed used the Lund fragmentation scheme. 

Our simulation assumes 6 light quarks, including a top quark of mass 40 GeV, 

t The fate of bard three jet events is underestimated by the Webber leading log par ton 
shower mode), ref. 47. This difference might depend on the gauge used for the two models. 
Although the physical quantities must l>e gauge invariant at infinite orders of the pertutb*-
live calculations, it is not surprising to have a different result at lower order* becauie the 
models are based on the leading log approximation 
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Tab ic 4. Effect of beams t r ah lung on cross sections for S tandard Model Processes. 

Process 
Cross section (fh) 

Without BtmnutrMuBg With BeanutraB/uo; 

e+r- _ w+w-
r+e- - y-'ZO 

e + e~ —* qq 

2.110 3570 

127 200 

438 4050 

and a nominal center of mass energy of 1 TeY. The simulation includes the effects 
of beaxnstrahlung and the idealized detector described previously. As we noted 
in Section 3.2, the simulatiou includes the process e+e~ —i Z*-\ as a part of the 
radiative corrections to quark pair production. The distributions shown in the 
figures presented below are correctly normalized to an integrated luminosity of 10 
f b - 1 unless it is specified otherwise. 

We first address the gross distribution of events in energy and in the direction 

of the produced hadrons. One might expect that radiative corrections and beam

strahiung would lower the cross section for high energy e + e~ annihilation. This 

effect is counterbalanced, though, by a subelautial number of events at lower ceni er 

of mass energies, annihilating through the larger cross section available there. Our 

simulation gives a distribution of events which is roughly flat in hadroaic invari

ant mass, in which the events with total hadronic invariant mass above 800 GeV 

account for almost all of the nominally expected luminosity, and this sample is 

enhanced by events with lower invariant mass. A comparison of the effective cross 

sections for the major physics processes with and without beamstrahlung is given 

in Table 4. All annihilation events with effective center of mass energy above 300 

GeV arc potentially useful for some physics analyses and should be kept in the data 

sample. On the other hand, we would like to discard events of very low energy. 

and events with large boosts which would not be well measured by the detector. 

Fig. 15(a) shows the distribution of the reconstructed hadrouic invariant mass 
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fu. qq events, showing the effect of hi-amst rahlung and detector smearing. The 
sharp peak at the Z" mass is due to the process, discussed in the previous section, 
of radiation down to the Z° by emission of a forward photon. The analogous 
distribution for II' pair events is shown in Fig. 15(b). This distribution has a peak 
around the mass of the II'. due to events in which the other H' is lost down the 10° 
hole. The corresponding distribution for Z pair events, shown in Fig. 15(c). shows 
an even stronger peak at the Z mass, mainly due to events in which the other Z 
decays to vv. a mode with a 20% branching fraction. In general, the distributions 
we will discuss are quite similar in appearance for IV and Z pair events; normally, 
we will show only the H' plot, since the Z pair production cross section is smaller 
by almost a factor of 10. 

Fig. 16 shows the distribution of the direction of the thrust axis for qq and 
H' pair events: in both cases, this distribution is strongly peaked forward and 
backward about the beam axis. For the qq events, the strong peaking is purely due 
to radiative corrections and beamstrahlung; for II' pairs, the effect has a physics 
contribution in the peaking of the differential cross section. To select events for 
further analysis, KC require that the measured invariant mass in the event be greater 
than 200 GeV. to eliminate the highly radiative events, and that the direction of 
the thrust axis satisfy |cos#,* r | < 0.8, to insure that the event is indeed well 
measured. Similar cuts are included in the particle search analyses. About 70% of 
the events are removed by these two cuts. 

The properties of the standard model events which survive these cuts are dis

played in Figs. 17-27. Fig. 17 shows the distribution of charged particle multi

plicity for qq and \Y pair events. The average multiplicities of qq, W pair, and Z 

pair events in our sample are 42, 29. and 32, respectively. Note that the multiplic

ities are significantly lower for the vectoi boson events. This reflects a similarity 

between vector boson production at 1 TeV and T pair production at PEP and PE-

TftA energies: in both cases, the process preserves the multiplicity spectrum from 

a lower energy scale. Fig. 18 gives the distribution of charged tracks as a function 

of angle. (This figure reflects 2 lu" 1 of data.) Despite the lower multiplicity of the 
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U" pairs, the tracking requirements for these events are no less severe than those 

for quark pair events. Fig. 1$ gives the thrust distribution. The Average thrust 

of qq events is 0.79; for W and Z pair events, the average thrust is 0.86 and 0,83, 

respectively. 

The next two figures display the properties of these events in terms of jet 

masses. One possible way to obla n a jet mass sprrirum is lo divide the evrni 

into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, assign all of 

the calorimetric energy deposiMon in each hemisphere to the same jet, and then 

compute the observed mass of each jet. Applying this procedure to the qq, W, and 

Z pair events, we find the the jet mass distributions shown in Fig. 20. A more 

sophisticated procedure associates energy deposition into clusters using a clustering 

algorithm. We used an iterative procedure which assigned to each pair of clusters 

(t\j) at a given stage a quantity yit given by 

ytj = 2£,£j( l - cosfl.j) , (3.15) 

where the E, are cluster energies and 0^ is the angle between the two clusters. This 

variable is a combined measure of the opening angle and momentum imbalance of 

the two particles (or clusters) i and j . At each step, one combines the two clusters 

of the pair with the minimum value of ytJ. The iteration proceeds until a specified 

minimum value of y is reached or until a specified number of clusters it> formed. 

Specifying that the state should be reduced to two clusters yields, for qq, f " , and 

Z pair events, the distributions of cluster masses shown in Fig. 21, The 93 events, 

.n both the thrust and cluster analyses, give substantial jet masses, due to gluon 

radiation. The additional peaks at zero and at the 2° mass come from the process 

e+e~ —• Z° + -*. with the -> reconstructed as a zero-mass, zero-multiplicity jet. 

In both jet mass distributions made for t he W and Z pair events, the boson 

mass peak is clearly visible. The efficiency for reconstructing the boson masses 

1c an accuracy of ±15 GeV is about 4051 for H' and 45% for Z events. Since 

the branching fraction of the W to a quark pair is about 70%, the efficiency for 
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reconstructing the mass of a U' which has decayed hadronic;ilh :. al.out hl%. 
Similarly, about 56% of tin- 7 bosons which decay to a quark or «harmed lepton 
pair arc reconstructed accurately. 'Die decays of the IV to tV prodm > 'hi-additional 
peak in the lowest bin of the jet mass distribution. The enhaiui-mrni «l ;•<»• mass 
in the Z plot comes from even's in which one Z° decays to vV <\nt\ the decav 
products of the other Z" ate reconstructed as two jets 

Another way to view tin.- jet mass distributions is to form sr,ntei plot* of the 
reconstructed invariant mass of one jet in each event relative to thai of the other. 
These plots are shown in Figs. 22. 23, and 24 for qq ai,d H' and 7. pair events, 
respectively, for a number of evei ts corresponding to integrated ! im,.unities of 2 
f b _ 1 in the first two cases and 10 fb~' in the last. The jet masse* in these plots 
were determined as the masses in hemispheres defined normal to I he •hru-t avis. In 
Fig. 23, we see strong bands aluug the two axes corresponding w event? in which 
one W decayed hadronically and the other decayed leptonically. These lajt clusters 
are not present in the results for Z pair production shown in Fig Jl. There, the 
misrneasured jets are scattered more uniformly over the plot. The qq plot shows 
clusters along the axes due to Z'l production Notice that the distribution of 
high-maas qq jets lends to zero as both jet invariant masses become large, and that 
it is already quite small when both masses are of order mtr-

Fig. 25 displays the distribution of missing transverse n.uiu-'mum This dis

tribution, however, is not always an accurate indicator, since ilif main source of 

missing transverse momentum is the mismeasurement of the energy of ,t jet by 

the calorimeter. The missing transverse momentum then points in : he direction of 

the thrust axis. To eliminate this source of background, one tniciii uish to >iudy 

the component of missing momentum perpendicular to both the i-euin direction 

and the thrust axis. The distribution of this quantity is shown n I-IR 2C. Alter

natively, one can study the acoplanarity angle, the angle between the two planet 

determined by the net momentum of each hemisphere and the ijeam direction 

The distribution of this angle is shown in Fig. 27. By any measure, the events 

with quark pair production are dominated by two-jet events, and only the tails of 
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in their hadronic decay modes. In hadron colliders, as is well known, it is difficult 

to identify 11' and Z bosons through their hadronic decays because of the large 

background from quark and gluon haj." scattering. This has been shown already in 

the direct analysis of CERN collider dat i ! 4 9 ) At the SSC, the situation is expected 

to be even worse: Not only can one not reconstruct 11' pair events in which both 

U"s decay hadronically. but, for continuum U' pair production, even events where 

one II' decays leptonically are swamped by background. ' (For the specific case 
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Figure 50. Djsmbution o[ jet masse* in VV+W~events for which the opposite jei 

bas a mass between 73 and 93 GeV. The jet masses are denned as in Fig. 21. 

of H" -> W+W~, methods have been proposed to overcome this background in 
the case of one leptonic W decay!5 1') In contrast to this situation, we have found 
that the identification of weak bosons by jet analysis is completely straightforward 
at a high-energy e+e" collider, even if one takes into account beamstrahlung and 
detector smearing. 

The special character of vector boson jets among the products of general stan

dard model processes is illustrated in Figs. 28 and 29. For the first of these figures. 
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Figure 31. Distribution of jet musM in Z°Z° events for which the opposite jet has 

a m u s between $2 and 102 GeV. The jet tnaMes are defined u in Fig. 21. 



all of the event* from our background simulations of W,Z, and quark pair produc

tion are subjected to the thnut analysis described previously: For all events with 

n u n greater than 200 GeV and thrust direction such that |costf|. f | < 0.8, the 

event is divided into two hemispheres and the invariant mass of each hemisphere 

is computed, The W stands out on this plot; the Z is lost in the tail of the W 

only because of its relatively small pair-production cross section. Fig. 29 shows 

the corresponding analysis for the cluster method of jet identification. 

70 90 110 
•••• M A S S (GeV) eooA33 

Figure 32. G.uuun fil u> the W boson mu» peak in Fig. 30. 
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To complement this analysis, we would like to show how well the weak boson 
i are reconstructed by our model detector, in the presence of beanutrahlung 

and smearing. We can take advantage of one handle to clean up the distributions 
slightly. Since weak bosons are produced in pairs, the background to W and 2 
identification will be reduced if one chooses events which are consistent with boson 
pair production. Fig. 30 shows the mass of one jet in W pair events for which the 
opposite ;ct has a mass between 73 and 93 GeV from the cluster analysb. The 
distribution is only slightly cleaner than that of Pig. 21(b), because decays of the 
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W to Cv are still included in the plot. Fig- 31 shows the mass of one jet in Z pair 
events for which the opposite jet has a mass between 82 and 102 GeV. In this case, 
there is some noticeable improvement over the simple jet analysis, because the 
events in which one Z° decays to neutrinos have been eliminated. In Pigs. 32 and 
33, we replot these jet mass distributions for W and Z in 4 GeV bins, together with 
a tit of each histogram to a Gaussian distribution plus a third order polynomial. 
The fit gives a mean of 81.6 ± 0.2 GeV with a standard deviation of 5.5 GeV for 
the W peak, and a mean of 91.8 ± 0.5 GeV with a standard deviation of 4,9 GeV 
for the Z° peak. The central values compare favorably with the nominal W and 
Z mass values used in the simulation, 83 and 93 GeV, respectively. 

This analysis gives us confidence that we can use the sew collider to study the 

standard and exotic sources of weak bosons with high efficiency. 
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4. New Quarks and Leptons 

The greatest successes of e + e~ colliders to date have come in the discovery of 
new heavy quarks and leptons. We might then expect that, in the higher-energy 
regime that we consider here, new quarks and leptons also produce dramatic and 
easily interpreted signatures. In this chapter, we will present methods for detecting 
new quarks and Leptons and show that this is in fact quite easily done. Significant 
evidence for the existence of a new quark or a new lepton can be obtained with 
event samples as small as 300 R~'. Once such a particle is identified, a broad 
program of investigation would be launched: One should determine accurate values 
for its mass and its weak and electromagnetic couplings and search also for decays 
involving forces outside the standard model. This extended program is in principle 
straightforward to carry out at an e + e" collider, if larger event samples (of order 
10' R _ 1 ) are available. 

In the next section, we will discuss the motivation for expecting new quarks and 
leptons in the region of masses of a few hundred GcV. The new fermions which may 
appear could be either members of standard sequential generations or objects with 
more exotic quan.'jm numbers. For definiteness, though, we have restricted our 
detailed analysis of signals and backgrounds to the case of sequential generations. 
We expect that these new fermions will be able to decay weakly by producing an 
on-shell W boson. The decay rate for a sequential fcrmion of mass M by real IV 
emission is 

^ - ^ = iisfe•""• •(£)' ( l + 2 t ) 0 - t ) 2 • «•» 
where V; U a weak mixing angle. Unless V, is extremely small (less than 10' 5 ) . this 
process completely dominates the decays The signature of a new fermion. then, is 
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the appearance of H' pairs below the full beam energy, accompanied by additional 
quark jets or missing neutrinos-

Though we will not present a detailed procedure for characterizing a new quark 
or lepton, we should note that there is much additional information at hand. First, 
the new species should be produced with substantial forward-backward and polar
ization asymmetries. For sequential quarks and leptons, above a narrow threshold 
region, these asymmetries are just those given in Table 3. Additional information 
on the spins of the produced fermions can be found from their decay angular dis
tributions: If / is the fraction of right-handed fermions produced into a given solid 
angle, the distribution of angles x—measured in the fermion rest frame—between 
the fermion and W directions of motion is given by 

~^- ~ m-ccX) + (1 - / ) (1 + «»*) • (4.2) 

(Unlike the situation for light fermions, this spin information is not lost in the 

hadronization process, since the decay lime, the inverse of (4.1), ii here much 

smaller than a hadronization time. We should note, however, this same calculation 

tells us that quarkonium resonance! are irrelevant in this energy region, since the 

large width (4.1) smears them beyond recognition.) Finally, since the W mass 

peak it well resolved by calorimetry, one can determine directly whether the new 

fermion hat additional decay modes involving other new particles, such as charged 

Higgs bosons. 

4.1. SETTING: MILTIPLETS. MIRRORS, AND FIXED POINTS 

There are many reasons for suspecting that there exist new fermions with 
masses in the general range of a few hundred GeV. The most basic reason, however, 
it the considerable latitude given for such heavy species within the standard model. 
As we noted in the introduction to this report, fermion masses arise from the 
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fermion-Higga Yukawa couplings according to 

m' = lk W ' (4'3) 

where (*) is the [iiggs field expectation value (2.3). The quark which is now the 
heaviest known, the 6. has a coupling A» — 2 x 1 0 _ J ; a SO GeV top quark would 
have Xt ~ 2 X 10"'. We know of no reason why the couplings \f cannot be as 
large as order 1; that being so, we recognize that there is a great deal of room for 
new heavy quarks and lepton:* to appear. Such new fermions do indeed appear in 
a variety of theoretical models, with quantum numbers that depend on the exact 
structural assumptions made. Let us now review a few of those models. 

New heavy quarks are requiredsin some models which explain the hierarchy 
of fermion masses as being generated by some flavor-changing ihori2ontal) inter
actions. In such schemes, one generation of quarks and leptons may be relatively 
strongly coupled to the Higgs sector, and the Yukawa couplings of the other gen
erations are derived from this one by the corrections which appear in successive 
orders of the expansion in horizontal interactions. These schemes usually require 
the new generations to have the standard quantum numbers. 

A second class of models Cocusses on the origin of parity violation in the weak 
interaction. In the standard model, parity violation is put in from the beginning 
by the assumption that the coupling of weak bosons to fermion* i> chiral. Many 
authors, however, have proposed that the weak interactions haw couplings which 
are intrinsically parity symmetric, but that the fermions with left- and right-handed 
weak interactions acquire different masses. Two representative -i hemes are given 
in Refs. 52 and 53. This structure arises naturally in schemes uf grand unification 
in which the grand unifying group is a large orthogonal group Ol 10). 0(14). 
or <9(1S). In these models, each conventional generation has a 'mirror' with the 
opposite parity coupling to weak bosons; all of these mirrors mu.-,r have masses at 
most of order a few huudred GeV, The mirror fermions can be characterized b\ 
the fact that they have different production asymmetries from ordinary fermions 
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Table 5. Properties of e + e annihilation into fermion pairs with 
nonstandard weak quantum numbers. 

fflol AfB Vipol 

Mirror: 

u 

i 

t-

2.13 

1.10 

1.29 

-0.60 

-0.63 

-0.47 

0.34 

0.62 

0-67 

Vector/iJce: 
D 

y 

E 

0.41 

0.57 

1.39 

0 

0 

0 

- 0 6 0 

0.16 

0-65 

These asymmetries are listed in Table 5. Again, the factor (3.11) has been included 

in the total cross sections. 

A third class of models involves new fermions as relics of higher schemes of 

grand unification. In such models, the group of grand unification is larger than 

the minimal S&"(5), and thus the basic nuiltiplet contains more states than " 

simple generation of quarks and leptons. Some of thtse extra states might also be 

protected by symmetry from acquiring masses much larger than the weak scale. 

For example, in models in which the grand unifying grpup is E&t the basic fermion 

multiplet is 27-dimensional and contains an extra charge ( -1 ) quark and a leptoa 

doublet with vector (rather than V~A) coupling to the H'. The total cross sections 

and asymmetries expected for these species (above their threshold regions) are 

also presented in Table 5. These fermions are especially likely to survive to the 

weak scale if an extra neutral weak boson from among the generators of E^ is 

also light. This assumption adds dramatic consequences to the physics and so 

merits a separate discussion. We will describe the physics associated with new Z° 

resonances separately in Chapter 6. 
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In addition to these specific scenarios which reruire new heavy fermionti, (here 

is a general consideration which leads us to expect new heavy quarks to appear at 

a specific value of the mass. As Pendleton and Ross [ 2 I ]ai]d H i l l ^d i scovercd, the 

rcnormaljzatian of quark-Higgs Yukawa couplings involve two competing effects 

which might be expected, for some flavors, to come into balance. The QCD renor-

ma!v7,ation makes these couplings increase as one descends from very high energies 

(for example, from the scale of grand unification) to the weak-interaction scale. The 

re normalization due to Higgs exchange makes the couplings decrease. The balance 

point is an attractive fixed point. Bagger, Dimopoulos, and Mas so ' have made 

a systematic study of quark masses within grand unified iheorie* and have shown 

that this fixed point pulls in all quarks with sufficiently strong Yukawa couplings at 

the grand unification scale; the criterion would correspond more naively to quark 

masses of order 80 GeV. These considerations predict that several new generations 

of quarks may appear with masses very close to this fixed point value: 

2 ^ 2 , , v 1 300 GeV 

corresponding to a mass in the range 150-200 GeV, depending on the number of 
heavy flavors. 

Finally, we should recall one consideration which provides a guide to how large 

fermion masses may be. Chanowitz, Furman. and Hinchliffe'1S'have shown that 

the the leading-order diagrams for quark-quark scattering grow large as the quark 

mass (and, thus, the quark-Higgs coupling) is made large, and that these diagrams 

violate unitarity when the quark mass approaches 

m p = -£— = 550 GeV . (-1.5) 
5G f 

Tbis sets the mass scale at which quarks become strongly coupled to the lliggs 

sector. It is not excluded lhat quarks and leptons might be heavier than this 

value, but in that case their behavior would be modified by these new strong 
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interactions, so thai the dynamics of these quarks would resemble a theory of 
strongly interacting Higgs bosons rather than the simple picture that we are using 
here. As the masses of these quarks approach 1 TeV. such models go over KTioothly 
into technicolor models of the Higgs sector. 

4 . 2 . IDENTIFICATION OF A NEW QUARK 

Let us now descend from these theoretical considerations and concentrate on 

the simplest cases of new sequential quarks and leplans w'e would like to present 

data analysis methods for finding these objects at an «+<r~ collider and to estimate 

the stK of the event samples required. We will show that the new feriruons can 

be isolated with analysis techniques which are simple and efficient. Applied to 

the 30 f b _ 1 data samples that we eventually envision for a working collider, these 

techniques would give large samples of tagged events which could be used to work 

out the detailed couplings of the new species. 

Let us begin by considering the case of a single new- quark, a V, which decays 
to a light quark plus a U' boeoa, and the caae of a new weak doublet (t ' , t f) . We 

"'ill report results for '.he relatively low masses m* = 150 CJeV, mi = 200 GeV. 
i ifis tiimild tin innsiuVred as a worst c u e among possible new quark searches, since 
:I.I biguxures of the f and t' become more distinctive as the mass is raised. Our 
numerical results reflect a Monte Carlo-generated event sample corresponding to 
30 fb"1 at £CM = 1 TeV. 

One can imagine two possible ways of detecting the reaction V —i W~ + g-

First, one might concentrate on events in which the \Y bosons decay hadronkally 

and look for the large mass of the state in each hemisphere. This signature leads 

to a very simple analysis, with high efficiency for accepting b' events and therefore 

high statistics. One might worry that the method emails a large background 

arising from light quark pair production with hard gluon emission, and that this 

background would be difficult to estimate precisely, however, this concern can be 

dealt with by tagging the If bosons from the quark decay. A second method is to 
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concentrate on events in wliich one \V decays leptonically. This rnrthod is much 
less efficient but leads to a completely clean signal. 
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mptier* for 

For both of these analyses, some preliminary selection of rwi.t- is required to 
reduce the large sample of peripheral reactions and forward IV pair production. 
We thus begin by boosting each event along the e +«~ collision axis to set the 
total measured longitudinal momentum to zero, and then placing a rut that the 
boosted throsl axis should have | cos &\ < 0.8. We have seen in \\iv previous chapter 
that this procedure removes the large forward peak in \V and Z pair production, 
reducing the large total cross section (20 units of RJ to a inanager,l>I< 3 units of R. 
It is also effective in removing highly radiative, and thus poorl> measured, Light 
quark pair events 

From this sample, one can straightforwardly divide each event into t*.o hemi-
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Figure 35. Distribution of smaller hemisphere masses from Fig. 34, plotted on a 
linear scale. 

spheres normal to the thrust axis and compute the mass determined by calorimetry 

from each hemisphere. In Figs. 34 and 35. we plot the distribution of the smaller 

of the two n *s. As we saw in Fig. 28, the W and Z mass peaks are readily 

evident in this distribution, and beyond this point the standard model background 

cuts off sharply. At large values of the mass, the dominant background comes from 

light quark pair production events in which the quarks radiate two gluoits, We 

should assign some model-dependent uncertainty to this continuum. The figure 

shows, however, that the br quark appears as a distinct, though rounded, peak on 

this background. 

To cleanly separate signal from background, we insist that the high-mass 

hadroDJc systems we have found contain W bosons. It suffices to reconstruct one 

U" boson from jets identified in the calorimeter, We subjected the event sample 

of the previous paragraph to a cluster analysis, as decribed in eq, (3,15). to form 

clusters with a minimum separation of y = (IS GeY)-\ We then required the preS' 

ence of ai least 5 clusters, with at least 2 in each hemisphere. Finally, we required 
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Figure 36 Smaller of the two values of the reconstructed mass in a hemisphere for 
b' and (' pair production, and for the major background processes, fur events in which 
a IV boson can be identified in one hemilphere. 

that the e yat contain one hemisphere wjth at Least 3 clusters in which 2 of these 
clusters sum to a mass between 72 and 92 GeV. The events passing these cuts are 
plotted in Fig. 36 as a function of the smaller reconstructed invariant mass for a 
hemisphere. Both the f and the t' stand out cleanly from the background. 

The results of this analysis arc shown in numerical form in Table 6- The 

events tabulated are those which passed the cuts defined in the previous paragraph, 

with the additional cut that the minimum hemisphere mass plotted in Fig. 36 

be greater than 104 GeV. What is most impressive about this plot is not the 

Large ratio of signal to background but the efficiency with which the interesting 

events are selected. About a third of the b'b events, and almost half of the total 

number of heavy quark events, are preserved in the analysis, Thus, this simple 

procedure supplies a substantial sample of tagged heavy quark events for more 

detailed investigations. 

The second search method we had listed above was to search for isolated leptons 

1 1 • qq 
— Cut • ww-

v Q z z _ 
V/f[|||l|| \ E2 b'b' 

~~ WbM t'f -
~ J Is&i^il J) K ~ 
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Table 6. Result! of heavy quark search using cluster analysis. 

Events 
Overall 

Efficiency 
Signal/ 

Background 

Bacicground: 

H'+tV-

Tot*i: 

603 

233 

_ 2 . 
843 

0.005 

0.002 

0.0013 

SigaMit: 

11' 
i'l' + CI' 

1289 

5291 

0.33 

0.46 

1.5 

6.3 

Table 7. Results of heavy quark tearch using isolated Ieptord. 

Events 
Overall 

Efficiency 
Signal/ 

Background 

Background: 

W*M-

TofJ: 

8.1 

2.4 

0.3 

11.1 

7 x 10~5 

2 x 10- J 

8 x 10~5 

Signals. 

b'l' 

b'l + t'V 

70 

286 

0.016 

0.025 

6.3 

19.5 

resulting from heavy quark dor ay. To apply this analysis. «f rrtun; to the sample 
of events which passed the preliminary selection criteria described ab..ve. and apply 
the further condition that 1 he minimum invariant mass in a hemis1"**"* is greater 
than 104 GeV. We then plait- cuts to pick out an isolated muon >>t electron To 
do this, we define a cone around the iepton which should he <"-M-ntiaUy free of 
deposited energy. To suppress background events which result from U" pair events 
in which one W decays leptonically, we set both a maximum and a minimum size 
for this cone, and also limit the momentum range of the leptou The precise form 
of the optimized cuts is as follows: We insist that 5 GeV < p< <. 1LKJ GeV. We 
then parametrize the isolation of the lepton by an angle i?, f. the half-angle of the 
cone about the lepton which encloses 1 GeV of energy deposition Events with 
semi Lep tonic fir* decays produce leptons *ith tf,> in the range 20-40*. If we now 
accept only those events with an identified lepton in the correct momentum range 
for which 15° < i),t < 45°, we find the contributions from signal and background 
shown in Table 7. The efficiency of the procedure is unfortunately quite Low. but 
the technique entails essentially no background. An event sample 5 times smaller 
(6 ft>-1) would still contain the b' signal as a 3 a effect, the r' signal would be be 
a 3 a effect even with 15 fb" J . 

Both of the analysis methods- we described are completely insensitive to beam-

strahlung and the limited angular acceptance of the detector lr part, this is the 

result of the fact thai we rut out from the beginning events with the new quarks 

produced in the forward direction because the W pair background* are large there. 

However, some of this insensitivity is due to the fact that we vonrrmrate on kine

matic variables which are independent of frame. 

4.3. IDENTIFICATION OF A NEW LEPTON 

We now turn to the problem of identifying a new charged irpum As in the 

previous section, we will concentrate on the simplest case: A singlf new charged 

sequential lepton, decaying to a U' boson and a neutrino. We will ignore the mass 

of the neutrino; the analysis remains unchanged if the neutrino is massive as long 
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as it is much lighter than the H". Once again, the Monte Carlo study we report 

corresponds to a data sample of 30 fb" 1 at £cM = I TeV. and to a new lepton 

mass of 350 GeV. 

hadrons 

hadrons 

hadrons 

^ hadrons 

hadrons 

hadrons 

i v exchange graphs 

Figure 37. Final stales resulting from L*L~ and from \V*W~ production: In 
(a) and (c), both It' boson* decay hadronieally: in (b) and (J), one IV baeon decays 
leplonically. 

The decays of the new heavy lepton will produce two distinct signatures: First, 

a charged lepton plus missing energy, second, a hadronic jet plus missing energy 

{see Fig. 3 T). Both decay modes have associated backgrounds coming from W 
pair production. Heavy lepton pair production events in which both leptons decay 

teptonically will clearly be difficult to isolate from If pair events, since in this case 

the background also has large missing energy. We will see that the heavy lepton 
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signal jccomes quite clean when one considers decays with liadums on one side and 
improves further for events with hadronic decays on both sides. The idea that one 
should look for heavy Irptons through their hadronic decays seems astounding to 
those of us who have studied particle search analyses for liadrnn colliders. For tjs. 
this is an excellent illustratiun of how the simplicity of < + r~ events aids powerfully 
in searching for new physics. 

We consider first tin* case in which one heavy lepion decays hadronically and 
the o thc decays leptonically. In this case, all of the visible hadrons are produced 
from a W boson decay and should reconstruct to the H' mass. The dominant 
backgrounds come from W pair events of '.his same topology, as shown in Fig. 
37(d). We cannot discriminate these event? on the basis of total energy, because 
bearnstrahlung produces W pair events with large missing energy. However, the 
missing neutrinos in the heavy lepton decay produce an aplanarity in those events 
which cannot be mocked up by bcamstrahlung. To apply this observation, we make 
the following cuts: We insist that each event should have a single identified lepton 
with px > 50 GeV, isolated so that energy less than 1 GeV is deposited in ;* cone 
of half-angle 45<tabout the lepton direction. We insist, further, that the deposited 
hadronic energy, considered as a single jet, correspond to a measured mass in the 
range 72 GeV < m, < 92 Ge'"'. Fig. 38 shows the hadronic mass distribution before 
the second cut is applied; the W mass peak stands out cleanly. An additional cut 
must be applied to remove the substantial background from H' pair events: We 
assume that each event corresponds to W pair production and try to reconstruct 
the missing neutrino according to procedure given in Section 7.2. This procedure 
usually gives an imaginary value of pvt for events which do not fit the U' pair 
hypothesis, and we keep only those events. Now use the lepion momentum vector 
and the thrust axis of the hadronic system to construct two planes and define an 
acoplanarity angle. Fig. 39 shows the distribution of this angle due to signal and 
background. For acoplanarity angles greater than 30°. the W pair background is 
quite small, while the heavy lepton is still contributing substantially. 

If both heavy leptons decay hadronically. the final state contains two well 
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separated clustm of hadrons. each of which should reconstruct to » IV bosoo. 

This allosre a much tinner and more efficient search procedure. Since tbe badron 

calonmetry now captures ill decay products of both II' bosons, the signature of 
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missing transverse energy clearly distinguishes tbe lepton pair production events 

from H' pair background. The new leplon signal is most easily isolated by analyzing 

these events as II' pair production and then asking that tbe H' bosons be acoplanar. 

Specifically, we apply the following cuts: First, boost Ore event along the thrust 

axis to balance measured longitudinal momentum, and remove events for which 
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| cos0| <: 08 . Then divide the event into 2 hemispheres normal i,. ihe thrust axis 

and require the measured mass of hadrons in each hemisphere ID U- in the range 

72 GeV < m < 92 GeV. As we saw in our discussion of \V pan j^roduciion. the 

e-as 
SC4SA3S 
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ACOPLANARITY (degrees) 

Figure 3& Distribution of aroplui&nty Lt>ftle between iht lrpL<>n au J ;be hadi-onie 
tbrmt axil, for I "*"{," events (unshaded histogram) and H'+IT- r\n.\* .*iiade<j his
togram) with one liadronic and one leptonic H' df£*y 

W bosons form a prominent feature on the jet mass distribution rind ar-* readily 

isolated. Once w<? have selected events with both hadronic jets reconstructing to 

W bosons, we can recompute the thrust axis in each hemispherr an; use ,ese two 

vectors to define two planes and an acoplanarity angle. The distribution of this 
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angle, for the signal and for the standard model background processet included 

in our Monte Carlo simulation, is shown in Tig. 40- The H pair background is 

essentially absent for acoplanarity angles greater than 10" Additional background 
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processes beyond those discussed in Chapter 3 come from t + e " -• W*W~i/V, 

***" —• JV"*W~Z". and vector boson pair production in two-photon reactions. 

We have ignored the two-photon processes because they peak at such low rnaas. 

4 

The acoplaaarity distribution due to t*t~ — \V\\'-y." ».u. -he Z" dr'.iitng 
to neutrinos, is shown in Fig. 41. It also gives a very snum • uj.;:il,uliou The It" 
fusion process, which we take from the calculations of Cjuniut. an.. I ohglnNtak: ,!"3 

6O43JU0 acop 

100 

(degrees) 

Figure 41. Distribution of *coplan»nty angle between the two U bosom in tbt-
proce*» t+c~ — IV* IV" Z°. with the Z° decaying to oeutriiic* TV faults arr given 
in unit* of R pw degree and include the branching ratio for the ?.'•' dm\ to unobserved 
•ute*. The two curve* uiume two value* of the Hi£g» bo*oa maw 100 C.*-V idabbed) 
and 300 GeV (•olid) 

gives the largest of these contributions. Bui even this is quite <Ria,l compared 
to the effect of the heavy lepton. In Fig. 42, we plot ihe final H"U'~ mass 
spectrum resulting from our analysis, and the corresponding speurum dm* to the 
e + e - -* W+W-uV. 

To estimate the event sample needed to discover a heavy lepiun, v.? should 
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Table S. Resul ts of heavy lepton search using hadronic decays. 

Overall Signal/ 
Events Efficiency Background 

Background: 

<W 7 2 x KTS 

H ' + l l - 13 13 x icr 5 

Z°Za 1 16 x 10 - 5 

\V*W-vV JL 0.11 
Total: 5i 

Signals: 

L + L- 680 0.11 11.9 

2-88 
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Figure 4* Final ii:\:.nam mass spectrum of observed IT pairs iiom L* L~ production. The 
solid curve shows the b?vkground contribution from e + f ~ — \\'*l\'~t/JP. 

recount the sldtislics of the analysis represented by Fig. 42. Let us, then, apply the 

cutsdescrit. -din the previous paragraph plus the requirement that the acoplanarity 

angle be greater than I0 C. This cut is very efficient for lepton pair events but 
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admits only 0.3% oi the remaining W pair events. The contributions of signal 
and background ate lilted in Table 8. The final ratio of signal to background is 
outstanding; the signal would be apparent in any meaaure&ble sample of heavy 
lepton pair events, even in data samples as small as 1 f b _ 1 . 
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5. Higgs Boson Searches 

The next proposed particle that we will discuss the Higgs boson stands 
much closer to the core of the standard model. In the standard theory of weak 
interactions, the masses of all quarks, leptons, and gauge bosons are supplied 
by spontaneous symmetry breaking. Nothing is known experimentally about the 
mechanism of this symmetry-breaking, beyond the size of the symmetry-breaking 
condensate given in eq. (2,3). We know of no sensible models, however, in which 
this symmetry-breaking arises from the dynamics of known particles. Some new 
particle or new sector—the Higgs sector—is required. 

We have already discussed in Chapter 2 the variety of possible models of this 
new sector. Some involve a new set of strong interactions at some scale in the 
TeV region; others involve numerous new particles interconnected by couplings of 
a fairly arbitrary form. There is. however, a uniquely simple model of the Higgs 
sector which gives precise predictions for its experimental properties, This is the 
model in which the Higgs sector is represented by a single elementary weak-doublet 
scalar field, with a renormalizable self-coupling: 

C = D^DP* +MV* - \(^o)\ (5.1) 

where Dp. is the covariant derivative which gives the coupling to weak gauge bosons. 
At the leading order of perturbation theory in A. the field 4> acquires a vacuum 
expectation value: 

w - * { * ) • (5"2) 

in the notation of eqs. (2,l)-(2-3), producing masses in accordance wilb the for

mulae listed there. Three of the four real scalar components of t> are absorbed 
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Fijure 43. V«rtic«i coupling H" lo the IV and Z boons 

as longitudinal components of the W*, W~ and Z° bosons, and only one neutral 
scalar field is left over as an independent physical state. We will refer to this neu
tral particle as the Higgs boson H°. More complicated models of the Higgs sector 
include additional particles with their own signatures. However, all of these models 
either include some particle with approximately the same couplings as the H" or 
contain strong interactions at TeV energies such as the H* would induce if it were 
very heavy. 

The 4> self-coupling A is completely unknown. Since ibis coupling determines 

the Higgs boson mass through cq. (2.1), this mass is also not known a priori, 

A rough upper bound is set by the f ct that the Higg« sector becomes strongly 
fill interacting when mg — 1 TeV. This gives a considerable territory to be explorcii. 

To date, all searches for the H" have been negative. But this is not very 

surprising: The couplings of the Higgs boson to quarks and leptons are proportional 

to the quark and lepton masses, according to (2.4). This means that the Higgs 

boson is very difficult to produce if one start • from light quarks or leptons. the 

conventional forms of matter. This logic vo lid lead us to expect, on the other 

hand, that heavy vector bosons should readily produce Higgs boson? In fact. (5.1) 

contains the vertices shown in Fig. 43. whirb. . ^present large couplings of the Ha 

to the W and Z bosons. W>> have already seen that high-energy e + e " colliders 

produce vector bosons copiously; we should, then, expect that e + e~ reactions are 

also rich sources of Higgs bosons. We will see, in fact, that a high-energy r + t ~ 

collider can explore for the II" effectively through most of its kinematic range. 
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Figure 44. FefOtnu diagrmn» fpr fliggs production fti a bigh energy e*€~ collider. 

The dominant production mechanisms for a neutral Higgs boson at a high-
energy e+e~ collider are the reactions «+*" -» Z'H" and e + e " -f i/.F,!/ 1 1. The 
Feynman diagrams for these proceMet are shown again in Fig. 44. For e+e" center 
of mass energies Ja which are large compared to the particle masse* involved, the 
cross section * for e+e _ — Z'H° decreases as s _ 1 while the cross section'"' 
for e + e - — v,v,Hz increases logarithmically with s. Numerical evaluations of 
these cross sections, for a range cf Higgs masses, at y/i = 1 TeV are given in 
Table 9- Cross sections for standard model background processes are supplied for 
comparison. Table i also shows the effect of beamstr&hlung on these cross sections. 
The cross section for t*t~ ~> VtVfH" is larger than that for < + e " -* Z'H" by a 
(actor of about 17 for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV and by a factor of about four for 
a Higgs mass of 500 GeV. 

Because of the larger cross sections for c*t~ —» VcVtH", we find that, for 
most Higgs masses, this channel gives the largest signal with the highest signal-

Table 9. Miggs boson cross sections at an e+e~ center of 
of 1 TeV, with and without the effects of beamstrahlung. 

Process 

—1 
Cross Section l/M 

Without UVlh 
Beunstrihlung fVarnstrahJung 

m« = 100 GeV 

mu = 150 GeV 

mu = 300 GeV 

mu = 500 GeV 

e+e" -» Z°H° mil = 50 GeV 

12.4 35 

12.0 25 

9.8 13 

5.6 4 

12.7 43 

mu = 100 CeV 

mu = 150 GeV 

mu = 300 GeV 

mU = 500 GeV 

e+e" - . v,VtB' mu = 50 GeV 

216 163 

147 124 

70 53 

23 13 

234 196 
e+e- — VV+VK- 2310 3570 
e+e- -» Z°2° 127 200 
e+e" - . 0? 127 200 
e+e- -f e + c . W -

9440 8770 

tO-background ratio. The one exception is a Higgs with mass near that of the 
W* or the 2". Backgrounds created by the processes e+e~ _ t*vtW~ and 
**e" -• vtV,Z" (shown in Fig. 45(b)) are kineraatically similar to c+e" — vtvtH° 
and will domiaate the signal unless advantage can be taken of the decay properties 
of the Higgs. Although backgrounds to e+e" -» Z"Ue from e*e" — IV*W~ and 
e + e " -» Z°Z°, shown in Fig. 45(a), wilt also be large in this mass region, this 
production mechanism should offer a cleaner signature than the r*e" — v,V,H° 
process, albeit with a smaller cross section. 
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Figure 45. Feynmafl diagrams for background proteases that anpear in f 

Higgs production aL a. high energy e+e~ collider: (a) annihilation proceaaea, (b) 7 and 
If bremmnrahlung processes. 

Our analysis divides naturally into two segments, according to the mass of the 
Higgs: We distinguish 'he cases of a heavy Higgs (my JJ 2i/ijr), from the so-called 
intermidiate-mass Higgs [mg ;£ 2mn). After presenting these two analyses, we 
comment on methods that may be used to enhance the effectiveness of searches for 
Higgs particles with m.tsses near those of the W and Z°. 
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5.1. HEAVY HIGGS PARTICLES 

If the mass of the Higgs exceeds twice the l(' mass, then the process r + e" -» 
i/eF(ff° will be the most favorable source for its discovery. With our assumption 
that the lop quark mass is less than the mass of the IV, the Higgs will decay 
essentially 100% of the time to K' + W~ and Z'Z". We note that if the mass of the 
top 'juark is larger than mjy, then the decay t —> Wb will proceed immediately, 
and the W will carry most of the momentum of the top quark: thus, the alternative 
decay H" —• (7 will look very similar to the direct decay of the Higgs to U'-pairs. 

The signature o[ the Higgs is a fi.ial slate of two IV bosons which are typi
cally not coplanar due to the transverse momentum generated by the H' boson 
propaga^irs present in the production mechanism. We define acoplanaiity as the 
angle between the two planes that each contain the beam axis and one jet axis. 
Acoplanarity of zero degrees implies that the two jet axes are pointing in oppo
site directions in a projection perpendicular to the beam axis. It is very useful to 
work with momenta in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis in the presence 
of bcamstr&hlung, because the beamstrahlung provides a boost for the event along 
the beam axis but not perpendicular to it. The basic philosophy of our analysis 
is to search for events in which both IK bosons decay to hadrons with little or 
no energy carried away by neutrinos or other particles that are not observed in 
the detector. The topology and kinematics of the signal arc then used to elimi
nate backgrounds from QCD and two-photon processes and from c + e " —« W+W~ 
events in which a neutrino in the decay chain creates a significant acoplanarity 
angle. 

To analyze this method in detail, we simulate events of Higgs production by IV 
fusion and compare them to the background- discussed in Chapter 3, using always 
the standard detector denned there. The simulation of signal and background in
cludes the effects of bean atrahlung. In all of the analyses described in this chapter. 
we first boost all smeared four-vectors along the z-axis until the vectorial sum of 
all the z-components of momenta is zero. A thrust analysis is then performed in 
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lhi» bwxrted frame, and the ev.-t is rejected if the angle between the thrust axis 
and the beam, *i»„ doe» not satisfy the condition |cos S,»r| < 0.8. This procedure 
ensure* that the event it well contained in the detector and preferentially reject, 
processes with differential crow sections which are sharply peaked along the beam 
axis (for example, e + f - I f W~, e + e~ - Z°Z°. and e+e" - off). 

A cluster analysis is performed with the detected particle* in which the cluster-

finding algorithm it constrained to divide the event into exactly two clusters. The 

invariant. m i » and the vectorial nun <A Vb.e momenta tor each clutter it calculated. 

We then telect events in which the acoplanarily of these cluster momenta is greater 

than 10* and in which the mats of the minimum-mass clutter liet between 66 and 

94 GeV and that of the maximum-matt cluster liet between 75 and 110 CeV. We 

use a W matt of 83 GeV, and the detector timulation indicate! that this value 

should be reconstructed with 1356 (FWHM) resolution. 

To further reduce background! due to events with large beamttrahlung radii-
lion and/or missing particles, we select events in which the direction of the missing 
momentum satisfies i t o t t W I < 0.9, where 6m„ i» the angle between the beam 
axis and the missing momentum in the laboratory frame. We alto reject events 
in which the total visible energy it greater than 600 GeV. This cut removes back
grounds but is extremely efficient for retaining the signal events. The invariant 
mats of all particles that are detected in event! that pass these requirements is 
calculated and shown in Fig. 46(a) and 46(b) for Higgs mattes of 300 and 500 
GeV, respectively. The estimated background, shown as a dashed histogram, in
cludes contributions from e*e~ — It'+II7" and 17? and from two-photon processes. 
All distributions correspond to an integrated luminosity of 30 f b - 1 . The number 
of signal events surviving the cuts is 125 for a 300 GeV Higgs and 46 for a 400 
GeV Higgs; either would easily be observed above the background. Higgt particles 
with masses above 500 GeV become more difficult to observe because the produc
tion cross section decreases with mass and because the width of the Higgs itself 
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5.2. INTERMEDIATE MASS HIGGS PARTICLES 

A Higgs boson with mass less than twice m\v will decay to the most massive 
quark-antiquark pair that is kinematically allowed. With our assumptions this will 
be either a top or bottom pair depending on the mass of the Higgs. In either case, 
the mass of each jet in I he decay will be less than a vector boson mass. 

The philosophy of our analysis of the e + e~ —» uKVtHa reaction with mjj < 
2m\v is to search for events that contain two acoptanar low-mass jets. Again, 
we test this method by simulation of signal and background using the standard 
conditions of Chapter 3. Some of the selection criteria are very similar vo the henvy 
Higgs analysis. We select events in which |co5fln r| < 0.7 and |cos0mi»,j < 0.9 
where $ I a r and 6mi„ are denned in the previous section. We reject events if the 
visible energy is less than 100 GeV or greater than 400 GeV. We do a two-cluster 
analysis and select events in which the acoplanarity of the clusters is greater than 
10° and in which the minimum-mass cluster has an invariant mass greater than 1 
GeV (to reject leptonic decays of the W*) and the maximum-mass cluster has an 
invariant mass less than 50 GeV. 

Finally, events are accepted only if the missing momentum transverse to the 
beam is greater than 50 GeV and the number of charged particles outside the 10° 
hole around the beam axis is between 10 and 36. The reconstructed invariant mass 
distributions in events with a Higgs of mass 50 GeV and a Higgs of mass 120 GeV 
are shows in Fig. 47(a) and 47(b), respectively. The probability that an event 
of the type c*e~ —• utVeH0 will pass the above selection criteria varies between 
about 35% and 50% depending on the mass of the Higgs and the decay mode of 
the Higgs. (For example, this efficient." der."L<i5 on the value chosen for the top 
quark mass.) 

The background shown in Fig. 48 is dominated by the process e + e~ —» 

t+veW~ and its charge conjugate, which we computed using the formulae of 

Gabriell!!60' It also contains contributions from all of the standard model pro

cesses described in Chapter 3, and from the reaction e + e " —* vtVtZ°, which oc-
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Figure 47. Reconstructed m m distributions, after selection criteria, for (a) & Higgs 
M of 50 GeV and (b) a Higgs mass of 120 GeV. Tbe Higgs is produced in the process 
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Figure 46 U) Reconstructed mau distribution of background events thai paw all selection 
criteria used to aearen for the Higfl in the reaction t*t~ — i/tV,Ha. This distribution it 
dominated by tbe process e + e~ — (*vtW~ but includes a small contribution from the process 
t*c~ — vJliZ" |b) Reconstructed maa> dislribuDOji for background event* with aJfoab from 
120 GeV and ISO GeV Blgjl particle* added 
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curs with a cross section that is approximately 3 times the Higgs cross section at 
mH = ™2- Both figures correspond to an integrated luminosity of 30 fl>_1 The 
peak bio for the background distribution contains about 25 to 50 times as many 
events as tbe peak bin for the signal. It should be possible to discover a Higgs with 
lm# — mw\ > 30 GeV with no further analysis, but as can be seen in the figure, 
the visibility of Higgs particles with masses closer to m\v depends critically on the 
resolution of the detector. 

The background from e + « " -• t'v,W~ is very difficult to distinguish from the 
e + e~ —* vtViH° signal because itae two processes are kinematically similar. This 
is demonstrated in Fig. 49 in which the transverse momentum distribution of the 
W± or H° is shown. There are, however, several features of the Higgs decay that 
might be exploited to enhance the signal with respect to the background. If it is 
possible to identify heavy quarks in the final state, then the predominance of top 
or bottom quark* in the Higgs decay will be a powerful signature. We Lave not 
addressed this issue further, but it is dear that the ability to place a precise vertex 
detector near the interaction point is extremely desirable. 

We also note that the number of detectable charged particles tn the final state 
will be even for the process e + e~ -+ vtVtH", but odd for the process e*e~ —• 
c+vmW~ since the e* in the final state will typically disappear down the beam pipe. 
If we define the number of delected charged tracks in tbe event to be the number 
outside the 10° holes around the beam axis, then we find that approximately 90% 
of the signal and only 10% of the background events have an even number of 
charged tracks. The mass distribution for signal plus background is shown in Fig. 
50 for events with an even number of detectable tracks. This is the most optimistic 
improvement in signaj-io-background that could be expected unless it is possible 
to increase the acceptance of the detector. The situation will be less favorable in 
reality due to tracking inefficiencies created by overlap of particle trajectories, the 
decays of charged pions and kaons, and asymmetric photon conversions. 

We have also investigated the production mechanism e +e~ —» /?** H° which has 
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Figure 49- TruuvecMmomentum (&) of the Higgt produced in the reaction e*e~ 
ViVtH" and (b) of the W* produced in the reaction e+e~ — t+i>,W-. 

been previously analysed ' at lower center of mass energies. The cross section 

for this process is substantial only at lower Higgs masses. (See Table 1.) The 

signature for this mode is two coplanar jets, one of which has the mass of the Z°. 

We select events is which |cos9 f i r | < O.S since the distribution of the angle of 
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plus bacJigrolind for events with an even number of charged track* outside 10* holes 
around the beam axis. 

emission of the Z° or if 0 with respect to the beam is peaked at 90°. We reject 

events if the visible energy is less than 400 GeV. We then do a two-cluster analysis 

and select events in which the acoplanarity of the clusters is less than 5°. To search 

for a Higgs boson with mass less than the Z" mass, we select events in which the 

aass of the maximum-mass cluster is between 88 and 98 GeV. To search for a 

Higgs boson with mass greater than the Z" mass, we select events in which the 

mass of the minimum-mass cluster is between 85 and 100 GeV. The probability 

that an event of the type e + e~ - . Z 0 / / 0 will pass the above selection criteria is 
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•bout 23%. 199t and 29% for a Higgs mass of 30. 100. and 120 GeV, respectively. 

The invariant mass distributions for signal events and background events are 
shown in Figs. 51 and 52, respectively. Each figure represents an integrated lumi
nosity of 30 fb~'. The signals in Fig. 51(a) and 51(b) correspond to Higgs masses 
of 50 and 120 GeV, respective))' Each distribution contains about 300 events. The 
backgrounds is Fig. 52(a) and 52(b) correspond to the selection criteria for a Higgs 
mass less than the mass of the Z° and greater than the mass of the 7° , respec
tively. The backgrounds include contributions from « + e" —* ??, e + e~ —• ZaZ9, 
and e + e ~ -t W*W~ with no one dominant source. It is evident that outside the 
mass range 75 to 100 GeV the peak signal-to-background ratio is about one. In the 
mass range 75 to 100 GeV. the tignal-to-background ratio is 'oetween one-quarter 
and one-lhird. As we noted previously, it may be possible to improve the clarity of 
the signal by identincattoo of the heavy quarks fai'ored in the decay of the Higgs. 

We have shown, then, that the signal for a neutral Higgs boson with mass 
below 500 GeV, and more than 30 GeV away from the If maus, is clear at an e+e" 
collider with a nominal center of mass energy of 1 TeV. The signal is dominated 
b> Higgs production through the W*W~ fusion process t+e' -> vtVtH". 

For a Higgs mass near the mass of the W*. there is a large background to 

the W*W~ fusion process from e + e _ - t t*veW~, For me = mw, the lignal-

lo-background ratio is about 1 : 30. However, there are two ways to reduce this 

background: 

1. Heavy quark identification — the Higgs will decay almost exclusively to I( 

or A pairs. 

2. Charged track counting — an efficient charged track counter would provide 
significant reduction, in the background. 

The Higgs production mode e+r" - . Z'H" does not provide very significant 
signals at a 1 TeV e*e~ collider for most Higgs masses. However, this channel pro
vides important cross checks and verifications if the Higgs signal is seen elsewhere, 
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Figure 52. Rtconcttucted ITIAM distributions of background eyenU thai pM* ill 
•election ttiterU wed to •ewch for the Higgi in the reaction e + ** — Z°tf° (*) for 
"*# < ™Z. (b) foi mjf > mi. 
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6. New 7° Bosons 

The n:ost dramatic of alt phenomena proposed for r + e~ physics in the region 

below 1 TeV is the appearance of a new Z" bosjn In just the way that the fa

miliar Z° affects physics in the energy range about 100 GcV. 1 new boson would 

completely alter the pattern oi ferrtiion pair-production cross sections and asym

metries:. On its resonance peak, the crocs section for pair production would be 

enhanced by a factor of 10J above the standard model expectation. 

We have not made a complete study of the physics program for a new Z", 
because we do not feel that the considerations of this physics should guide the 
design of a high-energy collider. If in fact no new resonance exists, a machine 
designed strictly to operate at such a resonance would not be able to carry out 
any of the other experiments listed in this report. On the other hand, if a new 
F»Sft*B*e' » |rre»tnt, it will greatly enhance the physics potential of a TeV-energy 
collider. A collider of this type, operating at the resonance peak, would be the ideal 
tool to analyze the coupling of the new boson to the other elementary fermions 
and bosons, and thus to elucidate the new force of nature that the new boson 
represents. In this section, we wold like to review the basic phenomenology of 
a new resonance in order to indicate how rich a program of experiments would 
be available. Our discussion will make clear that, if such a new vector boson is 
discovered in the next few years, the design requirements for the collider we are 
discussing could be scaled back considerably, since the experimental program we 
will discuss could be carried out even at luminosities of 10" cm~ J sec _ I or less, 
and at the resonance energy, which might be well below 1 TeV. 
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6.1. SETTING: EXTENSIONS OF GRAND UNIFICATION 

There are two very different motivations for expecting a new Z° boson in the 
energy range below I TeV, one based on theoretical prejudice, the other on ig
noring theoretical prejudice. On one hand, many models of the grand unification 
of the fundamental interactions i ivolve large gauge groups which allow eMra neu
tral bosons, and it is not difficult for these bosons to gain mass only at the weak 
scale. On the other hand, the experimental constraints on such new bosons are 
very weak, since these bosons would be seen only as small correct ions IO neutral 
current processes. From this viewpoint, the door is almost completely open for a 
new resonance to appear. 

Let us first discuss the current constraints on a new neutral vector boson. In 
principle, such a boson could be seen directly, as the familiar ?.** has been, as 
a resonance in lepton pair production in pp collisions. However, the sensitivity 
of this technique currently reaches only a little beyond the conventional Z 0 ' "' 
Stronger constraints come from the careful analysis of weak neutral current data 
An important part of those constraints is the requirement thai the new boson nor 
lower the mass of the familiar Zb by mixing in such a way as to upwt the standard 
model relation between m^, Gf and s i n 2 ^ . These constraints have been worked 
out in detail by Amaldi, ct. av. Their bounds, for various hypotheses on the 
couplings of the new weak boson (to be explained below) art- shown in Fig. 53. 
The figures make clear that, almost independently of the nature v( us couplings. 
a new weak boson is freely allowed if its mass is above 250 GeV. as long as it does 
not mix appreciably with the familiar Z°. 

Over the next five years, we will learn more about the exi^iem-e of new Z° 
bosons, since the Tevatron collider at Fermilab reaches dceiih mtu the possible 
parameter space. In fig. 54, we plot the values of the mass of a new Z which 
would correspond to 5 events of pp -> e+e~ + X due to production and decay of a 
new gauge boson, in the class of models to be discussed below I he two levels of 
energy and luminosity assumed are those projected for the Tevalr^n collider in its 
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present configuration and with an upgrade planned for the early 1990's. H seems 

likely thai we will know before the design of a new r + t ~ collider must be finalized 
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Figure 53. Allowed region* for the mass of a Z' and ks mixipg angle w i th the famil
iar 2*. from irf 63- (a) for SLT(2)_ x 5l'(2)« models (b), (c), (d) for the three coupling 
tcheme* x v, ij defined at the end of this section. The two bouadariei correspond to 
two usumpuont OD the Higgs bosons which break St'[2) x l'{l)\ (he solid boundaries 
UEiinw Higgt doublets only 

wUether there is a new Z" below 400 GeV. On a longer time scale, the SSC or 

the LHC should map out the presence of new vector bosons to masses of 4 TeV or 

above! 1 2 ' 

It is important 10 note that the constraints on a new charged vector boson are 
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much more severe, at least in the most natural hypothesis that this charged boson 

can mediate (V+A) weak interactions. Direct experiments on muun deca}1 rulr out 

the presence of (V+A) interactions in that process to a level corresponding to a 
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Figure 54. Man limits for a Z' boson producing 5 events of pp~ Zf + X, Z' — 

t+e- at the Tevatron collider (a) for Jj= 1.8 TeV. / C = 10". lb) for ,/» = 2 TeV, 
J£ = tO3*, from ref. 7. The coupling scheme U that of eq. (6.1). In each region, the 
upper bound assume* that the Z' decays only to known fermions. and the lower bound 
assumes that the 2'decay to all of the slates in the 27 of £ 6 . 

boson mass of 600 GeV. ' A stronger bound comes from the radiative corrections 

that such a boson would make in the A"-A'° mass matrix. These corrections ate 

known to be anomalously large and lead to a lower bound on the mass of a (V+i4) 

charged boson of order 2 TeV. 

While current experiments put little constraint on the presence of new neutral 
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vector bosons, many theoretical extensions of the standard model cry out for such 
particles. While the minimal grand unified theory, based on the group Stf(5), does 
not haw room for an extra neutral boson, the most common alternative choices for 
a grand unifying group. >O(]0) and £ 6 , have natural candidates. In theae theories, 
one can arrange that the extra boaons are very heavy, but it is often more natural 
to place one or both at the weak scale. In grand unified theories with a left-right 
symmetric Sl'l2)i x SI (3}« structure at «me scale, the extra neutral boson in this 
extended weak group may survive to low energies. Tbe recent pheuomenological 
exploration of superttrings has brought new force to speculations about new Z° 
bosons: in this setting, the grand unification group £G arises in a natural way, 
and in the simplest scenarios for phenomenology at least one extra neutral vector 
boson is left massless until one includes the effects of weak-interaction symmetry 
breaking1 

In the discussion to follow, we will focus, for definiteness. on a particular scheme 

for the properties of the new Z°. set out by L&ngacker. Robinett, and Rosner. 

Following the motivation of the previous paragraph, we will assume that the new 

boson arises from some sort of Ej grand unification, This grand unifying group 

contains two new neutral bosons; we will choose an arbiiary linear combination of 

these, parametrised by an angle 9. By varying 0, we sweep through a wide class of 

distinct models for the couplings of the new boson. Robinett and Rosner have 

argued that, under some genera] conditions, tbe coupling constant renormalization 

lor this new boson from the grand unification scale to the weak scale is just propor

tional to the renormalization of the standard mode] hypercharge coupling j ' | we 

will use this assumption to specify the coupling constant of the new boson. Finally, 

we will ignore the mixing of the new boson with the familiar Z": we have noted al

ready that this last assumption is required pbenomenologically. The neutral boson 

of left-right symmetric theories is excluded from this scheme by the assumption 

about coupling constant renormalization Generally. Ihis latter choice gives even 

larger effects than those which follow from the Ungackcr-Robinetl-Rosner scheme. 
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Table 10. Quantum numbers of the 27 of Ef,. 

SU(3) x SU(2)i Y X i- .;/;. 

(3,2) 1/6 -1 lUf . , / , | 

(5,1) - 2 / 3 -1 1 '"if 

(3,1) 1/3 3 
* _ 

1 | J„> 

(1,2) - 1 / 2 3 
r 

i ( . . • , . , , . 

(1.1) 1 - 1 . . ; • 

(1,1) 0 - 5 i ^ , 

(3,1) - 1 / 3 2 _2 •l>D 

(3,1) 1/3 , - 2 - 2 <Tht) 

(1.2) - 1 / 2 - 2 - 2 < -V i . f i ) 

(1,2) 1/2 2 - 2 ' ^ . ^ ) 

(1.1) 0 0 1 4 " 

This model leads to a neutral current LagrangUn of the furni 

Cm' = (AuJi 
" £l" T s i n ^ c o s ^ . . 

where the new bosons Z' couples to the charge Q' given b 

Q ' = \w*"a9 x " Ivi ™* v 

7 V 

(6.1 j 

|6.2l 

This charge is built from two quantum numbers \ and «• which characterise the 
coupling of each fermion to the two new neutral bosons of £'6. The values of 
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X and O COT a standard generation of quarks and leptons are presented in Table 
10 Actually. In? fundamental matter multiple! in £« grand unification is a 27-
dimensional muitiplet. including also a number of states with exotic weak quantum 
numbers. These states are also listed in Table 10. 

The charge \ gives the coupling to the neutral boson which is contained in 
the 50(10) subgroup of £ £ ; the charge V' is the coupling to the boson orthogonal 
to this SO( 10) subgroup. These pure couplings give two special, distinct models. 
In addition to these two cases, much attention has been given to the case sin 0 = 
^/3/8. since this linear combination appeared as the couplings of the Zf in the first 
examples of superstring phenomenology' These three cases give the coupling 
schemes labelled x. V. and n in Fig, 53. Curiously, the n case gives particularly 
weak couplings to conventional fermions and thus provides a conservative estimate 
of the effect of the Z'. 

6.2. PROPERTIES OF A NEW Z ° 

Let us first consider the method of search for a Z* resonance at an e + e~ collider. 
and other effects of the new boson which could be measured off resonance. We will 
then turn to the expected properties of the resonance itself. 

The most obvious property of the new Z° is the fact that it creates an enormous 
resonance in e + c~ annihilation, with a peak height given by 

- • ' ! . 1 lot O 

Wc will see below that the branching ratio of the resonance is to e + e~ is typically 
about 5%, so that (6.31 predicts a peak cross section of order 10* R. As an example 
of tbis behavior, we show in Fig. 55 the predicted total cross section for e + c~ 
annihilation to ft pairs and to hadrons foT a Z' witb the superstriay-inspired (n) 
couplings and a mass of 600 GeV. While at first it appears that one must scan to 
locate the resonance, this is not actually necessary. Even at a collider with definite 
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center of mass energy, the process of radiation of a i^ilincar photon followed by 

annihilation at the resonance would be substantial, as we saw in Section 3 for the 

Analogous effect producing the familiar J?°. Further, in a realistic design, this effect 

is substantially enhanced by beamstrahlung-

4-88 
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Figure 55. Total cross section for c+<~ annihilation to hadrons and to ti+fi~, in
cluding the effects of a Z' (with ij couplings) at a mass of 600 GeV. 

Fig. 56 shows the distribution of quark pair prcJuclion events as a function of 

the hadronic invariant mass which would be measured in a calorimeter, computed 

for the heamstrahlung spectrum used in Section 3. Even at as low a mass as 400 

GeV, the new Z° included in the calculation stands out above the continuum by 

more than 2 orders of magnitude. 
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Even away from the resonance, the Z' has significant effects on the basic asym

metries of e + e " -• fj. since the relative couplings of the new Z" to left- and right-

handed fermions generally differ significantly from those of the familiar 2" and the 

photon. The forward-backward asymmetries to leptons and to b and t quarks. 

3-»a 

0 200 400 600 800 
E OBSERVED (GeV) 

1000 

Figurv W. Distribution of observed hadronic invsritni msisn nsultiiif from e + f 
•nSilHllatkw U> hadroai, including lie dbcu of a Z' at nun 400 G«V, computed with 
tba • « 0.28 beamuaUusg spectrum shorn in Fit 4. 

which differ substantially from zero already in the standard model, receive large, 

interfering contributions from the new exchange. In Fig. 57, we have plotted these 

effects as a functnn of energy for a Z' at 600 GeV, for the three cases x< ̂ , ij of 

the couplings to fermions Note that the asymmetries to the three final states give 

independent information constraining the Z' couplings. 
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Figure 57. Forwud-bfcclLwud Mymmeliiis for ibi production of v. ft. ud t peite, 
including Ibe effects of a Z' (with n couplings) of una 600 GeV 

If polarized electrons are used, the polarization asymmetry to these three final 

states gives three additional measureable parameters. The behavior of the three 

polarization asymmetries, over the same range of energy, is shown in Fig. 58. 

If no Z' is found below 1 TeV, the values of the six asymmetries in e+t~ —• 
fj can be used to search for a new vector boson at still higher energies. The 
perturbation of the asymmetries by such a resonance is of order 1 for a Z' below 
1.5 TeV, and, if the asymmetries can be measured to ±1%, any 2' below 4 TeV 
would produce a visible effect. In Figs. 59 and 60, we plot the expectations for 
two of these asymmetries, the lepton polarization asymmetry and the I quark 
forward-backward asymmetry, measured at 1 TeV, as a function of the mass of the 
Z*. 
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Figure SB. Polarization asymmetries for the production of ft. fr, and 1 pairs, includ
ing the effects of a Z' (with n couplings^ of mass 600 GeV. 

Again, we emphasize that these two observables, and the other four M well, are 

theoretically independent of one another and so each one gives a new constraint. 

Figs. 61 and 62 demonstrate this point in another way by plotting two asym

metries against one another for the three canonical choices of the Z' ccuplii., (.The 

three cases ate clearly distinguished in any regime where the deviation from the 

standard model is visible in the first place. It is. ot course, quite likely that a Z' 

of mass below A TeV will first be observed at a hadron collider. 

However, it is not possible in that case to measure even the coupling to leptons 

without invoking extra theoretical assumptions Asymmetry experiments in e + e " 

annihilation will complement the discovery of the resonance by pinning down seme 

and possibly all of the 2' couplings to quarks and leptons. 
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Figure 59. Polarization asymmetry for lepton pair production at ./e = 1 TeV. 

including the effect* of a heavy Z', computed for the three coupling schemes defined at 
the end of-~ection 6.1. 

6 . 3 . PROPERTIES OF A NEW Z° ON RESONANCE 

Ha new Z" is found in the region where it is accessible to e*e~ annihilation-

experiments on resonance, those experiments will provide a much more sensitive 

characterization of the couplings of the new boson. In the process of fermion pair-

production at the new resonance, the standard contributions from photon and Z" 

exchange are negligible, and so the relative rates of production reflect directly the 

couplings of the Z' to the various species. 

In the class of models presented above, the partial width of the new Z° to a 

given fermion species is given by 
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Figure 60. Forwird>b»ck»r»nl wynunetry for f quark pur production »t </» = 1 
TcV, including the effect* of a buvy Z'. 

r(20' - //) 
6cos 3«, 

mz. •«?') ' 

- ^ M r a & r ) - sin* co»6 lb , 
(6.4) 

Note that (6,1 1 counts left- and right-handed fermions separately; these two contri
bution* muat be added to nod the observable partial width. The total width of the 
resonance depends on whether the new Z" decays only to conventional fermions; 
ia models of extended grand unification, it is not unlikely that at least some of the 
exotic states from Table 10 will be light enough to be pair-produced- For definlte-
ness, though, let us consider the case in which none of the exotic states appear. 
For this case, the relative branching ratios for the feimions of the standard model 
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are presented in Fig. 63, and the total width is graphed as a function of the mixing 
angle 0 in Fig. 64. 

The enormous size of the peak cross section makes the new 7.". like the familiar 
one, an outpost at high center of mass energy at which one can perform the whole 
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Figure 61. Companion of (be polarisation asymmetry predicted for ler-ioo and Tor 

0 quark pair production at VJ = 1 TeV in models with • Z' of nut between 1 and 6 
TeV. The three curves correspond to the three coupling schemes denned at the end of 
Section 6.1. 

range of e + e " annihilation experiments with large event samples. Like the familiar 
2°, experiments at the new Z" will provide precision tests of QCD and the elec-
troweak interactions and high-sensitivity searches for new massive particles. The 
rate is sufficiently high that even processes forbidden in the limn o( zero mixing 
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rigure 62. Comparison >f the polariiation asymmetry for leplon pair production 
and tat forwud.baekward aaymnwtry for b quark pair production, at ,/• = 1 TeV, 
predicted tn model* with a Z' of roaat between 1 and 6 TeV. 

between the new Z" and the familiar one may be measureable if the mixing is not 

strictly zero. In fact, the amplitudes for the Z' to decay to conventional W pairs 

and to a Z" plus a Higgs boson arc proportional to the Z"-Z' mixing angle. Dib 

and Gilman have estimated the event rates for these decays and have found 

that they are quite substantial, even for mixing angles of the size required by Fig. 

53. Their results for the case of a new Z1 at a mass of 400 GeV, with r) couplings, 

are shown in Fig. 65. 

To make a precision determination of the various couplings of the Z\ one can 

stud) the asymmetries of fermion pair production. On resonance, there are only 

three ii'dependem asymmetries. All polarization asymmetries are essentially equal 
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Fifurt 63. Branching fractioni of a 2' to quarlu and leptona. tiling the couplings 
of eq. (6.L). The figure assume* that the** are the only major decay modes. 
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Figure 64. Total width of the Z' under the assumptions of Fig. 69. 
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and given by 

(6.5) 

The leptoo forward-backward asymmetry is connected to this quantity by the sim
ple relation 

AFB = M 5 ( V , ) 2 . (6.6) 

as on the familiar Z". The forward-backward asymmetries to 4 and (, given by 

600 h 
DC 

: 400 h 
t 
OJ 

^ 200 
b 

0 

1 1 1 I • ' T 

_, W + W .-

_ 
M z , /M z = 4 

- y ^ Z ° H° -
~ ' 
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- " i 1 i 1 1 
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MIXING ANGLE e M I Y 
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Fifure H. Croia Kctisu for «+c" - . 2' — If+lt'- ud e*c- —. Z' _ H'Z", 
tb< raaonanec peak, From ref. 71. 
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do provide new information. 

In the class of models we have been considering, the forward-backward asym
metry to I quarks vanishes, since the coupling of the ( t o the new Z" is purely axial 

Figure 88. Tte polarization aajrmmetiy and tbe forward-backward asymmetry foi 
J quark pair production at tbe Z' resosuce, for a Z> coupling according to tq (6.1) 

for any value of $. Fig. 66 shows the values of the reamining two asymmetries as 
a function of 9. Lynn, Stuart, and Cvetid' have considered trie comparison of 
these asymmetries for more general coupling schemes of the Z'. 

As an example of their analysis, we present in Fig. 67 the comparison of the 6 

quark forward-backward and polarization asyrame tries for the various models that 
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they consider. It is clear that these asymmetries combine into an incisive tool for 
analyzing the nature of the new resonance. 
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*-» " L R 9026A2 
Figure 6T. Comparuos of the polariutioli asymmetry and the forward-backward 

asymmetry for b quark pair production at the Z' naonuce, for variety of scheme* for 
the Z'coupliog considered in ret. 72. 
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7. W Boson Pair-Production 

We have already emphasized in Section 3 that W boson pair production is a 
prominent process in high-energy e + e " physics, with the largest total cross section 
of any single annihilation process. In Sections 4 and 5, we encountered IV pair 
production as a background to new physics. But it is important to note that W pair 
production is, in its own right, a process of great physical interest. Generically, for 
charged massive vector bosons, the tree-level pair production cross section violates 
unitarity. This phenomenon, in fact, presented a serious and longstanding problem 
to the theory of weak interactions. It was resolved only when gauge-theory models 
of the weak interactions were invented, and the resolution of the problem required 
the detailed structure of weak boson couplings given by the gauge theories; This 
unusual feature makes the cross section for e + e - —• W*W~ especially se isitive to 
corrections to the form of the W couplings, stemming either from modifications of 
the standard model or from radiative corrections due to sew heavy species. 

It is not difficult to understand the feature of the e+e*" —i W* W~ amplitude 
which leads to this sensitive dependence on the couplings. At leading order, W pair 
production arises from the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 68. The contribution from 
the first of these diagrams, with s-ch.uinel photon exchange, is very easy to esti
mate; it should give roughly the standard result for scalar boson pair-production, 
times a product of polarization vectors. 

j i j > ^ n , » . W M - . ( L ) | » , (7.1) 
a cos a is 

in units of R, where e'(Jfc+) and (*(*_) are the polarization vectors for the produced 
W bosons. If the IV bosons are transversely polarized, their dot product is of 
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W" W + 

4-88 6C03A36 

Figure W Fcyoman diagram* contributing to f+1~ -• W+ \V~ in leading order. 

order 1. but massive It' boaons alio posset* a longitudinal polarization state, with 

polarization vector 

«<*+) - ( -^,0,0,-=^). 
lfflir mir 

(7.2) 

The Lorentz scalar product of the two longitudinal polarization vector* i* of order 
s/rrtfy, and *o the differential cross section grow* proportional to a 2 in unit* of R or 
proportional to s in absolute uniti. Thi» behavior violates unitarity. In a generic 
theory of W boaons, one can do nothing but watch the cross section increase* until 
the W bonus become a strongly-coupled system at high energy. However, in the 
standard weak (attraction gauge theory, the unitarity-vlolating term* in the three 
diagram* shown in Fig. 68 conspire to cancel exactly, producing a differential cross 
section which is asymptotically constant in units of R. This means that any small 
corrections to the standard mode! which do not obey the unitarity cancellation can 
have dramatically magnified effect*. Let us now discuss how to parametrize such 
effects, and how to measure them. 
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7.1. PHENOMENOLOGY OF W BOSON PAIR-PRODUCTION 

The cross section for f*t~ — W+W~ is built up as a composite of several 

components. In one view, the process is built up from the interference of j - and 

(•channel exchanges, as shown in Fig. 68. In another view, the process can be 

thought of as the sum of the pair-production of transverse and longitudinally po

larized W bosons, with a small addition of the mixed combinations. The two major 

processes have quite different physics: The production of transversely polarized W 

bosons » quite similar to the reaction e + e~ —* 77 and has a. pronounced forward 

peak due to the t-cbannel v exchange cc atribution. The production of longitudi

nally polarized W bosons is complicated by the unitarity cancellation described 

in the previous paragraph but, after this cancellation* it has a smooth angular 

dependence, proportional to sin3 6 at high energies. To discuss U' pair production 

concretely, we should present a fo-malism which allows us to disentangle these 

contributions. 

Hagiwara, Peceei, Zeppenfeld, and Hikasa' ' have shown that the structure 

of W pair production is conveniently analyzed in terms of form factors for the 

WtVy and WWZ vertices. The contribution of the -s-channel diagrams, containing 

arbitrary values for the possible form factors, can be superposed on the contribution 

from the neutrino exchange diagram. This latter contribution, which involves a 

well-studied coupling at low momentum transfer, is relatively insensitive to new 

physics. Let us set up the kinematics of W pair production following this method. 

but using the slightly different conventions of ref. 75. 

To begin, let us parametrize the WWV vertex, for V = 7 or Z. in terms of 

form factors fY • For the kinematics shown in Fig. 69, we write the vertex as 
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paP = gr, 

V C 6002AI 

Figure 49 Vertex function* insl to define the WWV form (acton. 

•jr-b-irf-jr-b=*gzL 
(7.3) 

+ ft • < P V * - ^ V " ) + SX • ' ( P V * + ^ V " ) 

+ iY • <"•"(* - 3) , + st • ""''P, 

, f V . :M-iiY>,">cPM-ii). 
+ h •(->) - 3 

mfc" 

The form factors are dimensionless functions of s. The three form factors / t , / s , 

and /r multiply CP-violating structures and will be ignored from here on. The 3-

channel exchanges of 7 and Z° are added coherently by defining the combinations 
Fi = Qtf + (7 3 - sin* S» Q) 

s in 1 9 . 
i = l , - - , V , (7.4) 

where J3 and Q are the veak isospi? and electric charge of the annihilating fermions, 

In the standard model, at tree level, 

for eT Pi = =/» _ 1 + ( _ l _ + ! ) _ ! _ 
2sin J*„ s - m 

(7.5) 
IF, = - 1 + — ^ 
J j — m i 
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and all other form factors are zero. 

The differential cross sections for annihilation of polarized electrons and posi 

trons into W+W~ are given in terms of the form factors by 

d" • = ! £ • * • = ! (1COS0 23 

ETT = 2sin 1 tf [I Ai f -[AiA\ + A1A'1)cose + |y( 2 | 2(l + 2cos2t))] 

Srx = S £ r = M J I2 (1 + cos 2 9) + (AjAl + AtAl) cos tfsin2 # + |/L,[2 sin 4 « 

£11 =1 A i l 2 sin 2 0, 

(7.6) 

where the subscripts T and £ denote transverse and longitudinal polarization of 

the W bosons. Two possible states of initial polarization contribute. For ejj + e£, 

the neutrino-exchange diagram does not contribute and so the coefficients A, are 

built entirely from the Fp 

A,=P-Fi 

At = 0 

mw [ 2 2 J 

2mw 

(7.7) 

ml/ 12 \ 2 * / 4 ""vv J 

where 0 is the W velocity: ff = (1 - 4mJ,/a)t. For e j + e%, we must add the 
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contribution of the neutrino-exchange diagram to form 

A, =0Fi + - - f . T E 4»in'#»0 

.8>fi\Fi 3c<»t P , 1 , m{, / 2mL\] 

tmw sin'S^v/jp 

a.-J * rfl f ^ U x " 1 ' t i 1 

(7.8) 

where f? is as above and 

D = | u + 0 3 -2 /*cos0 ) . (7.9) 

Thr various cross sections to different W polarizations slates, computed at 1 TeV 
lor polarized electrons on unpolaraed positrons, are shown in Pig. 70. Note that 
the annihilation cross sections for ejj are verv small thi jugbout the whole angular 
range. The Boat states wiih mixed (IT) IV polarization can also be ignored to a 
first approximation. This leaves as the two major components of the cross section 
the transverse and longitudinal W pair production, whose forms we have described 
at the beginning of this section. Since the production of longitudinal bosons is 
more sensitive to the effects of new physics, it is important to note that the cross 
section for transverse W production is larger over the whole angular range. The 
longitudinal W pairs make up only about 25% of the cross section in the backward 
hemisphere and are completely swamped in the forward peak. 
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Figure 70. Differential croc* sections foe t+e~ -* W+W~ corresponding to It' 

boson states or definite polaiiitlion, (ae in eq. (7.6)). computed i t v/i = 1 TeV 

To separate the longitudinal and transverse production experimentally, one 
needs to measure some additional parameter of the produced panicles The most 
convenient probe makes use of the lepton emitted in the decay II - tv. Let x 
be the angle between the lepton momentum and the W momentum, measured in 
the W rest frame. The angular distribution in x peaks about cos ^ = 0 for longi
tudinally polarized If bosons, and at forward or backward angles for transversely 
polarized bosons. Further, the parity violation of the W couplings distinguishes 
the two transverse polarization states, making the decay lepton an even more ef
fective polarimeter. We will argue in the next section that even in the presence ot 
beanutrahlung, the full kinematics of W pair-production and decay can be recon
structed for events with a leptonic decay on one side ar.d a hadronic decay on the 
other. This topology accounts for about 40% of all W pair events and so provides 
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a large sample fo: analysis. The explicit formula for the \ distribution in terms of 

the form factors f, is the following: 

£ (e+e- - W*t~) 

[ E T T O - ^s in a x)±<e°»*» i '> ! *l^3l , -«»X 

+ tlT-(l + | « » J X) ± (2ax,0\A3\2 + sin1 S(A3A\ + /MS) ) • cos X 

+ D i t sin2 \ . 

(7.10) 

where the A, are the same coefficients that appeared in (7.6) and the upper (lower) 

signs refer to e£ej£ ^eRet^- ^te same formula gives the x distribution in e + e~ —* 

H'"f*» from each polarization state. In Fig. 71, we plot the x distributions 

predicted by the standard model tree level cross section at three values of cos 9- The 

figure shows clearly the dominance of the transverse polarization state at forward 

angles, and the increasing importance of the longitudinal polarization state near 

CO50 = O. 

To give an idea of the sensitivity of the W cross section to new physics, let us 

consider the effects of three modifications of the W form factors from the standard 

model form. As a first example, we consider a deviation of the WWV couplings 

from their gauge-theory form of a sort that mjght be generated by a W substruc

ture. We will study one particular case here; a more extensive analysis along these 

lines has been presented in ref. 76. Let us assume that the W boson has a small 

anomalous magnetic moment, and that this magnetic moment is of fundamental 

character, so thai it is visible at large Q1. As a model of this effect, we may modify 
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Figure 71. Distribution of lepton decay angles % for pair produced IV bosons, com
puted at V* = ! TeV and three values of cos •. Each curve is normalised to enclose a 
total area of I. 

the W form factors according to 

Ft = -AT- h —^r + Q (l ~ —^-T) 

* - * . ( , + 4 * ) . 
Note that we have assumed the same modification of the photon and 2° vertices; 
this insures that the amplitude for e j e j annihilation still substantially cancels. 
This choice is, then, a conservative on*. Inserting the expressions (7.11) into (7.6), 
we see that the unitarity cancellation is not complete in the tje% amplitude, and so 
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the amplitude for longitudinal II' production is enhanced by a factor proportional 

to 

( J - 2 , - - ^ - . <»•"> 

This enhancement can be-substantial even for email valuesof 1,3-2). Fig. 72ahown 

the site of this effecl at 1 TeV: the effect of the nonzero (j - 2) is both to raise 

the differential Croat section and to distort it into the sin3 * pattern characterise 

of longitudinal W production. 

The aecond modification that we will consider i» one which assume* the gauge 
boson couplings of the standard model but adds in a new generation of heavy 
quarks and leptons. This situation li especially interesting in the c u e that the new 
fermions a n too heavy to be pair-produced at a 1 TeV e*e~ collider. However 
heavy these fermions might be. they can affect the process of W pair production 
through radiative corrections. Ordinarily, one thinks of radiative corrections a* 
contributing only small effect!, but the situation here is an especially favorable 
one. In a parity-conserving field theory, radiative corrections at an energy y/i due 
to heavy particle! of mass St are always suppressed by a factor (s/M'V 

However, in theories with chiral gauge couplings, this suppression it often ab
sent Thi* ii the lituaiion for radiative corrections lo the W boaon maia and the 
Z" polarization asymmetry in standard weak interaction theory. For W pair pro
duction, we must lake account of a further effecl Except for correction! to the 
external legs, the radiative correction! to the W pair production amplitude affect 
only the J-channtl diagrams, correcting the intermediate boson propagator! and 
the 3-boson vertices Though these two contributions should cancel to preserve 
unitarity at asymptotic .«. there is no reason to expect a unitarity cancellation 
among the loop corrections for * < M3, even when a >> mfv. Thus, the radiative 
corrections to IV pair production due to new heavy fcrtnioos should be of order 

2 - 4 - . (T.H) 

a substantial enhancement. 
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The corrections to the W form factors due to a new heavy generation have 
been computed in ref. 75. The results of thi« calculation axe shown in Figs. "3-75. 
Fig. 73 shows the effect on the differential croas section at cos 9 = n of a new heavy 
generation. We should note that, though our result! are quantitative for fentuons 
of mass leu than 400 GeV, they are only qualitative above that point because they 
ignore the strong couplings of such heavy termions to the Higgs sector However, 
they indicate substantial, and approximately mass-independent corrections, for 
fermions of mass well above the value necessary to be seen directly at the e*e" 
collider. 

For the 750 GeV curve in Fig. 73, the enhancement is roughly '>"/, of ilie total 
crois lection for cosf < 0.4. Since the enhancement (7.13) is associated with the 
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Figure 73. Effect on the differential ere™ section for e+f — W*\V-, at CM* = 
0. of an additional generation or heavy quarks and leploni. The heavy ferrnion* are 
aammed to be degenerate, with the indicated mass**. 

failure of a unitarity cancellation, it should act almost entirely on the production 

of longitudinally polarized W bosons. Thus, the effect should also be visible, in an 

orthogonal way, in the \ distribution. Fig. 74 shows this effect of heavy fermiou 

radiative corrections on the \ distribution at cos 0 = 0 and 1 TeV in the center 

of mass. Fig. 75 shows the effect on the differential cross section of a generation 

of fermions with 100 MeV isospin splitting; the effect is quite similar to that from 

degenerate fermions, with only some splitting of the threshold peak. 

The last of our three examples is another case of using measurements at 1 TeV 

to survey new phenomena at stilt higher energies. 

To understand this case, one must recall that, in the Higgs mechanism, the lon-
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Figure 74. Effect of a new heavy generation offermionaon the distribution of lepton 
decay angle* x, »t •/} = 1 TeV and « • » = 0. The curve* are normalized aa in Fi», 71 

gitudinal polarization states of massive vector bosons arise lrom the Higgs sector. 

This means that if the Higgs sector becomes strongly coupled above 1 TeV, lon

gitudinal W bosons will share in these strong interactions. In technicolor models 

of the weak-interaction symmetry breaking, the Higgs sector is a strongly coupled 

gauge theory similar to the conventional strong interactions, with a rho resonance 

at 1.8 TeV (or lower, in more elaborate models). This state appears as a resonance 

in the I = J = 1 channel of two longitudinal W bosons. Including this resonance 

as a final-state interaction in e + e ~ —• W+W~, with a mass and width scaled from 

the conventional strong interactions; ' we find the effect on the differential cross 

section at cost? = 0 shown in Fig. 76. Since the entire effect comes from the pro

duction of longitudinal W bosons, we might expect that this effect is also visible in 
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the X distribution, and we ibow that in Fig. 77. ID this example and the previous 

one, w* CAD Mc dearly that the differential cross section for e + e~ -» W*W~ is a 

powerful tool not only for scanning downward from the center of man energy of 

an e*e~ collider, but also for scanning upward to new phenomena above 1 TeV, 

7.2. DETERMINATION or THE W+W- DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION 

To realize the potential of the experiment! discussed in the previous section, it 
is naOMeary to be able to meaaure the W boson pair-production Croat section accu
rate!}' in the prettner of realistic smearing effect j and substantial beamstrahiuDg. 
In thi- section, we will arr;ue that this task is actually quite straightforward, and 
that strong constraints can be placed on the models just discussed with a data 
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sample of 30 fb ->. 

The analysis that we will present should be considered only a first attempt 
to extract the full information which is available. In principle, one can extract 
the angular distribution for IV pair production either from events in which both 
IV'a decay hadrocically or from event* in which one W deca.vs hadroriicaJ ly and 
one leptonically. The case of hadronic decays on both sides has slightly higher 
background. It alto has the important disadvantage that it is not straightforward 
to measure the charge of each W and thus to resolve whether the II'"' is produced 
forward or backward. Since the angular distribution of It's has a large forward 
peak due to conventional transverse bosoc production, one loses sume of the the 
power to discriminate models if one cannot distinguish backward from forward 
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production. Our studies suggest that one CAD determine the charge of each W, 

making the wrong choice in only a few percent of the cases, by dividing the evert 

into hemispheres and counting the charge in each hemisphere: 'However, this anal

ysis will concentrate on events with leptons on one side, for which the assignment 

of the W signs is completely clear. In addition, this analysis concentrates on the 

cosrJ distribution of II' pairs; we have not attempted to extract the additional 

information available in the coax distribution. 

The most important complication in this measurement is the beamstrabiung, 
which leads to substantial smea <ug of the center of mass energy of annihilation, 
and to arbitrary boosts along the beam axis (which we take to be the i axis) when 
particles of unequal energy collide. If we did not correct for this effect, it would 
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Decay Axis 

Figure 78. Transverse plane of an c+e~ —• W+lr*- event with one leptonk and 
one hadronic decay. The transverse momentum of the neutrino must be chosen so that 
the transverse momentum of the leptons balances that of the hadrons. 

produce a severe distortion of the measured angular distribution of W pairs. 

To study this problem, we re-examined the W pair events generated according 
to the standard model through the simulation described in Section 3. The simu
lation used the beamstrahlung spectrum with i = 0.26 shown in Fig. 4. Smearing 
due to the detector was modelled as described in Section 3. In this event sample, 
we sought to isolate events containing a a di-jet from the decay of one IT, ind an 
isolated lepton and escaping neutrino from the other W. 

We begin Hy analyzing each event in the plane transverse to the beam axis. The 
configuration expected for a W+W~ event is shown in Fig. 78. The analysis makes 
use of / = e or ji only. An isolated lepton is required by demanding that there 
be less than 2 GeV of additional energy within a 30° cone centered on the lepton. 
We then perform a cluster analysis with a minimum separation of 15 GeV between 
clusters. Each cluster is required to have |cos0| < 0.75, and it is demanded that 
there be two clusters with a combined invariant mass within 10 GeV of the W 
mass. The invariant mass of the leptonic decay is insensitive to boosts along the 
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{-axil; Urns, 

«& = *& = (E, + E.f - (p b + p „ ) : - <pt, + p„IJ - <p„ + p.,)'. 

Using tbit equation, and knowing that the transverse momentum of the hadronic 
tide must be balanced by the transverse momentum on the leptooic side, one can 
derive a quadratic equation far p»,. We reject events which give imaginary values of 
p.,. In cases where there are two real solutions, we resolve the quadratic ambiguity 
by choosing the smaller value of |p»|. We then boost the event along the r-axis so 
that £p"i = 0. where the sum includes p* Finally, using the sign of the leploo 
charge, we determine t at the angle between the W + and the incoming e~ beam 
in the center of mass frame. 

This analysis is almost completely dean. The background from quark-pair 
production is leas than 0.1%: another 0.1% comes from Z-pair production. The 
branching fractions of IV-decay show that 25% of H"s produced should result in 
one W decaying into hadrons and the other decaying into e or p. This analysis 
results in aa afBdancy of 22ft to find thaw W-paira in the region of interest. This 
fairly low efficient is caused by the stringent cute to keep the angular distribution 
unrontaminated by backgrounds. Figs. 79 and 80 show the resultant measured 
angular distribution with the overall luminousity normalization fit to the theory 
curves to compare shapes only. The statistical errors correspond to a data set of 30 
f i r 1 . The toll-off of the measured points for cos* > 0.65 is due to some particles 
escaping through the simulated 10* hole in the detector. 

To quantify the sensitivity of this analysis to new physics, we fit tbe Monte 
Carlo data to theoretical angular distributions in the region | cos 01 < 0.65. The 
generator used to produce the four-vectors contained the standard model only. By 
forming a x7 between the data and the standard model distribution, we found 
that the data is consistent with the input distribution at the 90% confidence level, 
as expected. The presence of a new heavy generation of fermions changes the 
differential cross section u shown in Fig. 79. Fitting the overall luminousity 
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the input (standard model) diiLributicti. the daihed curve indicate! the prediction for 
a new heavy feirmon generation with maaa AO0 GeV. 

normalization of the data to curves for different fermion masses, given by the 
calculations of ref. 75, we were able to exclude a new heavy generation of fermions 
of mass less than 700 GeV at the 95% confidence level, This demonstrates the 
ability of this measurement to detect masses of fermions greater than half the 
center of mass energy. In a similar way, we fit the Monte Carlo distributions to 
the model discussed in the previous section which gave an anomalous magnetic 
moment for the W. We found that a value of (9 - 2) of greater than 0.02 could be 
excluded at the 95% confidence level using a data set of 30 fb~' 

The variation of the differential cross section with new physics lies almost 

completely in the contribution of the longitudinally polarized lv"s. We have argued 
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ID the previous section that the fraction of longitudinal W bosons in the sample is 
enhanced by cutting on the decay angle X to select a region near cos \ = 0. Our 
preliminary studies show that it may be possible, by measuring the x distribution, 
to determine directly the cross section for producing longitudinally polarized W's. 
This quantity would be of direct interest in probing variations of the standard 
model. We regard this as an important issue for further investigation. 
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8. TeV Multiplet Searches I: Supersymmetry 

Thus far in this report, we have been discussing searches for components of 
the weak-interaction gauge theory or direct manifestations of corrections to this 
theory at high energies. However, as we made clear in Chapter 2. the new physics 
which should appear at energies beyond the Z" may be considerably more complex 
in character. If one postulates a new set of forces which cause the spontaneous 
breaking of the weak interaction symmetry, this set of forces will have their own 
intricate dynamics and will produce their own spectrum of particles. In this case, 
we expect a whole multiplet of new particle slates. In the last two chapters of this 
report, we would like to discuss two examples of new particle types which might 
be associated with such an extended Higgs sector and to explain with care how 
these particles can be discovered at a 1 TeV e + e~ collider. 

The first of our examples will be the extension of the standard model by the 
inclusion of supersymmetry, a fundamental symmetry between boson and fermion 
states. Supersymmetric theories are the most highly developed examples of the 
weak-coupling scenario for the Higgs sector discussed in Chapter 2. They are the 
only known models of the weak-coupling type which can incorporate grand unifica
tion at very high energies and naturally maintain the large separation between the 
energy scale of this grand unification and the scale of weak interaction symmetry 
breaking- In principle, one can imagine a model with fundamental supersymmetry 
which is broken at the grand unification scale or the Planck scale, but in order 
for supersymmetry to be relevant to the Higgs problem, it must remain an exact 
symmetry down to energies of order I TeV. Models of this type, often called models 
of ^low-energy supcrsymmetry", will be our focus here. 

Jf supersymmetry is still essentially exact at 1 TeV. we should find a complete 
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muHipJel containing the known elementary particles and their supersymmetry part-
nen at energies below this scale. Beyond this general constraint, though, not much 
it known about where the new state* should be found. Bounds from current exper
iments imply that squarki and (luinos must be heavier than about 60 GeV,' ' and 
(charged) aleptons are heavier than about 20 GeV.' Other limits exist, although 
tbay are rather complicated, sine* I bey usually depend on other assumptions, such 
as the existence ol at least one extremely light superparlner. Thus there it still 
much freedom in the supertymmetric approach, and it is unclear at what mass 
supenymmelric particles will be first discovered. 

Despite the uncertainty of the supersymmelric masses, there is one particle in 
the lupenymmctric picture which must be rather light— the lightest neutral scalar 
Higgs boson. In the minima] supersymmetric extension of the standard model (with 
only Higg* doublets), it can be proved' ' ' that one scalar Higgs must exist which 
is lighter than the Z. In non-minimal models, this result it aomev bat modified. 
Nevertheless, if a few very reasonable assumptions are made, it can be shown 
that in a wide class of non-minimal supertymmetric models with Higgt singlets 
at well at Higgs doublet*, the lightest scalar Higgs mutt still have man less than 
d m * ) ! " 1 Thus, the non-observation of a Higgs boson at LEP-II would put rather 
tight GMtfiraints on the possible •upersymmetric parameters. Furthermore, the 
ibova argument Would suggest that if the "low-energy" supertymmetric approach 
is correct, then one is guaranteed that the Higgs boson should be discovered at 
the t*t~ collider we consider here if it has not already been seen at the lower 
energy t*t~ colliders. This fact will also have consequences for the search for 
supersymmetric particles, as we shall see below 

Thus, the first evidence for supersymmetry which will be discovered may well 

be a light scalar Higgs boson! Of course, a convincing discovery of supersymmetry 

requires the observation of the iupcrsymm»trk partners of the known elementary 

particles. Three logical possibilities exist. First, supersymmetric particles may 

have already been discovered at a lower energy collider. Second, supersymmetric 

particles may be too heavy to be detected at LEP-II or the Tevatron, but will be 
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observable at 1 TeV. Finally, supcrsymmetric particles may be -ill! heav.i. (say. 
on the order of 1 TeV in mass) and could only be discovered after n further step 
in energy. This suggests two possible roles for a 1 TeV collider in tlw investigation 
of supersymmetry. If no evidence (apart from the possible di-rmen uf a light 
Higgs scalar) has been umuvercd at lower energy colliders. then t!tt> machine be
comes a tool for the possible discovery of aupersymmetry. On the oilier hand, if 
we imagine that the first concrete evidence for supersymmet ry has already been 
obtained elsewhere, then the primary function of this collider would lie in quantify 
the evidence for supcrsymmetry, and begin to assemble more detailed information 
of the tupersymmetric parameters. 

8.1. GENERAL EXPECTATIONS FOR THE SPECTRUM OF SL"PERPARTICLES 

The standard picture of "low-energy" supersymmetiy which has emerged over 
the last few years is as follows! ' Supertymmetry is a necessary ingredient for 
the consistent unification of particle physics and gravity, which takes place around 
the Planck scale. In recent years, the superstring1 has attracted a great deal of 
theoretical attention, as a candidate theory for the unification of panicle physics, 
gravity and quantum mechanics. It is premature to draw any detailed conclusions 
as to the impact of auperstrings on low-ener© physics. Nevertheless, the gen
eral structure teems fairly straightforward. At the Planck scale, the effective field 
theory Lagrangian is that of N = 1 supergravity. This Lagrangian is in general 
very complicated, since it is non-renormalizible. But if we ignore interactions of 
gravitational strength, the resulting effective Lagrangian simplifies considerably. 
This Lagrangian contains two pieces: one piece with an exact global .V = 1 super-
symmetry, and a second piece consisting of soft supersymmetry breaking terms. 
If supersymmetry is relevant for explaining the scale of electroweak interactions, 
then the mass parameters which occur in the soft supersymmctry breaking terms 
must be of order 1 TeV or below. The goal of any collider which hopes to discover 
supersymmetry is then to measure the coefficients of these sofi supersymmetry 
breaking terms. 
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Th? above description is oversimplified, in thai it tacitly assumes that there 

are only two relevant scales: the Planck scale and the electrowe&k scale. More 

complicated models are easily constructed, in which various intermediate scales 

play important roles. Such questions involve detail:: of model-building, which will 

initially have a minor impact on the phenomenology. More important is the ques

tion of the appropriate electroweak gauge group. In certain approaches inspired 

by superstring theory, ' it has been argued that the "low-energy" gauge group 

must be some subgroup of Ef which is larger than rank-four. This suggested the 

possibility '.bat the appropriate electroweak gauge group at the TeV scale is larger 

than 5l"(2) x t'(l). In addition to implying the existence of additional Z-bosons, 

such approaches implied the existence of new fermions (and their supersymmctric 

partners) in order to fill up the Ef, multiplets. The possibility of extra Z" bosons 

has been considered separately in Chpater 6 of this report. In our analysis of 

supersymmetry, we shall ignore such enlargements of the low-energy gauge group. 

Clearly, the discovery of a larger low-energy gauge group will have vast implications 

for the search for nev. physics. 

We •will take a minimalist approach to the study of supersymmetric phe

nomenology by working with the minimal supersymmetric extension of the stan

dard model. In this model, one takes the standard model as it is known today 

(including the as yet undiscovered t-qua.1') and simply adds the corresponding 

supersymmetric partners. The Higgs sector must be enlarged to two H'ggs dou

blets1 ' in order to allow for the proper generation of mass for bulb up-type and 

down-type quarks and leptons, but no additional Hi,r,gs multiplets are added. 

Let us discuss some generalities of the mass spectrum expected in a low-energy 

supersymmetric model. What we present below shouLd only be regarded as a 

general guide. No model exists today which is so compelling as to rule Dut other 

approaches. The basic assumption of the low-energy supersymmetric approach, 

as summarized above, is that supersymmetry is responsible for the electroweak 

scale. This implies, very roughly, that supersymmetric particles should have masses 

within an order of magnitude of the W and Z mass. This is not a very useful 
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statement as it stands, although at the present time it can only be marginally 

improved. We quickly survey here the various sectors of supersymmctric particles. 

First, consider that gaugino/higgsino sector. This consists of the gluino, two 

charginos and four neutralinos. The charginos and ncutralinos are mass eigenstates 

which are model-dependent linear combinations of charged and neutral gauginos 

and higgsinos. In the minima] s ipersymmetric model, the corresponding mass 

matrices depend on three unknown mass scales—ji, A/2, and M>—-Tid en the ratio 

qf the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields. 

tan£ = t>j/t;i (8.1) 

where ui is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field which couples to d-

type quarks, and «2 is the analogous quantity for u-typc quarks. Here p is a 

supersymmetric Higgs ^ass parameter and A/? and M\ are gaugino mass parame

ters associated with the 61 "0 and C/(l) subgroups of the standard model. Wewill 

follow the COT,-imon practice of reducing the number of free parameters by assuming 

that these latter two mass parameters are related to the gaugino mass of the SU(i) 

standard model subgroup, A13 (the gluino mass), by requiring that all three mass 

scales are equal at some grand unification scale. Then, at the electroweak scale, all 

three mass parameters can be expressed in terms of one of them, which we choose 

to be M2 = M. The other two mass scales are given by 

Aft = M, = (slrfW A/i=(3/5)A/' = (s'2/sr2)A/. (8.2) 

We will assume that the lightest neutralino is actually the lightest of all super-

z; tners, a state we call the LSP. This assumption has important consequences for 

phenomenology, which we will detail below. In our specific model, this assump

tion is true over almost the entire range of parameters. The eigenstates of the 

neutralino and chargino mass matrices are rather complicated for low values of A/ 

and |u|. However, in this case, these states would be discovered at SLC or LEP. 
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This lead* us to focus on those areas of parameter space 'vhere the chargino and 

neutralino manes are heavy, and there, aa we will soon show, the form of the mass 

eigensUte* simplifies immensely. 

Out general procedure wi'l be to examine the variation of the phenomenology 
a* a function of M (with hi' m },\f tan 3 8w x }Af according to eq. (8.2)). 
This leave* two remaining paiametert: it and tan ,9. There il a alight theoretical 
prejudice as to the value of tan 0. This basically arises due to the relation: 

A, - - r * - . ( 8 . 3 ) 

which expreues the relation between the top-quark Yukawa coupling (At) and the 
top-q 'ark man. Thus, the large top-quark mass can be explained, in part, by 
• maximal value of sin 5. Although this argument is clearly . simplified, it 
doe* accurately portray the general tendency of model* (where the large top-quark 
mass i* an input) to favor value* of tan 0 above 1. One might conclude that very 
large value* of tan 8 should be favored. However, one runs into various technical 
problems when tan 3 exceeds some number of order 5 or 10. A* a result, typical 
models tend to have tan 3 somewhere between 1 and 5. In this report, we have 
fixed taa^ » 2. One should not draw any deep conclusion from this choice. In 
fact, in almost all instance*, our results are extremely insensitive to the preciie 
value of Ian B choaen. Finally, we remark that some arbitrary phase choice* have 
been fixed to avoid introducing new CP-vlolating phases into the theory. This 
choice is a simply a matter of convenience, since at present there are no significant 
experimental constraints on these phases for the mass range of interests to our 
study. By our choices of phase, tan0 and M are positive anr. u can be of either 
sign. 

Let us now examine briefly the masses of the charginos and neutralise* a* a 

function of the free parameters JW, u and tan 3, We are particularly interested 

in those masses which correspond to charginos and neutralinoa which would not 

have been discovered at SLC or LEP, but can be discovered at the higher energies. 
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The dependence on tan 0 is extremely weak in the mass regions of interest, so we 

will only show graphs corresponding to tan 0 = 2. Furthermore, in this region 

of interest, the lightest of the six states is the neutral state jft. We shall assume 

that this state is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which is stable, and 

behave* in a detector like a neutrino. A* a re*ult, the process e*e~ -* jf^x?, 
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Figure 81. Contouri of constant Jf man, where xt >• ">e lighter o' the two 
charfino statee, computed in the M-» plant for tin 3 = 2 The chargino mue (in 
GeV) label* each contour. 

is undetectable, and we must search for, e.g., e + e~ —> i^ j^ in order to detect 

evidence for neutralino production. In the latter case, x? decays directly to \{ and 

associated quark jets ur a lepton pair. (We will emphasize litter thai over < large 

region of parameter space, the x§ decays with nearly 100% branching ratio1 into 
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X^i/J, wh«*r .'."J i; the lightest Higgs scalar of the supersymmetric model.) One 

can also search for e + e ~ -• \f Xi~> s m c e l^e charginos can be detected via their 

txiy into \^ and associated quark jets or a lepton pair. Thus, the most relevant 

mass parameters to examine are: the mass of the lightest chargino (Mf+) and the 

sum of the masses of the two lightest neutralicoe (Aigo + A/JO). These are shown 
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Figure 82. Cootours of constant value* of the fim of the mnawi of x% and J$, 
wberr xf and £J are the two lightest neutraUoo fialet. Again, the contour! are given in 
the \I-fi plane for tan 3 - 2 The sum of the two maajes (in GeV) labeli each contour. 

as contours in Figs. SI and 82. On each plot, the lowest mass contour shown 

corresponds to the likely upper limit of discovery attainable at SLC and LEP-I, 

and the second lowest contour is the corresponding upper limit likely to be obtained 

at LEP-II. The next three contours span the mass range that can be studied in 
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higher energy experiments, with the highest mass contour corresponding to the 
kiLematical limit for production at yfi = 1 TeV. The systematica of the contours 
at large M and |u| are quite simple!"'"1 If |p| > M. with |/i| > mz, then jft, 
X? and x* are approximately pure g.Migino states with j ^ ~ B, J!j = W3, arid 
%f ~ W+. The corresponding masses -\re: Mjo ~ M' and Afso =: M^ ~ M. 
If U > M' > |p|, with Af, M' > mz, v.hen all the aforementioned states are 
approximately pure higgsino states with the mkss of each state roughly degenerate 
with mass |/i|. (In this latter case, jfi does remain the LSP, and there is enough 
phase space for x§ and x* to decay into jfj and light quark jets or leptons.) 
Thus, in Fig. 81, high mass contour lines should be roughly rectangular, with 
intercept |p| ~ Afj+ at large M and intercept Af ~ A/j t at large |p|. In Fig. 
82, high mass contour lines should also be roughly rectangular, with intercept 
\ft\ ~ (M {« + Mjjj)/Z at large Af and intercept Af = |(Aff. + Afjj) at large 
|u|. (In the latter, we approximated Af' ot \bt.) Actnally, in Fig. 82, one expects 
deviation from the behavior just described, in the region Af > \p\ > Af'; for further 
details see ref. 85. It should be noted that the term "photino" has not been used in 
the above discussion. The photino exists as an approximate mass eigenstate only 
when M - M' < mz. Using the result of eq. (8.2), this implies that M <: Vmz. 
This is not the parameter region of interest to us here. In the region of larger Af, 
there is no neutralino state which is approximately a pure photino. 

We next turn to the squark/slepton sector of the model. Let fi and Jg be the 

scalar partners of the left and right-handed fermion / . One complication which 

arises is that fi and ftt are not mass-eigenstates. There is fi-fn mixing which is 

proportional in strength to: 

. . , f mj(/lfl + /itaji;9), for "down"-type/; 
Af? a = K (8.4) 

L K \mt(Av + tico<.$), for "up"-tvpe / . 

where AD and Au are (unknown) soft supersymmetry breaking mass parameters, 
presumably of order m w The supersymmetric Higgs mass p is also presumably 
of order mw (to within an order of magnitude), and tan 0 is of 0 ( 1 ) . Due to the 
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appearance of the /ertnion mast it) eq. (S.4), one expects Mm to be small compared 

to the diagonal •quark (and slepton) manes, with the possible exception of the top-

squark, where im can be appreciable. Even to, as the squark and ilepton raaues 

are raised, the importance of the mixing term diminishes. Henceforth, we shall 

•imply neglect the mixing term, in which case the squark and slepton manes are 

given by: 

A/*, = *% + mi + m i c o* 2 3 <} ~ i»ale*' ( 8- 5) 

Mi, - Afg + mj + } m i cos 28 sin* *,»• (8.6) 

Af-Ji - A / J + m J - m l c o » 2 f l ( J - J s i n 1 * ! ! - ) (8.7) 

A/j^ « Al^ + m} - lm$co»2dstn J0iv (8.8) 

Ml = h!\ + \m\a»23 (89) 

Af,2, = A/| + m . J - m | c o s Z ^ ( i - s i L , » l ( ) (8.10) 

M}h - A/j + m] - m | c « 2<? »in 2tV (8-U) 

In the above equations, we have used the notation of the first generation fermions. 
Identical formulae can be written down for higher generations. The soft supertym-
metry breaking parameter! Af*, Afp, MQ, Afj and Aff are unknown. (We have 
supprassod generational indicaa. Further complications such as intergenerational 
mixing are possible, although there are some constraints from the nonobserva-
tion of Savor changing neutral currents.) Again, one expects these parameters 
to be toughly the size oi muy, to within an order of magnitude. From numerous 
model-building exercises (based on "low-energy" supergravity or inspired by the 
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superatring), one typically finds: 

Ml *= Mt < Af<j as M6 x Mp IS. 12) 

with the squark masses somewhere between a factor of 1—4 larger than the slepton 
masses. Again, we have suppressed generational labels. The first two generations 
are thought to be close to being degenerate in man. However, renormaliztion group 
evolution can effect the third generation soft supersymmetry breaking masses. Typ
ically, one finds Af^ and Af^ reduced by a factor of 1—3 from the other soft 
supersymmetry breaking masses because of ^normalization effects due to a heavy 
top quark mass. For simplicity, we can summarize our expectations as follows: the 
gross features of the •<• lark/slepton spectrum indicate twelve degenerate squark; 
which are somewhat heavier than nine degenerate sleptons: differences among the 
three generations are ignored in the first approximation. 

At this point, we have observed no connection between the squark/slepton 
masses and the gaugino/higgsino maaaes. In principle, these mass scales are inde
pendent. In typical model building, one often Rods a general trend that A/j £ Mj. 
We shall regard this statement as being suggestive only and far from definitive. 
However, if we make such an assumption, then from evj. (8.2). it follows that 
hi a: \Mf. Hence, the above inequality would imply that ,Wf i 4.W. From Figs. 
81 and 82, it follows that LEPII could rule out values of M up to about 100 GeV. 
This would in turn li-nit squark masses to be above about 400 GeV. if no evidence 
is found for supersymmetry at colliders during the next decade From this obser
vation, we deduce two conclusions. If supersymmetry has not been found at any 
lower energy colliders, the most promising direction for supersyminctiy detection 
at a j TeV collider lies in the neutr&lino/chargino sector. If on Eh*1 other hand, 
supersymmetry is discovered at an earlier collider, we expect thai signals will be 
seen in many different channels. In this case, one would want lo use the high 
energy collider as a precision tool to measure supersyrrunetric particle properties 
in finer detail in the relatively clean e*e" environment. 
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8.2- NEl'TRALINO AND CttARGINO PRODCCTION 

As out lined above, it is not inconceivable that squarks and sleptons of a "low-
energy' super-symmetric model are too heavy to be produced at a 1 TeV e+e" 
collider. In that case, one must look to the charginos and the heutralmos for the 
first direct rvit'#nce for supersymmetry. We begin by surveying parameter space in 
the minim*i supersymmetric extension of the standard model. We then compute 
all relevant cross sections and deduce some simple approximate forms. In order 
to evaluate the maximum discovery potential of the collider, we examine in detail 
via Monu ^arlo the case of ncutratmo pair production Jii the next section and 
thereby obtain the efficiency for supersymmetric detection via a particular class of 
events containing hadronic jets and large missing transverse energy. This allows us 
to estimate the discovery limit of neutralinos as a function of the supersymmetric 
parameters. 

We begin by surveying the cross sections for: 

e + e - - X?tf (813) 

<+«- - jttxj (8.14) 

We have computed the differential and total cross sections for these processes 
independently and checked them against tin: results which already appear in the 
literature (see ref. 87-S9). In presenting our results below, we shall give total 
cross sections (before cuts) in units of R. We will refer to these total cross sections 
a values of R for supersymmetric processes. Our analysis proceeds as follows: 
We survey the range of possible supersymmetric parameters by computing cross 
sections for the above processes as a function of M and |^[, at a fixed tan 0. Note 
that having specified M. the value of A/' is fixed by eq. (8.2). The results presented 
below are quite insensitive to tan 8- Thus, we shall only present graphs with 
tan 3 = 2. As we move around in the M-ft plane, both masses and mixing angles 
of the neutralino and chargino states change. The variation of masses has already 
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been exhibited in Figs. 81 and 82. For each value of M and p, we diagonals the 
chargino and neutralino mass matrices numerically and compute the corresponding 
masses and mixing angles. Both sets •! quantities appear in the Feynman rules 
for the various chargino and neutralino interactions!"1 All the cross sections for 
processes (8.13) and (8.14) are then computed, two additional parameters ran-
be provided in order to complete the above prog! am-the mass of the selection and 
the sneutrino. These parameters must he specified because of the contribution of 
slepton exchange to the production of chaiginos and neutralinos. According to our 
philosophy of heavy slepton masses discussed at the end of the last section, we shall 
fix M; = Me = 500 GeV, which implies that .electrons cannot be pair-produced 
at 1 TeV. The reader should b-> warned that the slepton mass is hJd fixed even 
as AT is varied, in the graphs r resented below. Choosing the slepton mass to vary 
with M (if one wished to ins. ire a gluino mass which was smaller than the squark 
mass) would lead to slightly different results, 

In Figs. 83 and 84, we exhibit contours of constant total (normalized) cross 
section R as a function of A/ and *i. The corresponding chargino and neutralino 
masses should be read off of Figs. 81 and 82. The chargino cross sections are 
clearly larger; this is almost entirely due to the one-photon s-channel exchange 
which would give R = 1 if the final state masses were neglected. The XiJ? cross 
section never exceeds R = 0.6; the maximum vilue of this ci-ss section can depend 
sensitively on Aft, as we will show in more detail below. Ti gain an understanding 
of these plots, we have explicitly computed th>; cross sections in the following two 
asymptotic limits: 

I : Vs" » |fi| > A/ (8.15) 

I I : Vs 3> Af > |(i| ( 8 I 6 ) 

In limiting case I, 
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whew. 

Ml 

18) 

(8.19) 

In limiting case I. ^ X], and v* an all pun gaugtnos. As a result, s-channe) Z 
exchange i< highly suppressed in this limit. L'siig r v = r, = 1/4 in eqs. (8.17) and 
(S.lf gives: 

fl<?7\7)«1.47. in limiting case I. (8.20) 

R, V^\5) =. 0.24. in limiting easel. (8.21) 

Interestingly, in \ 7 \ ~ production, the coniribulion due to ^-exchange (and its 
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interference with -> and Z exchange), is maximally negative near -, = ; ;. which 
was chosen above. 

In limiting case II. 

U l * ' ' " sin-'.'flu 2sin*2fln ' ? " 

•.p., l + ( l - 4 s i n J f l 1 , ) 3 

« U | \ 3 ) . t o n 
4 sin* 2 % 
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In limiting case II, \^, \?, and \Y are all pure higgsinos. Thui. Mtv^'!' exchange-
is highly suppressed and the results are insensitive to the rhoni- "I the slepton 
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masses. Evaluating these results numerically gives: 

H{ v f \ j ) = 1.38, in limiting case II. (8.24) 

fl(\^!) = u.o7. in limiting case II. (8.25) 

(These values include ibe factor (3.11) from the renormalization of a.) Although 
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100 1000 
Mg (GOV) 
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FigurrSS Dependence of the crew section for e 4 e ' -• J?J§ (in uniUof R) on the 
selection rasas, for r/i = 1 TeV. Three representative parameter choices are roown-. (a) 
M = "DO GeV, >i = J00 GeV. (b) M = 200 GeV, <i = 160 GeV, (c) M c 300 GeV, 
u = 4D0 GeV. Both the total cross section and the contribution due to 2-exchaDfe are 
shown in two of the cases. For case [s). the 7-excbang.e contribution is quite small, so 
[bat the difference between ibe Z-exchuge contribution and the total cross section is 
not ducernable on the graph 
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the asymptotic numerical results quoted above are not that accurate in the sub-

asymptotic ranges covered in Figs. 83 and 84, nevertheless the above numbers 

(with phase space corrections due to final state masses included) give a surprisingly 

accurate picture of the gross structure of the cross section contour plots. 

3 I 1 — 1 — 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i — 1 — 1 1 1 111 

0 I 1 — 1 — 1 1 1 1 1 i l 1 1 1 ' ' • ' 1 

100 1000 10000 
s-ea 

M? (GeV) 
6043A6 

Figure 86. Dependence of the crow ration for e* e~ —• jfj\j" (in uniuof R)onihe 
sneutrino man, for ,/* = I TeV. The reaulu are ihown for the thret parameter choice* 
of Fig. 85. Both the total crow section and the contribution due to Z/r-exchange aie 
shown in two of the cues. For cue (a), the ./-exchange contribution is rather small, so 
that the difference between the Z.-y-exchange contribution and the total croas aw t ion is 
not thown on the graph. 

Next* we investigate the sensitivity to the slepton mass. From the analysis just 

presented, it is clear that the sensitivity to slepton mass is greatest for e*e~ —* 

X%X% in the region of parameter space in which |/i | > M. Some representative 
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p r a n c e r choice* are ihowi in Fig. 85. For companion, we alto display the 

ooUibutioo due la £-exchanj £. Note that even for fairly large Kleclron man (uy. 

M i * l TeV). the selection-exchange dominates the ^exchange in the |p| > M 

ragJoa. Bissri on this graph, one can roughly aiirmiH how the contour* of Fig. 

S4 would be modified in this region of parameter space u Mi varies. On the 
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Figure ST. Leptndeatt of the total cnti lection for e*e~ — J?JJ. in units of R, 
on tbt center of matt energy. The results are thaw for tie three parameter choices of 
Fig. 8S Is ««o of tke esses, curves for Mj = 340 GeV snd 1000 GeV arc shown. In 
esse (a), tbere u essentially DO dependence on the selectroo msss. ss Fig. 85 already 
illustrated 

other hand, the cross section for e + e ~ - • \*xi i* ' ™ sensitive to the sneutrino 

m a n . This is illustrated in Fig. 86 (note the linear vertical scale). In fact, the 
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sum of the direct and interference terms involving Dexchange is negative, so that 

the total cross section is rcdured from the Z,>exchange contribution As before, 

in the region where M > „, the charginos are nearly pure higg.inu* and the 

slepton-exchange becomrs negligible 

Finally, for <. tletem-ss, we have briefly examined the rnerg> .|,-|«.„.lerire of 

the results. All graphs so far have corresponded to a center uf iiia.<r energy of 

5-ae Vs" (TeV) 6D43AB 

Figure 86. D*pehdence or the loLni cro*t i»ctson (»Q unit* of R) fur < T r _ — *7 i*~ 
on the center of tnui energy The reaulu u e ihown (or the three puunri^r tfcoittt of 
Fi'j. 85. Tbe saeutrioo mus IB fixed to Alp K 500 GeV. In two of the c.ws shown th«? 
contribution due to 2,7-«tba:.ge it shown Mpwttely In c u t (a), their m «u*nti&lJ> 
r.o difference between the 2 ^-contribution *nd the tout erota «ection, sincr meutrino 
exchange ti negligible for thia choice of ptrumten. 

1 TeV. In Figs. 87 and 88. we display the crow sections fox < * t ' — \ ? \ j and 
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X^£7 •* • function of y/Z, for two difleiril choices of slepton mass (for various 

choices of U. |n|. and X»a$ - 2). Once again, we have plotted the normalited 

cross sections R in order to indicate the scaling behavior u , these cross sections 

once y/s is sufficiently target than the final slate masses. In order to ascertain the 

x/s dependence on the discover}' potential for supersymmetry, we have recomputed 

the contour plot for <rj-(e+«~ -* J?J^) at y/s = 600 GeV. As before, we have fixed 
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Figure 88. Contours of constant fi for e+c' — i?I$. at y/i = «00 GeV. We take 
i«n 3 = 3 »od M, = 300 GeV. The total crass section, in units of R, labels each contour. 

the selectron mass to be A/j = \\/i. (This leads to somewhat larger values of 

the cross section in the |/J| > M region, compared with using the previous value 

of Mf = 500 GeY.) The result, shown in Fig. 89 should be compared with the 

corresponding plot at y/s = 1 TeV. shown in Fig. 84. In comparing these two 
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FigureOO. Angular distribution for e+e~ - . XiS^al */**= ( T*V. for the parameter 
choice* (a) and (b) of Fig. 65. In case (a), {-exchange is negligible, ud the angular 
distribution shown is characteristic of Z-exehange. ID caw (b), e-exchuge dominates 
2-exchange, and the angular distribution shown is characteristic of the tcalar-exchange. 

plots, one should take care to note that the normalized cross sections R have been 

plotted. In particular, the R = 0.036 contour of Fig. 89 and the ft - 0.1 contour 

of Fig. 84 correspond to the same total cross section in picobams 

In addition to the total cross sections, we will need to make use of the dif
ferential cross sections and the decay rates of the charginos and neutralinos. The 
differential crass sections can be found in ref. 87; the decay rates and branching 
ratios have been studied in detail in ref. 85. All results were derived independently 
for this study. Some typical angular distributions are shown in Figs. 90 and 91. 
The peculiar shape of the distribution of xtxT production is due to the destructive 
interference of the (/-exchange and £,7-exchange contributions. The i>-exchange is 
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•tymmetric is eo»», and tor large Me the destructive interference ii greatest near 

cos* = - 1 . However, none of the angular distributions exhibit strong forward 

or backward peaking (unlet* the mass of the scalar exchanged ii c W to lero). 

Overall, these results show that the lots of efficiency in signal detection due to 

forward (or backward) production down the beam hole should be rather minimal. 

F.ramining the possible decay modes of Xj leads to a rather interesting obser

vation. In tbe regji-u of parameter space of relevance to our study, we often found 

that $ decayed with nearly 100% branching ratio into xj / f j , where flj is the 

Higgs scalar of tbe (upertymmetric model which must be lighter than the Z. This 
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Figure 02. Three distinct relions of x? decay ale exhibited aa a function of M and 

u. la the KgioD denoted by -3-body*. no two-body modea are KiDemetically allowed. 
la the region "Light Biggs", two body decays into Higgs boaooa. w'uch an ughter 
than the Z, dominate. In the region "Z*, tana contours are shown corresponding to: 
BR()8 — 5*7) = 10% (daabed contour); 20* (d >ttad contour); and 90% (daahdot 
contour). In addition, there ia a very narrow region with positive u values, indicated 
by the daaadot contour, where B/U,JJ — X°,Z) -t 100%. Unmarked areai alternate 
between the fust two regions described above. We have chosen tan if = 1 i. mod m„. 
s 900 GeV. which implies that the maaa of law light acalai Bigg, boson i» m„, = 35 2 
GeV. 

is illustrated by the contour plot shown in Pig. 92. baaed on a calculation taken 

from ref. 85. The contours of Fig. 92 have been obtained for a charged Higga 

boaoa tuan equal to 500 GeV. (Given my* and tan/}, all the remaining Higga 
[sol masses in the minimal supersymmetric masses are fixed! ') Note that in Fig. 92, 

the value tas0 = 1.5 has been used. The results for tan^ = 2 would be only 

slightly changed; the main effect being the slight decrease in the overall ire* of the 
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"Light Iliggs" region due to a somewhat larger value of m f fo. In general, as m f f> is 
reduced, the "Light Higgs* region in Fig. 92 increases in size at the expense of the 
region where three-body decays dominate. Note that the region where the branch
ing ratio for \J -* \%Z is significant is confined to the area where p is negative and 
M i |pl Z M' In the corresponding area with positive /i. although \j -* y\Z 
is kinematically allowed, the amplitude turns out to be rather suppressed. (See 
ref 85 for l-rther discussion.) The region where the latter lecay is appreciable is 
rather vnwisiiive l© the choice of the Higgs mass-

8.3. OBSERVATION or NEVTRALINO PAIR PRODUCTION 

We now turn to i. Monte Carlo analysis of nentralino production. We de
cided to focus first en neutralino production rather than chargino production for 
a number of reasons. First, the signature for e + e~ -• J^v? >' expected to be quite 
clean. As explained above, one finds that over a large region of supersymmetric 
parameter space, that firt(J§ — £°tf°) ~ 100%. The Wj is presumed to decay 
dominant ly into 4* jets, and the primary and secondary \T« ('•<• the LSP's) es
cape the detectors, resulting in substantial missing transverse energy. In other 
regions of parameter space (particularly when if > \p\). direct three body decays 
of \5 are most important. The majority of these decays end up with the LSP 
plus hadronic jets ( \ j —» it? + «">• The precise ratio of hadron>- to leptonic final 
states depends on the masses of the squ&rks and sleptons which -mediate one of 
the diagrams which contributes to the three-body neutralino decay. The signature 
in both cases is rather similar: We expect to find events with hadronic jets and 
!••' tantial missing energy due to the two LSP's which escape. The second rea-
•• for focusing first on neutralino decay is one of phase space kinematics. From 
Fi< s. 81 and S2. one sees that an area of supersymmclric parameter space does 
.xist (» here |<< > -W) where e + (T - . xJJ-j is kinematically allowed, but chargino 
p-oduction is forbidden. The third reason is that ncutralino production provides a 
challenge lo the power and efficiency of searches in e + e~ reactions. As we noted in 
the previous section, the cross sections for \^\3 production are quite small, with 
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R-values less than 0.6- Thus, we regard the neutralino Monte Carl, as a real test 
of how far we can push the supersymmetry discovery limits. 

lu constructing our Monte Carlo simulation, we made use of the model detector 
described in Chapter 3. We assumed 10 l b - 1 of data, and studied the cases of .Jl 
— 600 GeV and I TeV. The stanHard be&mstrahlung spectrum of Fig. 4 was 
employed in the generation of background events. (We did not incorporate the 
beamstrahlung in the generation of the signal events. Since the most important 
feature of x^xj] production is missing frnnsnerse energy, the only possible significant 
effect of beamstrahlung is to reduce the center of mass energy of a given event. 
Since a large fraction of all events still occurs near i/s = 2 £ k B n l , the overall effect 
of beamstrahlung on our signal rate is small.) Our analysis method was devised 
to take advantage of the basic features of neutralino pair production: unbalanced 
quark jets and substantial missing transverse energy. 

Signal events and background events described below were put through the 
following sets of cuts: 

1. Each event is divided up into twohemispheres and a thrust axis is determined. 
Let S|», be the polar angle of the thrust axis relative to the beam direction. 
The event is kept if | cos£ l k r | < 0.6. This cut insures that the majority of 
hadronic activity is away from the forward direction (and the beam hole). 

2. The missing mass A1„„, is computed for the event. The event is kept if 
Mmiu > f V*- Such an event is guaranteed to have at least two energetic 
undetected particles at large angles with respect to each other. This cut is 
very helpful in eliminating a large part of the 22 background to be discussed 
below. 

3. The tracks of each event are partitioned according to their thrust hemi-
spheres. The momenta in each hemisphere are summed vectorially. and 180° 
minus the transverse angle between these two vectors is called the acopla-
narity (#,«>• = 180" - «V). We require that c W p > 90°, which ensures that 
undetected particles produced in an event are emitted at large polar angle 
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wilt respect to the beam direction. 

4. The raWeeaetgy of the event is denoted by E„, . In order to gel rid of events 
ib which energetic undetected particles are emitted in the forward direction, 
we demand that £ „ , > ( 1^/i. This helps to cut out background! due to 
two-photon events or events where there as a very luge beamstrahiung 
pholoQ emitted 

1, Taw Urgent background which survived the four cuts above were events due 
to t**~ - • **pir*. in which the outgoing e* is emitted in the forward 
dincUoo and tnace * u not detected. Note that in such events, the number 
of visible tracks which reault from (be W decay must be odd. On the other 
band, the JJJJ events would lead to a neutral final state and hence an even 
number of charged tracks. Thus, we add one further cut and demand that 
only events with an even number of detected charged tracks be kept. It is 
important to note that, in this counting, we ignored tracks in the 10" bole 
around the beam direction. 

The most important background event* were due to two source*: (i) yW fusion 
• the dominant background being e + e~ — e*vH'*), and (ii) e + «~ -t ZZ (in 
particular, when one of the Z's decays into a neutrino pair). We begin by showing 
histograms of the total visible maw (MVu) ° ' the background event* of type* (i) 
and (ii) described above, normalised to an integrated luminosity of 10 f b - 1 . First, 
we exhibit In Fig. 93(a)-(b> the dramatic effect of the cut on charged tracks on the 
e+e~ - t e*s>H" events. In Fig. 93(a). wedisplay the histogram prior to the cut on 
charged track* (cut #5 above), and Fig- 93(b) displays the same histogram after 
this cut it made Notice the difference in vertical scale between the two histogram*. 
The few remaining events are naturally clustered around A/„, = mw and present 
little trouble in the remaining analysis. The charged track cut is clearly crucial 
in ebminatiDi, this background. In Fig. 93(c). we display the histogram for ZZ 
background event! (after all cuts}. Note that the signal which makes it through 
in this use is rather small and is clustered around M,„ = <nz Our conclusion 
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is that under the scries of cuts described above, it is verv difficult for standard 
model events to get through- Thus, these cuts presen. a rather dean filter for 
beyond-the-itandardmodel physics. 

We next ran Monte Carlo events for e + s " — J^x5 through I he same set of 
cuts. In Table 11, wc present a summary of the various parameter choices we 
studied. (All masses arc given in GeV unit*.) Two particular parameter choices 
are examined at both -Ji = 600 and 1000 GeV: the remaining cases are all at 
the higher energy. Note thai we sometimes chose smaller values of the ^electron 
mass than previously advertised, which resulted in slightly larger crosn sections. In 
Table 12, we summarize the effei ts of the cuts on the )fi5(% signal 

Typical histograms of A/„. for the jf^Xj events (normalized u> 10 fb"1) are 
presented in Fig. 94(a)-(g) for the seven cases hated in Tables 11 and 12. We note 
that the efficiency of the cuts (i.e.. the ratio of the number of events surviving the 
cuts to the total number of events computed from the total cross section) is fairly 
constant—roughly 25%—over the parameter space which was surveyed in Table 
12. Furthermore, the effect of the cut on charged tracks on the \\\^ events was 
rather weak; about 65% of the signal was retained (roughly independent of the 
superiymraetric parameters). Case (f) corresponds to the smallest cross section 
studied: R = 0.09. After all cuts, we end up with 21 events. Tlie background 
'.s estimated to be about 22 events, of which 13 are t*e~ —• r*cH' T and 9 are 
e + e " —• ZZ, The e^vW* are tightly clustered around the Iv* mass las shown in 
Fig. 93(b)) and can be easily subtracte '. The ZZ events are a little more spread 
out (see Fig. 93(c)), but they can also be efficiently subtracted We lonclude that 
signals down to R — 0.1 at an integrated luminosity of 10 fb"1 should be clearly 
detectable. 

In all cases studied above, fl/?(\3 -* 3 ^ 3 ) j c l o s r l o '00'/ From Table 
11, we see that m^o = 50 OeV, which explains the origin of the peaking of the 
histograms around A/,i, = 50 GeV in Fig. 9-l(a)-(f). We concncte.l one peculiar 
example (case (g)) in which the lightest scalar Higgs boson was close in mass to that 
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Table 11. Summary of parameters for e+e~ -* \ J i § Monte Carlo Runs. 

Run vG M f tan/9 Af... 
* 1 

Mi TTlfl+ mMJ 

1 600 200 160 2 66 131 200 200 51.4 

2 600 300 400 2 142 262 300 300 54.0 

3 1000 200 160 2 66 131 200 200 51.4 

4 1000 300 400 2 142 262 300 300 54.0 

5 1000 400 700 2 196 382 400 400 54.8 

6 1000 500 600 2 244 460 500 500 55.2 

7 1000 300 400 0.05 147 276 300 300 92.5 

Table 12. Summary of results for e + e~ -» \\x\ Monte Carlo runs, based on 
10 frrr1 of data. 

1 

Run V* R 

Number of 
Events 

Before Cuts 

Number of 
Events After 

Cuts 1-4 

Number of 
Events After 

All Cuts Efficiency 

1 600 0.39 950 353 237 25% 

2 600 0.10 240 69 46 19% 

3 1000 ti.55 480 213 139 29% 

4 1000 0.26 225 79 53 24% 

5 1000 0.19 162 58 39 24% 

6 1000 0.09 79 31 21 27% 

7 1000 0.25 216 73 49 23% 
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of the Z. At a remit. Mtt peaks in the same region u the background (iee Fig. 
91(g)), and our sensitivity for detection of a signal is somewhat reduced. However, 
this it • rather artificial choice (we had to choose tan S = 0.05). In any caae, we 
preaume that the lightest Higgi scalar man will have been measured by the time 
Ibe aewtralioo aearch i» carried out. One may also be concerned that we did not 
surrey parameters for which BR[x% — jftZ) is large, tn such a case, the resulting 
•Uau distribution would also peak near m j . However, by comparing Figs. B4 and 
« . we observe that Bi*(\? — jfiZ) & 10% in the region where R £ 0.1. Hence, 
\ ] decays with fina> nate Z't will only be truly relevant at collider energies larger 
thai, 1 TW. Finally, we note that we have not yet examined regions of parameter 
apace what* three-body decays are dominant, lu such a region, we expect the M.„ 
distribution to be peaked at even smaller masses (compared to those shown in Fig. 
Ml; this should present no speclnl problems for isolating the signal. 

Given the rather constant efficiency observed in Table 12, we estimate that the 
discovery limit for oeutralinos at a 1 TeV e + e " collider (assuming 10 f b _ 1 of data) 
should be approximately given by the R = 0.1 contour of Fig. 84. At y/s = 600 
GeV. we can tolerate somewhat smaller values of R. perhaps as low as R = 0.04, 
assuming the same integrated luminosity as above. It remains to examine in detail 
the event* isolated by our Monte Carlo analysis, in order to determine whether 
further information can be ascertained (e.f., the masses and mixing angles of the 
two neutralism produced and ' jeir couplings to standard model particles). This 
is presently under investigation. 

We end this teciion with a few comments regarding chargino production. As 
demonstrated earlier, the cross section for \*\f pioduction it typically 5 times 
larger than the corresponding cross section for \?j\% production. Nevertheless, as 
tuggsstcd above, Use 7] V; signal is particularly clean; very severe cuts can be made 
wbich eliminate almost entirely the standard model background, white reducing the 
signal by about a factor of 4. The detection techniques for x*Xj "ill require a little 
n.-we finesse. We have not yet completed this analysis. Nevertheless, one should 
note the similarities of the chargino search to that of a new heavy lepton. Although 
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the details of the production distribution are likely to be somewhat different, the 
grass features of the search technique should be rather similar. Thus, we anticipate 
thai Ibe discovery limits lu, chatginos will be rather similar to those obtained for 
a new heavy leplon in Chapter 4. 

8 .4 . DETECTION OP SqCAtlKS AND SLEPTONS 

If evidence for supersymraetry is found at other colliders, it would be desirable 
to utilize the 1 TeV e+e" collide! we ate considering here for a detailed study of 
the supersymmetric particle production. The cleaner environment of e + e~ physics 
should allow one to measure msssri, angular distributions, asymmetries, polariza
tion, etc- *ith far greater precision than ii possible at a hadron collider. These 
studies have not been completed. Nevertheless, a few remarks at this point may 
be useful. From the theoretical survey of supersynunetric masses presented above, 
it seems likely that at least live (perhaps six) flavors of squarks are rather close in 
mass. Similarly, we expect that the sleptons are all also dose together in mass, 
although this mass scale may be distinct from that of the squarks. As a result, 
each squark (of charge e, in units of e) contributes |«j/9 3 units of R in cross sec-
lions due to one-photon exchange. This would be summed over all degenerate 
Haven, and multiplied by 2, counting both L and fl-type squarks. (For sleptans, 
the color factor of 3 is removed; of course, only the charged aleptons ate produced 
by one-photon exchange.) In addition, one must add Z-exchange, which slightly 
modif.es the resulting cross sections. (Explicit expressions for the cross sections 
can be obtained from ref. 89.) The qq cross section, as a function of the (common) 
squark mass is illustrated in Fig. 95. The complication for squark and slepton 
detection arises in the decay patterns. The simplest possible decay is q —• q)ft. 
The x°) i- the LSP, which escapes the detectors. Such a signature is not all that 
different from that of a chargino or a new heavy lepton which is detected via its 
hadron k decay mode ' i fact, in the case of the squark decay, which is a Uco-bady 
decay, there is greater potential for a larger missing transverse energy which would 
make the signature somewhat cleaner. The complication in squark decay arises 
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when one considers other possible squark decay modes. Depending on the rela

tive masses between the squark sector and the chargino/neutralino sector, one will 

have to consider possible decays into chargitios and higher mass netitralino states: 

? "• l'xt U = 1,2), and q ~* qyfi [j = 2,3,4;. The possible number of scenarios 

due to the various possible decay chains becomes large as one surveys the entire 

rail go of parameter space. Despite the large number of open channels, it turns out 

VT=1 TeV -

S-88 

200 400 
Mq (GeV) 

6Q43A15 

Figure 95. Total crow section for e*e~ —' qq (in units of R) »l «/« - I TeV. 
iiunmed over two generations of L and /Mype (maw-degenerate) squarka. The total 
cross *ect.on and the contribution due to one-photon exchauge is plotted against the 
common aquaik maw, Jlfy. 

that the branching ratio for q —• qx^ (averaged over one generation of L and 

R-typc squarks) remains high (*t least 50%) in the range of parameters of interest 
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to OUT study, (This should be contrasted with gluino decay, in which the branching 
ratio for the direct decay into the LSP quickly drops to about 14% for the heavier 
gluino. ) Thus, we tentatively conclude that there will be sufficient cross section 
for the production of squmrlu (and sleptons), which subsequently decay directly 
into the LSP, to allow for their detection and study at a 1 TeV e+e~ collider, as 
long aa toe total normalized qq cross section, summed over all degenerate species, 
it of order 1 it units of R. More detailed conclusions await further analysis and 
study. 
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9. TeV Multiple Searches II: Charged Higgs Bosons 

Our second example of extra novel states associated with the Higgs sector 
will be that of charged scalar bosons. Such particles arise in a wide variety of 
contexts. In theories in which the Higgs particles are elementary, these states are 
the fundamental 5 f (2 ) x /'(I) partners of the scalar Higgs boson In theories 
in which the Higgs particles are composite, it is usually possible also to make 
composite charged objects. Ip technicolor models, these states are the analogues 
of i + and K* for the new set of strong interactions. The number and masses 
of charged Higgs particles are crucial identifiers of the nature of the Iliggs sector 
responsible for SU[2) x (.'(1) breaking. But il is known that it will be very difficult 
to find charged Higgs particles at a high energy hadron collider! 'in this section, 
we will show that it is quite straightforward to discover these particles at a 1 TeY 
e + e" collider. 

The simplest models with charged Higgs bosons, and the one we will use to 
parametrize our discussion here, is a mode! with fundamental Higgs bosons in two 
SU(2) Higgs doublets: 

- « ) • - « ) • 

where #f, }̂> *? *•"' °? a r e complex fields. Therefore there arc initially eight 
fields. The vacuum expectation values (VEV's) are 

Assuming no CP violation, the relative phase between the two \aiuum expecta
tion values may be set to zero. The effective vacuum expectation value for this 
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non-minimal model {t) is derived from the sum in quadiature of the individual 

VEV's, bence mvr = g u/2 =• g • v/(wf + tiJ)/2. Since the p parameter (p = 

miv/m^cos!Sa,) is experimentally consistent with unity, (p = 1.006 ± 0.008) 

the Higgs multiplcts are likely to be SU(2) doublets (also any number of SU(2) 

singlets are allowed). At least two Higgs doublets are necessary for "low energy" 

supersymmetric models. We have also noted that extra charged Higgs bosons ap

pear in more general models of the Higgs sector, including technicolor models! ' 

For models with two Higgs doublets, there are three physical neutral fiiggs bosons 

(Hl,Hl,Hl) and two charged Higgs bosons (H+ and tf~). Originally there are 

four neutral and four charged fields but one neutral field and two charged fields are 

absorbed to give mass to (he Z" and to W± by the Higgs mechanism. The mass 

eigenstaies of the physical Higgs bosons can be mixtures of the weak eigenstates. 

There are two mixing angles for two lliggs doublets since the charged and neutral 

sector do not mix. One of the mixing angles is related to the ratio of the vacuum 

expectation values. In general, the physical Higgs bosons in the two doublet model 

are given by 

/ / * = -if sin6+ <6f cos*, 

Hf = </2l(Re«; - <n)a*a + (fte^S - vi)sino], 
(9 3) 

/Yj = V5[-(fle«>5 - f))sino + (Rt4>\ - f2)w»o], 

H\ = v>5|-/md'?iHD6 + lm*\<nsb}. 

The mixing angle b is defined by tan b = vi(v\. The other angle a is also an 
arbitrary parameter. 

Among the neutral Higgs bosons. H® is a pseudoscalar and the other two are 

scaJars, if their parities are defined through their couplings with fermions. More 

precisely, if CP is a good symmetry, we can distinguish the CP-odd state H® from 

//j and H®• which are CP-even. The interactions of Higgs bosons with fermions can 

be determined from the fermion mass term in the Lagrangian; these couplings are 

model dependent. An important constraint on the Higgs couplings is that flavor 
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changing neutral currents (FCNC) should not be induced by the neutral Higgs 
bosons (or at least that FCNC should be suppressed to within the experimentally 
allowed level). FCNC due to Higgs exchange are absent if fermions with the same 
electric and weak charges are allowed to couple only to one of the two Higgs doublets 
(only to ^5 or only to (j%) 

The charged Higgs bosons are expected to be heavier than the W bosons in 
the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model!*4' but in general the 
mass is unknown. In the two-doublet model, the couplings of the charged Higgs 
bosons depends only on one mixing angle 4 (tanb = vi/vx). The couplings of the 
charged Higgs boson to fermions are also constrained by the absence of FCNC 
mentioned above. There are two typical models which can avoid the FCNC which 
might be induced by the neutral Higgs bosons: 

(1) All the fermions couple only to one of the Higgs doublets and do not couple 
to the other one. In this case, the relative ratios of the coupling constants of 
the charged Higg9 boson to fermions are proportional to the fermion mass. 

(2) Fermions with weak isospin V] = 1/2 couple only to one of the Higgs doublets 
and those with h = - 1 / 2 couple only to the other doublet. The relative 
ratios of the coupling constants depend on both the ratio of the vacuum 
expectation values and the fermion masses. 

Of course, many other choices are possible Bui in general, the coupling H±tb is 

larger than that for W±CJ> and the coupling for H*cs is larger than for W ± uJ. 

Before we begin our analysis of searches for / /* ^t this new collider, let us 

review the present mass limits on the / /* and the further searches expected in the 

near future. Charged Higgs boajns have been looked for at the PEP and PETRA 

e + e~ colliders. Most of the region up to ~ 19 GeV is excluded independent of the 

charged Higgs decay modes! ' ' Limits below the bottom quark mass are 

obtained by the CLEO group™8' using the 6 quark decays, b — c + ^ o r u + W 1 . 

Techniques similar to those used at PEP snd PETRA can be applied to search for 

a charged Higgs boson in the mass range available to SLC and LEP. 
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U the charged Higgs mass cannot be reached by SLC/LEP or even by LEP-
II, then we could is principle look for / / * at the large hadron colliders (SSC or 
LHC). In pp coUhtioni. a charged Hifgs boson may be produced by the reaction 
b+g -> t+H~ (and thr charge conjugate process); the crass section u typically 0(1-
100 pb)' ' in general, though the standard neutral Higgs boson can be produced 
via WW- or 2Z fusion processes, the charged Higgs boson cannot be produced 
via WZ-fution processes in any Higgs doublet model, since there is no tree-level 
fyWZ-coupling. The most promising decay mode to look for is H~ -» TVT, since 
the QCD background is not very high. However, the background from the process 

b+g - • t + W~ with just the same event signature as the signal and a much higher 
f93l 

cross section makes the search seem hopeless.1"' It is even more difficult to look for 
the decay mode / /+ - • t + 3, because of the higher QCD background. Therefore, 
although the cross section is not small, it seems to be very difficult to search for 
the charged Higgs bosons at badron colliders! 

On the other hand, at high energy e + e~ colliders, the background conditions 
are tar batter and the events are cleaner since there are no spectator jets. In this 
chapter, we will demonstrate that it will not be difficult at all to find the charged 
Higgs botoni at a 1 TeV e*e~ collider of the type thai we consider in this report. 

9.1. PHENOMENOLOGY 

The charged Higgs bosons {H+H~) are pair-produced in e + e " annihilation via 
virtual -j or Z° exchange as shown in Fig. 96(a) and 96(b). The total cross section 
for the process e + e " -• •). Z° -» H*H~ is given by 

da _ *£2ai |. _ ( -^ + sin2P»Hcos2fl,,.) s , a 

d a * e ~ 8s * L i ,n , *„cosS*„ j - m j 1 

(9.4) 

' sin2 «„ cos* S„ 
s in '0 . 

• The case of charged Biggs boson production from heavy quuk decay at the SSC (for 
example. , + g - ( + ? _ kH+ + Iff- \ u u m j „ study1"" 
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Figuie 90, Feynm&ji di&gjikms for cliuged Hifg* pkit production in r* «•- &n nihil*-

lion. 

where 0 = (1 - 4 A J * J , / J ) J . 

The cross section relative to that for standard model pair production event* at 
a 1 TeV e + e - collider is 

«"•»- „ Q 3 0 ^ -, 0 0 1 J 3 «., 
fit.dr.ni + Rww- + RZ'Z' 7 + 2 0 + 1 * ' ' 

(This formula does not take into account the large effects due to radiative correc
tions and beamstrahlung.) After a cut on the polar angle (| cos *| < 0.6) the above 
ratio is about 0.03 • 03. At PEP and PETRA energies, the relative cross section is 

£ ^ « 5 ^ * 0 . 0 6 3 ^ . (9.6) 

For |cos«1| < 0.6, the ratio is 0.10 ff3. But although this nan-* estimate of the 

signal to background ratio gives a smaller value at the high energy colliders than 

at PETRA, the background situation is actually belter at high energy since jet 

reconstruction ie easier there. 

The possible decay modes of the charged Higgs boson are WT — tk. eS or 

T+K T as shown in Fig. 97(a), (b), and (c). The decay process H* — tl is the 
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dominant mode for most of the parameter apa.ce, if it is kinemalically allowed. If 

the mode //"*• —* (6 is not allowed, the decay rate to r + i / r can be significant. For 

H* 

s 
W N H ° Sfl 4A4IA3 

Figure 97- Feyamau diagrams For the charged Hiagi boaoa decay processes. 

two doublet models the branching fraction depends on the ratio of the vacuum 
expectation values If the ratio of the vacuum expectation values is cloae to unity, 
the branching fraction of H+ —• r + i / , can be as large as 30%. 

The Huer possibility for the charged Kiggs decay is H+ —• f/J1 + W + (Fig. 

97(d)), where H° is one of the physical neutral Higgs bosons. We also consider 

this decay mode in our discussion. This process is important because the Light

est neutral Higgs boson may not be detected at LEP-II if the ZZH\ coupling 

is suppressed. For li\ (the CP odd pseudoscalar slate), the ZZH\ and WWH\ 

couplings are actually forbidden, so that H\ cannot be produced in the process 

e + e~ -» Z"H\ or from WW- or ZX-fusion. Thus this state may first be seen in 

II1 decay. 

Note that the charged Higgs bosons do not couple to W+ + Z° at the tree level, 
if they are members ol SU(2) doublets. Therefore, even if kinematically allowed. 
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the H+ -* W* + Z° decay mode is highly suppressed. 

9.2, SEARCH FOR / / + — tl 

We first consider the case MB± > m ( - r m j . In this case, the dominant reaction 
cf Higgs production and decay is e+e" - . W+W" - . tb + bt. The charged Higgs 
events then have approximately a four jet structure. Reconstruction of the jets 
and calculation of jet jet invariant masses are the key points of Ibis analysis. The 
experimental methods which are described here are essentially generalizations of 
those developed for PETRA 1' 0 2' and for the SLC. l 9 9' These methods can be applied 
at higher energy colliders if beamslrahlung effects are not too severe. Our standard 
beamstrahlung spectrum is turnB out to be perfectly acceptable from this point of 
view. 

In genera], the Monte Carlo studies reported in this chapter assume the stan
dard detector defined in Chapter 3. They also include the effects of beamstrahlung, 
using spectrum shown in Fig. 4, in computations of signal and background. 

To reconstruct the jet structure of the H*H~ events, we apply a cluster al
gorithm. This analysis is based on the variable d„, which defines the 'distance' 
between two particles (or clusters): 

< = <WIWI-ft'Pj«4|pillpll)/<|pil + lPlI)2* (9.7) 

This variable, which is standard for Lhe Lund cluster algorithm! îs similar but 
not identical to the variable ytJ defined in (3.15). Since there are 4 jets in the 
lowest order Tor the pioeesses H + H~ —• bttb* th<* number of rt onstructed clusters 
is forced to equal four. The basic scheme goes as follows. Initially, each observed 
particle is assupied to be a cluster by itself. Then the two clusters with thr- smallest 

'distance* d>\. are combined by adding vectorial!)' their 4-momenta. This is repeated 
until the number of clusters is reduced to four. 

To resolve the combinatorial problem of pairing clusters, we rely on the beam 

energy constraint. Even with initial state radiation and beamstrahlung effects. 
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most of the events with large visible energy and with good longitudinal momentum 
balance can be reconstructed using the beam energy constraint. For any heavy par
ticles which are pair produced, the event shape is little modified by bearaatrahlung 
and initial state radiation since the events cannot be produced after hud radiation. 
After finding lour clusters (Jl, J2, J3, j4), the energy of the dusters are calculated 
,, . . ,—:-j that the velocity of the clusters §\ is as observed! ' 

The calculated energy £i can be negative for badly reconstructed events. Since 

we force the total longitudinal momentum to be zero, the individual cluster ener

gies may be given incorrectly by the E, in events with significant beamstrablung. 

However, our analysis will show that this method nevertheless gives a good value 

for the mass of the pair-produced particles. 

Once the £, are found, we can search for the best combinations of two dusters 
for forming the if* and if-. Within the three pairings of clusters (12)(34),(13)(24), 
and (14)(23), the pairing is selected which minimizes the quantity 

** - [ j f i f i^p&f + » [ ( M ^ 8 * ) ' + ( % ^ ' V ] • (9-9) 

The parameter a 1* optimised so that the reconstructed mast resolution is small 
lor H+B~ events and, simultaneously, the mass distribution for the background is 
reasonably wide in order to maximize the signal to background ratio. We use the 
value a = 0.25. 

To enhance the H*H~ signal relative to ordinary inultihadron background, 

and to WW- and JZ-background, we apply the following cuts: (These cuts are 

optimised for a 200 GeV /7± and Ji = 600 CcV.) 

(1) Nci > 6, where Nti is the measured charged multiplicity. 

1M 

(2) £ T l , > 0.7 •/>• when- £„„ is the total visible energy oliuiiird b> the elec
tromagnetic anil tlie hadrnn calorimeter l iwra momcnt-i -in *I)IM) 

(3) | £ p , | / £ » j , < U 2, where Lp, i< the s u n of t he longllii 'hi.a. moim-iita mea

sured iD the same waj iw. llu? visible energy 

The cuts (2) and (3) reject ewm, with large momentum imbala dl.mg thr beam 
direction due to bearri5irai]lun(( and initial state radiation efiVi i* 

(4) | c o s P t f i | < 0.70. when- ty, is the reconstructed polar .iridic of the /7* 
momentum 

(5) The reconstructed energy of each cluster (£,,i = 1. J I. i ,,, „ild exceed 
30 GeV. 

(6) The difference between the H± and H* energies must be smaller than 
20 GeV. 

(7) The difference between the two reconstructed dijet masses limit be imatlei 
than 40 GeV. 

(8) The minimum angle I h , , ) between any pair of cluster momenta should be 
greater than 50°. 

The expected <I>m,n distributions are shown for H*H~ t\rui* assuming .Vf̂  
= 150 GeV in Kig. 98(a), for multihadron events in Fig- iJSIb. anil Tor H' +W' -

eventsin Fig. 98(c). 

After the cuts (1)-(8I. the distributions of the averaged iniamuit mass of the 
two reconstructed Higgs bosons are shown in Fig. 99(a) f'.r H' II- rvrnts for 
A/J = ISO GeV. The assumed charged Higgs mass of 200 ( > \ i* -ised fwr the \* 
calculation in eqn.( 11. Hence a small enhancement is seen n n ai„,\.e .'OO GeV, 
but this is not a problem lor reconstructing the charged lljggj. iv,^* of 150 GeV. 
la Fig. 99fb), (c). (d) arid (el. (he same plots are shown (or Qt'l) ?wki!rt,ufid. for 
W +Vv f- events, for Z^Z® events, and for the sum of the abovr i;,ree harkgTOund 
distributions, respectively, (be numbers of events in the figure* lorrrspund to 
an integrated luminosity of 10 fb"1. (The bin size of the plots for • lit' background 
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Figure 98. The distribution of the minimum angle between any pair of the cluiter 
moments. after the cult (l)-(T), U ^ = 600 GeV (a) for H+H~ — i i l j events tor 
MH* a= 150 GeV and ra, = GO GeV. with an integrated luminosity of 15 f b - 1 : (b) for 
mullihadron events (Lund shower model), with an integrated luminosity of 2.5 fb" 1; (c) 
for for H'+H'" events, with an integrated luminosity of 2.5 fb~ ]; (d) for Z^Z0 events, 
with an integrated luminosity of 20 l b - ' . 
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processes ((b)-(e)) is twice as large as for the signal (a), but the integrated numbers 
of events are normalized correctly so that the plots can be compared by overlaying 
the figu-cs. The peaks in the background plot are due to statistical fluctuations 
because of the small statistics of the Monte Carlo events.) It is not difficult to 
distinguish the charged Higgs boson production from the background. The mass 
resolution is determined by the jet energy calculation and hence it depends very 
muc1 un the missing neutrino momenta and on llie energy resolution assumed in 
our uasic model of the the hadron calorimeter. 

Since each II*H~ event contains four B-hadrons which havea relatively long 
lifetime (about 1 ps), we can enhance the ratio of signal to background by selecting 
iiiulti-fl events using a vertex detector, hi principle, the new collider should allow 
a very sophisticated vertex detector, but in this analysis we assumed only a modest 
impact parameter resolution of 40 ^m, together with a beam spot size < \fim. In 
this context, we apply the following additional cut: 

(9) At least three charged particles are required to have momentum greater than 
I GeV and have impact parameter between 200 pm and 2 mm. 

The larger impact parameter cut of 2 mm reduces the contamination from charged 

particles coming from Ks- or A-decays. After the cut (9), the reconstructed Higgs 

mass (denned as the average of the two dijet masses in an event J is shown in Fig, 

100(a) for the case of a 150 GeV H±. The corresponding background contributions 

are shown in Fig. 100(b). Comparing to Fig. 99. we see that the background is 

largely reduced. 

In Figs 101 and 102, we show the results of the samr analysis for A/ffj = 

120 GeV and 200 GeV, respectively, at -Js = 600 GeV A weaker cut on the 

minimum angle cut between any pair of clusters (rjjmtn > 40*) is applied for the 

case of Mjjt = 120 GeV. For , / i = 1 TeV, and for an W* mass of 300 GcV. we 

find the mass plot of Fig. 103(a). This figure, like all of the previous ones, assumes 

a top quark mass of 60 GeV. Increasing the f mass to 120 GeV gives the mass plot 

shown in Fig. 103(b). The corresponding background plot is shown in Fig. 103(c). 
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(e) f u the turn of (bl. (c) u d (d) The cut* txe optimiied for i 200 GeV chufed Hi (p 
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Applying »11 the cut*, (a) for the proem i V + / / - — 6ftS with MHt - IV" 
= 40 CJeV; (b) for OIL- curm>pondn.|r; background (turn of QCD. IV* 11 
The cuts we oplunucd for MHi. = 120 GeV 
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Since the top decays into a bottom quark and an on shell IV boson in this case, 
the events do not have * four jet structure. The Higgs mass peak is broader and 
the efficiency is worse, but the peak is still significant. All the plots are based on 
the taUsgrated luminosity of \0 f b _ 1 IOT both -/a = 600 GeV and 1 TeV. 

1-88 

200 400 0 200 
m (GeV) 

4 0 0 

Figure 102. Reconstructed invariant mast distribution at -Ji — 600 GeV, after 
applying all the cult: (a) for the process H+H~ — till with tig* = 200 GeV and m, 
= M GeV; (b) for the corresponding background (sum of QCD, W*W~ and Z°Z°). 
Toe euta are optimised far MBk = 200 GeV. 

The QCD background for all of these analyses is estimated using the Lund 
QCD shower model (version 6.3) l<S |Tb.is model has the uncertainties discussed in 
Section 3.3. However, even if the QCD background were a factor of two larger, 
this analysis demonstrates that we would still have no problem finding the charged 
Higgs signal for the decay scheme B* —> t + b. 
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Figure 103. Reconstructed ir.variulrnu> distribution at y/i = 1 TeV, after «pply-
in; all the euU: (a) for the process H*H~ — sftl" with MHt ~ M0 GeV and mi = 
60 GeV; (b) for the process H+H~ — Hli «ritn MHt - 300 GeV and ra, = 120 GeV; 
(c) for the corresponding background (sum of QCD, W*W and Z'Z"). Tke cum are 
optimised for Mut = 300 GeV. 

9.3. SEARCHES FOR H± w OTHER MODES 

If the B* is forbidden kinematically from decaying to ft, perhaps because the 

top quark is very heavy, there ate a number of other processes which can be used 

to discover the charged Higgs boson. In this section, we will discuss the three roost 

important of these. 

Let us first consider if* decay schemes involving the T lepton: e + e" — 

H+B- - r+>/r + s? (be) or the charge conjugate. If the H* - t + h decay 
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ii kinematicalty forbidden, this «•+ hadrons topology become* very intereating, 
since the decay branching fraction for the mode H~ -+ r~V, can be a> large as 
30%. The branching fraction depend* on the ratio of the vacuum expectation 
value*. 

This mode ha* already been looked for at PETRA and PEP. We can try similar 

cuts to thoae applied by JADE »t PETHA, 1" 1 rescaled for y/i = 1 TeV. These cuts 

are the following: 

(1) N^ > 2, where jVc, is the.visible charged multiplicity, 

(2) 0.30 • Jl < £ * . <. vG, 

(3) | cosfu !< 0.7, where *n is the polar angle of the thrust axis, 

(*) <«*» > 2 0 \ where * „ , i* the acoplanarity angle of the event, defined by 
the thrust axes in the two hemisphere*. 

(8) Each thrus' Umiapher* i* required to have at least one charged particle and 
an energy of at least 10 GeV. The invariant mas* of the four vector sum in 
one of the thnut hemispheres Af, must be larger than ISO GeV and that for 
the other hemisphere Mi must be smaller than 5 GeV. 

The last cut efficiently reject* W*W~ and Z 'Z 0 events. After all the cuts (l).(5). 
the detection efficiency for the U*H~ event* is about 5 % for Ma* •» 200 GeV ard 
for BR(H- - . r -F, ) = 0.30. The number of events expected after all the cuts is 
about 15, for an integrated luminosity of 10 l b - 1 , MHt = 200 GeV and B(H~ - . 
T~?T) = 0-30- None of the background events from multihadrons, W+W~ or ZaZ" 
event* pa** the cuts in the Monte Carlo analysis. Because of the limited Monte 
Carlo statistic* of the background events, the 68% C.L. upper limit on the number 
of background event* is 2. After (electing the events, the higher one of the two 
hemisphere masse* corrected by the hemisphere visible energy 

m - A f , ( V l / 2 ) / £ , , 

i* plotted in Fig. 104, where A/, is the larger hemisphere mas. and £ , is the 
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Figure 104. Plot of the corrected l u g « hemisphere maaa (m = \t.ySij'l)IE+) 
after ail UK cuts, computed for Tor H*M~ avontswith Afjf* = 200 Or V. ^/i = 600 GeV, 
and an integrated luminosity of 1 0 f b ' ? We lake BR{H + — T+V. ) ^ 0 30. BR{H* — 
cl) = 0.0S, and BR[H* — ci) = 0.M In the Monte Carlo Hudm no background 
event* a n survived after the cuu- Because or the limited statistics for th..- background 
calculation, the 68% C.L. or the background event* in the plot i* act to be V 

corresponding visible energy in the hemisphere. A sharp peal; is seen in the plot. 

W e can also look for charged Higgs bosons in top quark decay*, since the decay 

channel i - » H* + b is fully competitive with the main decay nu.de I — VV+ + b. 

The ratio of the two decay widths is give by. 

f ( . ~ H+b) _ pH. m?(mj-Afj , t ) 
T(t-+W+b) pW. K + 2 m J l , ) ( m J - m f l , ) ° -

(9.10) 

where pj/+ and piv* are the center of mass momenta of the / /* and U"+ for the 

respective decays. The cross section of t? events is greater than that (or charged 

Higgs boson pair production by approximately an order ot magnitude. For M#t -
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200 GeV and Ji = 600 GeV, we have 

u ( e + e - - H+H~) ss O.30; R « 0.12 II, (9.11) 

while the cross section for il is about 1 unit of R. Since there are now other 
high-mass badronic states be:ng produced, we concentrate on the decay mode 
ff+ - . T+tv- The signature of the r from the charged Higgs decay is an isolated 
charged pion with or without accompanying *''s (electromagnetic shower energy). 
On the other hand, the signature of the ordinary top quark decay (t -* W+ + b) 
is an isolated leplon (e or u). Of course, isolated charged pions are also produced 
from the chain t -> W+ + 6 - • r+vT + t - . jr+Ur(+ir0'») v, + b. This probability 
is, however, about a factor of five lower than the probability of having an isolated 
e or ft. Therefore, by comparing the ratio of the number of isolated charged pions 
to the number of the isolated leptons (e's or u's) to the same ratio expected for 
ordinary top decays into IV+ alone we can observe, in principle, a signal for the 
dea.yt — b+H+' 

The ratio, however, cannot be studied in the absence of the other cuts, since 
the isolated leptons or isolated charged pions can ijso come from W+W~ or Z"Z1> 

events. Therefore, the event topology requirements are also needed to reject the 
background. We propose the following set of cuts: 

(1) £r i .>0 .5 \ / s , 

(2) \cos9,k |< 0.8. v,nere 9,» is the polar angle of the thrust axis, 

(3) Each thrust 'jemisphere is required to have al least three charged particles. 

This cut efficiently rejects W*W~ and ZaZ" events which contain isolated charged 

particles. 

(4) MaM = (Js/E*,) • Spf' > 80 GeV, where pfl is the transverse momentum 
of each particle from the plane denned by the two major sphericity axes. 

• This method n i first tried for charged Bigp boson searcha in ti production at SSC. 
The background calculation lot the QCD procewej at SSC i» not ye< completed 
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Table 13. Comparison of number of isolated leptons and isolated charged pions, 
for MH± = 150 GeV, m, = 200 GeV and JC = 10 fnr 1 . 

Process 
Total 
Events 

isolated 
Leptons 

Isolated 
» • * / / * 

1 _ w ± or / / * + b 3,436 272 171 0.629 ± 0.061 

( _ | l / ± + 6(r. 0 H±) 3,436 445 104 0.234 ± 0-025 

Light quark pair (udscb) 93,647 4.3 40 

w+w- 65,100 48 26 

Z'Z" 3,858 7.2 5.3 

In the sample of events obtained by the abovt cuts, the inclusive numbers of 
isolated leptons (e's and n's) or isolated charged pions are counted. The isolation 
condition for the charged particle is 

(5) The momentum must be larger than 2 GeV. The isolation parameter1 

p = v^lpiHl -cos*./,-) must satisfy the condition p > 3.0 GeV 1 ' 2 . where 
Pi is the isolated charged particle momentum and 8jt is the angle between 
the isolated charged particle i and the nearest jet J, which is defined by the 
Lund jet algorithm.' 

After the cuts, the numbers of isolated leptons or isolated charged pions are given 

in Table 13. For the first row, T(t — H + + b) = T(< - . W* + b) is assumed. The 

numbers of events are based on the cross section with initial state radiation (the 

maximum initial state photon energy is 99% of i/s/2) and beamstrahlung. 

If the background is taken into account, the ratio ( # ** / # f* ) for BR(t -> 
W+6) = 1.0 (no charged Higgs boson below top mass) is O.276±0.026 and for the 
case BR(t -* N+b) = 0.5 the number is 0.622±0.055. These two numbers differ 
by more than five standard deviations. The ratios are not very sensitive to the top 
mass as long as the number of isolated *•* and f* from the background is small 
compared with those from the top quark decays. For a 250 GeV top quark and 
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« 150 GeV if*, the effect is still more than four standard deviations if BR(t - . 
H+b) * 0.5. Perfect e. u and *"* identification is assumed here. Since there are 
not many isolated charged tracks, reasonably conservative values of the e p and 
charged pion rrusidentification probabilities do not significantly change the result. 
For example with the lepton detection efficiency P(l — f) = 0.9, the charged 
pion efficiency .P(ir -t *) = 0.9, the lepUn misidentification probability P(t — 
r) = 0.01, and the r-ion misidentificatiou proSability P(n — ') s= 0.01, the ratio 
( # * * / # /± ) for BR(t - H'+i) = 1.0 i> 0.2K5±0.028, and for the case BR(t -, 
H+b) = 0.5 the number is 0.629±0.05S. The efficiencies and miaideptification 
probabilitiei are defined within the acceptance of our model detector. 

Finally, we consider the possible decay of the charged Higgs boson into a W 
boson and • neutral Higgs. If there is a light neutral Higgs boson, charged Higgs 
bosons may decay into W plus this light neutral Higgs bosun. For the scalar Higgs 
basons (CP even statesl. the decay branching fraction of the process H* ~ W+H9 
(i m 1,2) may be suppressed due to the Higgs mixing. If the lightest Higgs is 
pteudoscalar (CP odd state //J), there is no such suppression for two doublet 
model*. This caae is more interesting because a pietidoscalar Higgs cannot be 
produced from the process e+e" - • Z°//J or from WW- or 2Z-fusion since there 
is no tree level ZZH\- or WW/ff-oiupling. The decay branching fraction ol 
H+ - . W+Hf depends on the top msff but it can be the dominant decay mode 
if Hf is light enough. The dominant decay mode of the H° is normally bi. For 
simplicity, MB± - 150 GeV, BR(H* - W+H?) = 1. M„. = 25 GeV, and 
BR(Jtf -t It) » 1 are tttumed. B-tagging techniques can be used to select these 
events since each event contains at least four B-hadrons. 

The most promising process, having a distinctive event topology and the ad
vantage of charged Higgs man reconstruction, is when one W decays leptonically 
and the other IV decays hadronically. This gives events of the form e + e~ —i 
H+H- - HfW+ + HfW- -+ bl + <*!/< + bb + qif. The events are selected by 
requiring an isolated lepion from a W decay and also requiring tracks with a large 
impact parameter (fi-taggiug). 
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The events are selected by using the same set of cuts fur the ft M-lcction dis
cussed in the previous section (cuts (1|-|4)). Also an isolated dhimed lepton is 
required. The isolation condition is just as in the previous section cui rjp). 

Since the event signature is one isolated leplon plus four jel> iisw, //y jets and 
two jets from rV-dccay). the selected events arc forced to form four clusters after 
removal of the isolated lepton. The events must have a H' boson. ,u one of the 
pairs of jets is required to sum to the H' mass. Thai is, we place 'he additonai 
cut: 

(6) A combination of two jets (i and j) exits and satisfies 

\M,, - B H V | < 5 G e V . 

After all the cuts, the higher hemisphere mass corrected by the hemisphere visible 
energy Mjti /s /Ej) ic plotted in Fig. 105(a). The corresponding background is 
shown in Fig.105(b). One ran see a clean peak of about 50 event', at 150 GeV 

It should be no:ed thai rtj can be found at LEP-ll if both the //J and W± 
are so light that the W± can decay into H^Hy. Since the branching fraction 
it not large, 0(1%), the best process to look at is e*c~ -• I f l l ' ' with one 
W decaying subsequently into H*H§ —» T*VT + bb and the utlicr St decaying 
leptoaically. Since only the //J decays hadronically in the event the //J mass can 
be reconstructed. Measuring the momentum spectrum of the II" allows the W* 
mass to be determined. 

The general conclusions of our study of charged Higgs boson searches are the 

following'. 

(1) With a 1 TeV c+e~ linear collide,1- and an integrated luminosity of 10 lb" 1. 

we can delect production of charged Higgs bosons and determine its mass 

for >V* masses of less than 80 % of the beam energy and a d-Miunant decay 

mode of H+ — t + l. 
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Figure 105. Plot of the corrected lajger hernigpoere m&- •."> s M^.(^/j/2)/£ +) 
after all the cut»: (») fur H*H- ev«il» » Ji = MO GeV with integrated Inn.- t o n t y of 
10 f i r 1 , A/«± = 150 GeV, BR(H+ - n'^JVS) = 1,00, M„j = 26 GeV and BIU.Hg - . 
M) = 1.00; (b) the corrapoading background plot for the turn of QCD proeestct, 
W+W- and Z<>Z<>, agau, with 10 lb"'. 

(2) If the charged Higgs boson is sufficiently lighter than the top quark, the top 
quark decays to H* + ». We can detect the signal of the charged Higgs boson 
both through its direct pair production and in the top quark decay. 

(3) If there is a light neutral Higgs boson, a charged Higga boson may decay into 
W plus the neutral Higgs with a large branching traction. Even if neutral 
Higgs bosons cannct be produced via the process « + e " -» Z* If, or WW-oi 
ZZ-fusicm (for example, tt- CP odd state), the neutral higgs boson can be 
produced and detected in the decay /f* - • W^Hf. 

(4) It is necessary to understand the higher order QCD processes and to improve 

the QCD shower models, and to test them at lower energies. Also processes 

containing weak vector bosons must be experimentally understood. 

(5) Beamstrahlung effects must be moderate. We have to compromise between 

the integrated luminosity and the bearnstiahlung effect. But the realistic 
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spectrum which we assumed for our Monte Carlo studies proved to be are 
perfectly acceptable for studies of charged Higgs boson production. 



10. Conclusions 

In this report, we have presented a number of the central experiments which 
might be conducted at a e + «~ collider operating in the energy region 600 GeV -
1 TeV. We have discussed the the significance of these experiments to the progress 
of high energy physics, and we have demonstrated that these experiments can 
be ct:-'tl out with realistic detectors and in the environment which ose might 
anticiyi4£c from the collider design. We have concentrated on the most important 
issue of the search for m&atfesUtioM of the Higgs boson sector and other indications 
of new physics beyond the standard model. But along this line, we have sketched 
a rich experimental program, with great potential for major discoveries. 

We analysed in detail four classes of experiments which probe for physics be
yond the standard model. We first considered searches for new quarks and leptoni; 
our conclusion here was that thes* objects could be identified from event samples 
of a few l b - 1 . We exhibited very efficient search procedures for isolating these 
states; this analysis suggests that one can go on to measure branching ratios and 
decay parameters for these new state*. 

We then studied experiments which can isolate the neutral Higga boson of the 

standard model. Outside of a small range around the mass of the W, we found 

that this search could be done in • completely straightforward way by utilizing the 

WW fusion process of Higgi production. The technique reconstructs the Higgs 

boson from its major decay model and could be used to study the decays of the 

Higgs in more detail. This search required larger event samples, of order 30 fb~'. 

We studied searches for modifications of the gauge theory of weak interactions 

at high energy. We discussed the effect on e + e~ annihilation processes of the 

presence of a new Z° resonance. This effect is of course dramatic i f the new 
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resonance lies within the energy range of the collider, but we found observable 
effects also from resonances a factor of 3 higher in mass. This diMiission also 
illustrated the use of longitudinal polarisation of the electron beam ;» a sensitive 
diagnostic tool. We discussed precision tests of the weak interaction couplings in 
the process e + e~ — W+W~. W* showed that, assuming an r\i-nt sample of 30 
ib~', one can measure the differential cross section for W pair production with 
sufficient accuracy to be sensitive to the radiative corrections win, li would signal 
new heavy fermions or a strongly-coupled Higgs sector. 

Finally, we analyzed searches for two specific manifestations of larger new sec
tors of physics beyond the standard model. We found that the pair-production 
of neutral supcrsymmetric particles can be isolated in event samples of 10 f b _ 1 . 
Our analysis makes clear that a wide variety of the states predicted by theories 
of superaymmetry can be discovered at this high-energy collider. We also found 
that charged Higgs bosons can be isolated in events samples of 10 fb" 1, by direct 
reconstruction of these states from their major hadronic decays. 

The integrated luminosity samples called for in this summary of our results are 
large by the current standards of high energy physics. This is the result of the well-
known feature of any point-like process that cross sections decrease dramatically 
with energy, proportional to ££M- T 1 U J feature presents a challenge to accelerator 
designers, to construct machines which deliver e + e~ luminosities in excess of ID 3 3 

c m ^ s e c - 1 . This problem is an inseparable part of the challenge of t T physics. 
In this report, we have documented the experimental advantages that make this 
problem worth solving. We have shown that the experimental environment of 
an e*e~ collider remains exceptionally clean at these high energies, even in the 
presence of those compromises in beam energy spread and access io forward angles 
which might be necessary to achieves high luminosity. 

We have, then, seen the breadth and clarity of view into the fundamental 

processes of physics which a 1 TeV e+c~ collider will provide. \\c look forward 

to the coming era of e+c" experimentation in this high energy regime and to the 
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realization of the great promise which this experimental program often. 
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